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They wrestle and bark. They chase and
sniff. They frolic and play and dash about,
and their owners look on like proud
parents.
"Dogs are living creatures and they need
a place to run and be free," said Jessica
Silverberg, 23, whose dog Cola, a shepherd mix, is among the
happy pack of canines.
"It's a great place for them to socialize," agreed Beth Maeyer, 25,
who is at the park with her boxer, Kaiya.
"On a nice day, this big open area here is full of dogs. There might
be 30 out here."
For Silverberg and Maeyer _ and for Cola and Kaiya _ Robert E.
Lee Park, tucked between Falls Road and Lake Roland just north
of Baltimore City, deserves the title bestowed in a recently
published book: The best place to walk your dog in the Baltimore
area.
The book is "A Bark in the Park: The 50 Best Places to Hike With
Your Dog in the Baltimore Region." It was researched, written and
published by Delaware author and entrepreneur Doug Gelbert,
who, among other enterprises, runs Cruden Bay Books.
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The latest in a series of dog-walking guides, the book was
published late last year. True to the title, it ranks the top 50
places to walk your dog in greater Baltimore.
But the book is more than a dry listing of parks. Each entry
includes a history of the park, detailed directions, a description of
the trails, swimming possibilities (for dogs, of course), and more.
Some entries also include additional, frequently quirky bits of
information aimed at enticing visitors. The Lee Park entry, for
example, besides declaring the park "the unofficial Baltimore dog
park," points out that visitors can sit on a Greek revival structure,
built as a valve house in 1862, and view the stone dam that
created Lake Roland.
In addition, the book includes advice on hiking with your dog (how
to avoid ticks, whether to use dog booties, etc.), a section on
particularly interesting sights at some of the parks (the gun
battery at Fort Howard Park in east Baltimore County and the bald
eagles at the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center in Anne Arundel
County, for example) and tips on taking your dog to the beach.
It also includes a list of parks that exclude dogs _ which could
come in handy for dog-haters looking to avoid canines on their
solitary hikes.
In truth, you don't need a dog to get some use out of "A Bark in
the Park," which could serve as a guide to lesser-known, lesservisited hiking areas for anyone interested in a walk in the park.
For author Gelbert, however, the book's target audience is dog
owners.
"There are a lot of dog owners out there who are adventuresome
enough that they want to get past the neighborhood park," said
Gelbert. "They want to find a better place to walk with their dog."
The Baltimore book is the latest in an expanding series of dogwalking guides and grew out of the author's own experiences, as a
dog-owner and a hiker.
Gelbert, 45, said he had been walking his dog in Delaware parks
for 15 years when, a few years ago, a fellow owner recommended
a small, isolated park. Her dog, she told him, loved it, and so did
she.
"It was five minutes away and I had never heard of it," recalled
Gelbert in a recent telephone interview. "I went looking and when
I found it, it had the best trails I'd ever seen in Delaware, outside
a couple state parks.
"It struck me that, at the risk of solitude, this was something that
other people should know about."
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Gelbert wrote and published books on dog walking in Delaware
and Philadelphia before setting his sights on Baltimore. Close to
his home base, an urban area with tens of thousands of dogowners, Charm City was a natural subject.
For the Baltimore book, he took a half-dozen short trips to the
area. To get his information, he visited green areas on the map,
seeing each first -hand, and quizzing dog owners he'd meet on the
park's amenities and friendliness to dogs _ and on what other
parks in the area were good for dogs.
The result is 160 pages long and sells for $12.95 on the Web at
hikewithyourdog.com and at local Barnes & Noble bookstores.
The first printing of the book was 1,000, said Gelbert. While it has
yet to go into a second printing, the book is selling "very well," he
said.
Gelbert, who also owns a couple of dog-washing shops in
Delaware, already has authors working on dog-walking guides for
Atlanta, El Paso and a few other areas. In fact, he hopes to
publish a half-dozen new guides a year for the foreseeable future.
"I think people love them," he said.
As proof, he cites an encounter he had with a couple walking their
dog in an isolated Philadelphia park a few years ago, while he was
doing research for the Philly guide.
The couple recognized his dog, which was pictured on the alreadypublished Delaware guides.
"Almost the first words out of their mouths were, `You're not
going to write about this place, are you?'," recalled Gelbert.
He did, of course.
No doubt his latest book will annoy some local dog-owners, who
treasure their solitary walks with their pet and are loathe to have
their favorite park discovered by hordes of fellow walkers.
But to others, the more the merrier.
At least that would be the case for the dogs at Robert E. Lee Park.
'Dogs are living creatures and they need a place to run and be
free.'
Jessica Silverberg
©2002 MyWebPal.com. All rights reserved.
Contact us at webmaster@mywebpal.com
All other trademarks and Registered trademarks are property
of their respective owners.
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Robert E. Lee Park is a dog walker's paradise. This is
where posh pooches and their owners meet and
greet. Most of the humans who frequent the park are
too busy flirting to curb their dogs, so it's usually wise
to wear old tennis shoes if you're planning to stop by
for a quick jog or power walk. More innocent hikers
may also want to avoid the trails in spring, as they
tend to be ripe with hormone-raging canines, as well
as humans in a, ahem, similar state.
Having a dog is by no means a requirement for
enjoying this amazingly accessible 456.43-acre
chunk of nature. Park along Lakeside Drive and cross
the footpath that overlooks Lake Roland Dam. Hikers
can opt to continue uphill to the loop overrun with
frisky dog walkers or they can choose the trail that
hugs Lake Roland, once Baltimore's chief drinking
water supply.
This trail crosses light rail tracks, but it eventually
becomes a solitary (if somewhat marshy) escape.
There are a number of mile-long side trail options
available. Some circle the lake and offer views of
fishermen. Other trails venture deeper into the
woods. The paths tend to be rocky, muddy and
narrow, but the bird watching is supreme. Ducks,
geese, woodpeckers and herons are frequently
spotted. There are also some quaint footbridges and
tunnels that are great for photo ops. Depending on
the route, the trail can extend up to six miles, but it
isn't a loop, so be sure to allow enough daylight and
energy to return safely. --Amanda Krotki
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A BARK IN THE PARK: THE 50 BEST
PLACES TO HIKE WITH YOUR DOG IN
THE BALTIMORE REGION

Press Release
THE TOP TEN PLACES TO HIKE WITH
YOUR DOG IN THE BALTIMORE REGION
Blue Ribbon - Robert E. Lee Park (Baltimore County)
With its rough-around-the-edges look, Robert E. Lee radiates plenty of canine charm. It
feels as if dogs are welcome here and the 456-acre park has evolved into a prime destination
for dog walkers of all sorts. Looking for a quick walk and a swim? Lake Roland can't be
beat for deep water dog paddling. After a half-day's outing with your dog on the hiking
trails? Cross the light rail line and the trail system explodes into a maze of hard-packed dirt
passageways through the woods. Just need to let the dog romp with some buddies? Robert E.
Lee Park may as well be Rover E. Lee Park. You'll find more dogs per hour here than any
park in the Baltimore area.
#2 - Gunpowder Falls State Park - Hereford (Baltimore County)
At Hereford the canine hiker can find any length or type of hike to set tails wagging. Long
out-and-back walks through a rugged gorge (this is Baltimore?) can be combined with many
side trails that scamper up the valley slopes. You'll find plenty of great canine swimming
holes in the river, fed by outflows from the Prettyboy Dam. You can even take the dog right
to the base of the dam on a narrow trail drenched in mountain laurel.
#3 - Susquehanna State Park (Harford County)
The first European to set eyes on the Susquehanna River was English explorer John Smith.
He was suitably impressed. "Heaven and earth," he wrote, "seemed never to have agreed
better to frame a place for man's commodious and delightful habitation." Dog owners might
readily concur. At Susquehanna State Park you can test trails in the hills that will leave man
and dog panting or stroll along the shady Susquehanna and Tidewater Canal towpath, as
level and pleasant an excursion as you can take with your dog.
#4 - Downs Memorial Park (Anne Arundel County)
Looking for a dog-friendly park? At Downs Memorial Park there is a "pet parking" stall
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outside the information center. A dog drinking bowl is chained to a human water fountain.
The walking is fine too. Some five miles of easy hiking through woodlands of oak and
maple and holly and gum. Best of all is Dog Beach, an isolated, scruffy 40-yard stretch of
sand where you can let the dog off leash for canine aquatics in the Chesapeake Bay. The
wave action is just right for dogs and there is enough sand for digging. Need we say more?
#5 - Gunpowder Falls State Park - Sweet Air (Baltimore/Harford County)
Sweet Air offers more than 12 miles of well-marked rambles on four main trails and several
connector branches. Unlike other sections of Gunpowder Falls State Park, the water is not
the star at Sweet Air. Rather the attraction is a pastiche of open fields (still under cultivation)
and wooded landscapes on either side of the river. Don't forget to check out the farm ponds
on the property for some canine refreshment.
#6 - Oregon Ridge Park (Baltimore County)
Save for the demanding rocky slopes of the S. James Camp-bell Trail, the hiking on Oregon
Ridge's six miles of trails is almost uniformly wide and soft to the paw. The folks at Oregon
Ridge are accommodating to dog owners - if you forget the leash they will loan you one.
There are many trail options in this 1000-acre park and don't be afraid to learn something
here. An interpretive trail leads to exhibits on the bountiful natural resources that made
Oregon Ridge an active mining commun-ity in the 19th century: water, timber, iron and
marble.
#7 - Gunpowder Falls State Park - Bel Air (Baltimore County)
From the parking lot on US 1 there are hours of hiking on both sides of the Gunpowder Falls
in either direction. The highlight for canine hikers here is the Sweathouse Branch Wildlands
Area that provides some of the best loop trails in the Gunpowder Falls state park system.
The healthy hill climbs and wide trails give a big feel to this 5.1-mile walk as it meanders
through differing forest types. Continue just past the end of the Sweathouse Trail to the
Long Green Run and you'll find one of the best canine swimming holes in Greater
Baltimore. Racing water is funnelled into a deep pool by a whale-shaped rock that serves as
a natural diving board for playful dogs.
#8 - Patapsco Valley State Park (Carroll, Howard and Baltimore counties)
Dogs are banned in most areas of Maryland's first state park, established in 1907. But there
is plenty of lemonade to be squeezed from those lemons served up by the state of Maryland.
Dogs are welcomed in undeveloped areas such as Feezer's Lane where a short hike leads to
the base of Liberty Dam; Henryton Road which sports a wild and wooly streamside
adventure; access to the tamed Patapsco River at historic Daniels; and breathtaking views of
the river valley from Buzzard's Rock off Hilltop Road.
#9 - Savage Park (Howard County)
Three unconnected areas surrounding the confluence of the Middle Patuxent and Little
Patuxent rivers conspire to form Savage Park. The Wincopin Neck Trails are the prime
destination for the canine hiker where most of the walking is level except where the paths
plunge to the edge of the rivers. Across the water, the Savage Historic Mill Trail is a wide,
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level wooded path that traces the boulder-pocked stream below the confluence for 3/4 mile.
Pools in the falls are the prettiest canine swimming holes in Greater Baltimore.
#10 - Soldiers Delight Natural Environmental Area (Baltimore County)
Soldier's Delight is the ideal change-up from the tall trees and rushing streams found at most
Baltimore area parks. Keep your eyes open as you wander through Soldier's Delight's 2700
acres. The lack of nutrients in the soil of these "barrens" produce a prairie-like environment
loaded with rare insects, rocks and more than three dozen endangered plant species. The
distinctive green-tinted serpentine stone sticks up through the thin soil, however, and, while
easy on the eye, can be tough on the paw.
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RECREATION
Robert E. Lee Memorial Park
Falls Road (410) 396-7931

Description:
Hours: Daily: dusk till dawn.

CATEGORY:
Outdoors

RATING:

MAP

Robert E. Lee Park is the kind of place
where you can enjoy some solitude;
perhaps use the open grass to toss the
Frisbee around with friends or your dog,
or, as the park does see a number of
people on a daily basis, use the Frisbee
or dog to meet that significant other. With
456.43 acres to enjoy, this place is great
for hiking, jogging or walking, but beware
of scattered dog droppings! The park
strays of into separate almost secluded
hiking trails, some of which circle the lake
and offer some fishing. Other paths take
you into the woods and can keep you
walking for several miles. The park is
known as a picturesque place to relax or
get some exercise.
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PREVIOUS: Things to Do in & Around Baltimore

NEXT: Transportation
Note: this is the 1998-2000 GRO Guide edition! For current info, see the official GRO Guide
page.

Places to Go
Towns and Cities
Annapolis: This is a nice place to spend a relaxing autumn afternoon. The state capitol is known for its
18th-century buildings, one of the oldest colleges in the U.S. (St. Johns recently celebrated its
tercentennial), and a picturesque harbor. There are a number of shops, pubs, and restaurants as well.
Items of particular interest are the Maryland State House and the William Paca House and Garden.
Harper's Ferry, West Virginia: This quaint town located at the corner where Virginia, West Virginia,
and Maryland meet has many attractions for a day trip or weekend get-away. The Appalachian Trail
goes through towns and can be followed for roughly a thousand miles north or south, if you are up for a
major hike. For those with less ambitious plans, there is a pleasant hike to the top of Maryland Heights,
with breathtaking cliff-top views directly down on the town (3-4 miles). Cobblestone streets wander
through the old historic district where you can learn more about John Brown's significant, though
unsuccessful, rebellion. On top of the hill is an old cemetery with gravestones dating from the 18th
century. The C&O Canal also comes through on the Maryland side of the river and, as always, provides
walking, biking, and other outdoor activities.
For those aquatically inclined, the confluence of the Potomac and Shenandoah rivers over a series of
rapids makes for nice white-water rafting and kayaking. Fortunately the rapids are usually of a gentle
enough grade that even casual canoe fans should have little trouble. You can rent boats in town.
Directions: Take I-70 west from Baltimore to Frederick. Bear SW on US -340 crossing one bridge into
VA and then another into West VA. The visitor's center is located several miles out of town and runs
regular shuttle buses into town. Parking in town is also available. Travel time: 1 ½ hours. Note: you can
also take the MARC train to Harper's Ferry.
Philadelphia: Despite its nickname, "City of Brotherly Love," Philly has all of the problems of any
other major U.S. city. On the bright side, however, there are a number of things to occupy you once you
tire of Baltimore and Washington. Of historical interest are Independence Hall, the Liberty Bell, and
the houses of Betsy Ross (where she sewed the first American flag) and Benjamin Franklin (where he
flew the kite and discovered lightning). South St. provides some of the more eclectic shopping and
dining experiences in the city, including several Philly cheesesteak vendors, and there are a number of
good theaters and clubs. There are also many colorful street vendors and several good used book stores.
The Philadelphia Art Museum, well known to fans of the Rocky movies, and the Franklin Institute
are both worth a visit. If you're not too squeamish, drop by the Mutter Museum of Medical Oddities, a
sad little collection of human remains illustrating the true meaning and range of the word 'grotesque.'
Half an hour west of the city is Valley Forge, a large historical park where George Washington and the
Continental Army wintered during the Revolutionary War. There are cannons, reconstructed cabins,
monuments and, of course, interpretive signs.
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Washington, DC: If you can't find anything to do in DC, there may be something wrong with you.
There are national monuments to see, scores of great restaurants and shops to visit, and lots of big-city
hip urban life to experience. Broadway shows on tour from New York will often stop in DC while
missing Baltimore entirely.
The museum list is topped by the many museums that are part of the Smithsonian. They are free and
can occupy you for quite a while, whether you're interested in art, airplanes, or American history.
(Museums generally close around 5 pm so don't think of them as nightlife.) The National Gallery
houses some of the most famous paintings in the world. The Holocaust Museum is intense and movingtickets are free but are assigned a specific entrance time, so you may need to arrive early and then come
back for your time. You can also order tickets through Ticketmaster for a few dollars to guarantee a
convenient time slot. The National Building Museum and Old Post Office are interesting and there are
many other great places to visit. The Mall, a large grassy area frequented by tourists, protesters, kiteflyers, tourists, frisbee-players, picnickers, and more tourists, stretches from the Capitol to the Lincoln
Memorial. The Washington Monument stands 555 feet tall and offers a spectacular view of DC. You
can also take tours of the Capitol or the White House. The National Zoo, home of the aged but
painfully cute giant panda Ling-ling, as well as a host of other exotic creatures, is located at the
Woodley Park-Zoo Metro stop and, being a branch of the Smithsonian, is also free.
If you're wandering around Georgetown , you can enjoy a picnic lunch- or just rest your dogs - in the
pretty, pocket-size garden of the Old Stone House on M St. or the vastly larger, elegantly landscaped
grounds of Dumbarton Oaks, an estate that now belongs to Harvard U. (The latter charges $4 for
admission.) The C&O Canal Towpath, along Georgetown's bottom edge, is also pleasant for
picnicking, or you can rent a canoe for a lazy paddle.
Unlike subways in many cities, the DC Metro is actually efficient, fast, clean, and pleasant to ride. The
cost is $1.10 between most downtown stops. Just don't be caught with food or drink in the stations or on
the trains, as this is punishable by a stiff fine- for reasons unknown to all. While DC does have one of
the highest crime rates in the nation, the touristy areas are pretty safe, especially during the day.

Washington DC Phone Numbers & Addresses
Anacostia Museum
1901 Fort Pl., SE
Arlington National Cemetery
(703-607-8052)
Bureau of Engraving and Printing
(202-622-2000) 14th/C St., SW
Corcoran Gallery of Art
(202-638-3211) 17th St./New York, NW
Dumbarton Oaks
(202-339-6401) R St. at 31st, NW
FBI Headquarters
(202-324-2892) E St. btwn 9th/10th, NW
Hirschhorn Museum & Sculpture Garden
Independence Ave/7th, SW
Jefferson Memorial
(202-426-6822) Tidal Basin
Library of Congress
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(202-707-5000) 101 Independence Ave.
Lincoln Memorial
(202-426-6895) Mall/23rd St. NW
Lincoln Museum/Ford's Theater
(202-426-6927) 511 10th St., NW
National Air & Space Museum
(202-357-1300) Independence/6th St., NW
National Archives
(202-501-5000) 7th St./Constitution
National Building Museum
(202-272-2448) 401 F St. NW
National Gallery of Art
(202-737-4215) 4th/Constitution Ave.
National Museum of African Art
950 Independence Ave, SW
National Museum of American Art
8th/G St.,NW
National Museum of American History
14th/Constitution, NW
National Museum of Natural History
10th/Constitution, NW
National Museum of Women in the Arts
(202-783-5000) 1250 New York
National Portrait Gallery
8th/F St., NW
National Postal Museum
2 Massachusetts Ave, NE
National Zoological Park
(202-673-4800) 3000 Connecticut Ave, NW
Supreme Court
(202-479-3000) 1 1st St.,NW
Union Station
(202-371-9441) 50 Massachusetts Ave.
United States Capitol
(202-224-3221) Capitol Hill
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
(202-488-0400) 100 Raoul Wallenberg Pl.
Vietnam Veterans Memorial
(202-634-1568) Constitution Gardens
Washington Monument
(202-426-6839) 15th/17th St. & Constitution
White House
(202-456-7041) 1600 Pennsylvania Ave.

Outdoor Recreation: Parks/Trails/Camping
Appalachian Trail (AT): The AT is America's premier long-distance hiking trail, running 2,200 miles
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from Maine to Georgia. A small portion of it traverses Maryland west of Frederick, about an hour from
Baltimore. There are many portions that can be hiked, and a particularly lovely section can be accessed
at Harper's Ferry, WV. Trail maps and other information can be obtained through the Potomac
Appalachian Trail Club or at local stores.
Assateague Island: Though a hearty three-hour drive from Baltimore, Assateague Island is definitely
worth it if you'd enjoy twenty miles of Atlantic beach, herds of semi-tame wild horses, and great
wildlife. There are established beaches with lifeguards at both the State and National Parks on the island,
although swimming is allowed anywhere. In the National Park, there are a few hundred camping sites
among the dunes for both car campers and people who don't mind walking a couple of miles. For those
inclined, Assateague features (in the opinion of this author) some of the best surfing on the east coast.
Judging from the number of surfcasters, fishing is a popular pastime along the beach as well. Obey the
signs and don't feed the horses. They get all the food they need from stealing people's sandwiches and
picnic coolers.
The back side of the island shelters a long bay with excellent canoeing and kayaking. Wildlife, from
ponies and deer to sea otters and waterbirds, can be seen in great abundance. If you go during the
summer, the bay side will also feature insect life in great abundance. Spring and fall are the
recommended times for visiting here. Reservations are recommended during the peak season (summer
weekends through Labor Day).
Baltimore & Annapolis Trail: This "rail trail" is an established recreational greenway following the
route of the old Baltimore & Annapolis Railroad from Glen Burnie to Annapolis. This linear park is 13.3
miles long, with a paved level path for walkers, cyclists, and skaters.
Chesapeake and Ohio (C&O) Canal: During the 1800s a great deal of commerce flowed from the
mountainous inlands of Appalachia to the seaports of Washington and Baltimore. The C&O Canal was
dug along 184 miles of the Potomac River to enable long, narrow barges pulled by mules to make the
trip, bypassing dangerous rapids. Unfortunately, the same year the canal was completed, the first
railroad tracks were laid, rendering the whole endeavor obsolete.
Today the canal and the towpath along which the mules would walk runs from Washington, DC, all the
way up the Potomac into western Maryland. It is a flat, wide, easy path passing through lovely
countryside and is perfect for walking, mountain biking, or horseback riding.
Directions: The canal path can easily be accessed at Great Falls, Harper's Ferry, or a hundred spots in
between. The closest point to Baltimore is about an hour away.
Cunningham Falls State Park/ Catoctin Mountain Park: Cunningham Park, in Thurmont, MD,
boasts the state's tallest waterfall (a whopping 78 feet) and is a great area for camping, hiking, and
boating. You can find boat rentals, cross-country skiing, miles of trails, and over 150 camping sites
available for around $12/night. Reservations for boats and camping are useful during busy times.
The adjoining Catoctin Mountain Park also has 25 miles of hiking trails, picnicking facilities, fishing,
and camping available from mid-April through late November. Sites are $10/night for five people.
Cabins are $35/night. You don't need to worry about safety here as this park houses Camp David, the
presidential mountain retreat. Anyone who is lost in the woods will be very politely located and returned
by marines. Both parks are popular in October when leaves are at their best.
Directions: Take I-70 west to Frederick, head north on US-15, and go west two miles on MD-77.
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Cylburn Arboretum has nature trails, a mansion, and bird and nature museums. Located in a quiet area,
it feels farther away than it is.
Druid Hill Park, located just southwest of Hampden, is a large, wooded, hilly piece of land. It
originally belonged to Nicholas Rogers and his son Lloyd, who are responsible for much of the park's
fine romantic 19th-century landscaping. The Baltimore Conservatory, located in the park, dates from
1888 and has expanded to comprise four greenhouses and outdoor gardens. There are whimsical
pavilions built by George Frederick in the 19th century, which are some of the oldest park buildings in
the country. Originally they served as stops for the small railroad that wound through the park. The city
has added six lakes, including Druid Lake, a city reservoir. You'll also find playing fields, tennis courts,
a swimming pool, picnic areas, and even a frisbee golf course. The park is a nice place to bike, picnic, or
run.
The Baltimore Zoo in Druid Hill Park has 1,200 exotic birds, reptiles, and mammals. They also have the
country's largest colony of African black-footed penguins. At Christmas, they open the zoo at night for a
Festival of Lights.
Fort McHenry, in addition to being a site of historical interest, is a beautiful spot with a great view.
Located on the tip of the peninsula on the south side of the Inner Harbor, this would be a nice place to
take a break from the library or your home office and read a book, walk, or even go for a run. The fort is
the one which the British shelled to near rubble in the War of 1812. However, it remained unconquered,
inspiring Francis Scott Key to give us the words to what is now the national anthem. Although you're
unlikely to see British warships on the water, you can still watch over some ramparts if you want.
Great Falls of the Potomac: In a region of the country not known for its natural wonders, Great Falls is
quite a surprise. Located about ten miles upstream of Washington on the Potomac River, this huge
navigational hazard is not so much a waterfall as a water stampede through some very large rocks. For a
few days after a rainstorm, the water level rises to awesome proportions- all of which can be observed
safely from clifftop overlooks.
There are parks on both the Maryland and Virginia sides of the river where you can observe the falls and
walk along the edge of 50-foot cliffs overlooking the turbulent water. It is a favorite spot for rock
climbers of all skill levels and white-water kayakers (some of them world-class), as well as hikers,
mountain bikers, horseback riders, and history buffs. It's a great place for spotting wildflowers and large
birds (particularly great blue herons, Canada geese, and several types of vultures), but watch underfoot
for the prolific poison ivy.
On the Virginia side of the river, about ten miles of trails wander back and forth along the cliffs and
through some lovely forest. You can see the remains of a canal engineered by George Washington in the
1790s to allow boats to bypass the dangerous cataracts. The visitor's center and interpretive signs will
provide the full picture. There is a picnic area with charcoal grills and tables. You can take walks from
under a mile to five-mile hikes. During tourist season, parking costs $4 per car.
Directions: Follow the DC beltway (495) west into VA. Take the first exit after crossing the state line
(Exit 13) and take a right on Georgetown Pike to Old Dominion Drive. There are signs. Driving time
from Baltimore is about 75 minutes.
The Maryland side of the falls is a little rougher and hosts the famous Billy Goat Trail, a four-mile rocky
scramble along cliff tops and through pleasant forest. Bring sturdy shoes. For the more sedate, the falls
themselves can be observed and, since the C&O Canal passes through the area, you can do as much easy
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walking as you like.
Directions: Head west on the DC beltway (495) and take exit 41 for Great Falls, MD. (Follow the Clara
Barton Pkwy. to MacArthur Boulevard. Drive for a few miles and follow the signs.)
Greenmount Cemetery: may not be the most traditional place to spend a sunny Sunday afternoon, but
it is nevertheless reputed to have a beautiful view of the Inner Harbor. Located directly south of North
Ave. and east of Greenmount Ave., the cemetery is home to many old grave sites of the rich and (in)
famous of a bygone era, including that of John Wilkes Booth.
Gunpowder Falls: In Maryland "falls" means river, not, as you might assume, a waterfall.
Nevertheless, Gunpowder Falls and Little Gunpowder Falls, north of the city, are lovely areas for
observing nature, hiking, fishing, and mountain biking. Large portions of the rivers are accessible to
canoes as well, though, as it is a one-way trip, you will need another vehicle to shuttle you back. There
is a convenient parking area on Rte. 1 a few miles north of 695. At the outlet of the river into the
Chesapeake Bay, the Hammerman Area provides a large picnic ground and beach. At the nearby marina,
you can rent boats and purchase fishing tackle.
Gwynns Falls Park is less than three and a half miles from campus, at the western end of North Ave.
It's a rambling piece of forest and field, surrounded by pleasant neighborhoods. It originates outside the
beltway, about five miles northeast, and drops into the middle branch of the Patapsco River to the
southeast. Picnic tables and grills can be found in the park if you'd like to dine al fresco, and there are
tennis courts, too.
Lake Montebello: The lake is a beautiful spot near campus. You'll find many people out jogging,
bicycling, and roller-blading on the path around the lake- but watch out for cars! Herring Run Park
begins north of the Lake and continues to the southeast- another great place for a bike ride or jogging,
but it also has tennis courts and a picnic area.
Loch Raven Reservoir: This artificial lake, which supplies Baltimore with a good portion of its
drinking water, is a great resource for bikers, fisherfolk, boaters, and runners. On weekends a portion of
the road is closed to traffic and taken over by cyclists, rollerbladers, and walkers. There are picnic areas,
mountain-biking trails, and ample roads for road bikers. A nice road ride starts at Dulaney Valley Rd.,
goes through the park, north on Manor Rd. to Sweet Air and then circles back down along Baldwin Mill,
Long Green Pike, Glen Arm, and back over Cromwell Bridge to Loch Raven Blvd. There is a place to
rent boats off Dulaney Valley Rd., just after it breaks off from Jarrettsville. The lake is stocked with fish
and, judging from the number of people with rods in hand, the fishing is good.
Longwood Gardens: These extensive botanical gardens were built on a 1,050-acre estate in Kennett
Square, Pennsylvania, at the turn of the century and have become one of the largest botanical preserves
in America, with over 11,000 species of plants. Even in the dead of winter or on the rainiest of days,
Longwood is gorgeous- opulent and showy. There are Italianate fountain gardens, hordes of tulips,
exotic orchids, palm trees, giant water lilies, roses, topiary, and everything you could want in order to
pretend you're royalty or Alice in Wonderland. Cost is $12 for adults.
Directions: I-95 to MD-222 west to 275 north to 276 north to Rte. 1 north.
North Central Railroad (NCRR) Trail: Another converted rail trail, this level path runs more than 20
miles from Ashland, north of Loch Raven reservoir, all the way to York, PA. The trail is hard-packed
gravel, but road bikes will have no trouble. Most of the route travels near creeks and rivers, and the
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whole area is highly scenic. It is popular with cyclists, walkers, horseback riders, as well as fisherfolk,
and can be pleasantly bustling on nice spring days.
Directions: Take York Rd. (Rte. 45) to Cockeysville (Exit 18 off I-83). Turn right on Ashland Rd. and
left onto Paper Mill Rd. Look for parking along the road, less than half a mile down.
Renaissance Faire: Maryland has a renowned Renaissance Faire. What is a Renaissance Faire, you ask?
During the summer, a highly anachronistic medieval/ renaissance 'town' is set up in Glen Burnie, about
half an hour south of Baltimore. There are endless activities, from jousting and bawdy songs to sword
fights, jugglers, fools, and more. There are games to be played and, occasionally, won. A host of
merchants will entice you to have your fill of legs of mutton, flagons of mead, and other fare both more
and less conventional. You can purchase all manner of crafts, weaponry, clothing, hats, furniture, and
some things that completely defy description (like the 'female chainmail'). It's a rowdy good time for a
group, particularly if you go in costume, which, while not required, definitely makes things a good deal
more fun. You can rent costumes there if you forget to bring yours! The Renaissance Faire costs about
$12 per adult. It runs Friday through Sunday, from late August to late October.
Directions: Take exit 5 from I-97, turn right at the third light onto Crownsville Rd. for about a mile and
a half. The faire is on the left.
Robert E. Lee Park/Lake Roland: This suburban wild area has something for everyone. There is
fishing for a variety of fish, and for those who would rather eat, there are several large picnic shelters.
Miles and miles of wooded trail provide space for walking, running, or mountain biking for every level
from easy trails to a precipitous, tree-choked single track. If you have a boat of some sort, Lake Roland,
which the park wraps around, will provide an entertaining hour or two of paddling. Nice sandy
swimming holes can be found a few miles up the trail where it crosses the Jones Falls. Dogs are
especially welcome and prevalent at the picnic area near the dam.
Directions: Take Roland Ave. north until it bears left into Lake. Go down the hill past Boys Latin to a
right on Falls Rd. Immediately take another right and go down the hill under the bridge. Look for a sign.
It is only four to five miles from Homewood, an easy bike ride.
Rocks State Park: This is a good spot for picnicking, hiking, and rock climbing. It's located just 30
miles north of Baltimore and is named after soaring rock outcroppings called the King and Queen Seat,
which provide impressive views.
Directions: This 855-acre park is located at 3318 Rocks Chrome Hill Rd. in Harford County, about 30
miles north of Baltimore and 8 miles northwest of Bel Air on MD Rte. 24.
Sandy Point Park: This is the closest real beach to Baltimore (one hour). Located under the impressive
span of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge, it features everything you would expect from a beach except
crashing surf. You can rent a boat or swim in the tightly controlled area protected by zealous lifeguards.
Directions: Take I-95 to 659 east to I-97. Look for signs before crossing the bridge.
Shenandoah National Park: The park is often crowded but provides spectacular views and lots of good
hiking. The northern end of the park is about three hours away. The scenic Skyline Drive traverses the
entire length of the park along the high ridge of mountains.
Sugarloaf Mountain: This is a small mountain as mountains go, but it's located only about an hour
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away from Baltimore and DC and provides good views of the flat countryside nearby. Mountain biking
is allowed along one of the longer trails on weekends and on all trails on weekdays between November
and May.
Directions: From the Baltimore beltway (695), take Rte. 70 west to Frederick, then 270 southeast for 10
miles to Sugarloaf.
Further Information
This being the electronic age, a great deal of information is available on the internet. Try searching
under any of the places or keywords listed here. Locally, photos and more detailed descriptions for many
of the hikes listed above can be found at www.pha.jhu.edu/~danforth/wj. There is a listing of Maryland
State Parks and Forests, with links, at www.dnr.state.md.us/mdmap.html.

Places to Visit: Addresses and Phone Numbers
Baltimore & Annapolis Trail
(410-222-6244)
Baltimore Zoo
(410-396-5466) Druid Hill Park. Daily, 10-4. $7.50.
C&O Canal
(General Info, 301-739-4200)
Catoctin Mountain Park
(301-663-9330 or 301-663-9388)
Cunningham Falls State Park
(301-271-7574)
Cylburn Arboretum
(410-396-0180), 4915 Greenspring Ave. M-Su 6-9. Free.
Druid Hill Park
(410-396-7459).
Druid Hill Park Swimming Pool
(410-396-6477).
Fort McHenry
(410-962-4290). M-Su, 8-4:45. Free film. $5.
Great Falls of the Potomac
(703-285-2966)
Gunpowder Falls
(410-335-9390)
Gwynns Falls Park
(410-396-0010).
Harper's Ferry
(304-535-6298)
Herring Run Park
(410-488-6634).
Longwood Gardens
(610-388-1000)
North Central Railroad Trail
(410-592-2897)
Renaissance Faire
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Rocks State Park
(410-557-7994)
Sandy Point State Park
(410-974-2149)
Shenandoah Valley Travel Association
(540-740-3132)
Sugarloaf Mountain
(301-874-2024 or 301-869-7846)

Free Travel Guides and Information
Delaware
(800-441-8846)
Maryland
(800-543-1036)
North Carolina
(800-847-4862)
Pennsylvania
(800-847-7872)
Virginia
(800-847-4882)
Washington DC
(800-422-8644)
West Virginia
(800-225-5982)
hr>
PREVIOUS: Things to Do in & Around Baltimore
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Select a State Here!
What & Why
Dogparks in
the US
Dogparks in
Canada
How to Start
a Dogpark
One City's
Dogpark
Experience
Dogpark
Etiquette
Add a Dogpark
to Our List
Visit with other
people at our
Digital Dogpark

Maryland
Annapolis
Quiet Waters Park
Bay Ridge Avenue at Forest Drive
Hours: daylight to 5pm
Fenced, benches, poopbags, trees, water, parking, trashcans
Very large park with huge participation as this is a dog-friendly city and
we needed this park badle. Dog park opened December 2001. Limit two
dogs per adult.

Baltimore
Lake Roland
PLEASE NOTE: this is no longer an off-leash area and owners of dogs
not on-leash will be ticketed; dogs may also be subject to impound.

Bowie
Bowie Dog Park
Northview Drive and Enfield Drive
Hours: 8am to dusk
Fenced, benches, handicap access, poopbags, trees, parking, trashcans

Catonsville
This park is closed.

Ellicott City
Off-Leash Area at Worthington Park
Located in Worthingpark on Hillsborough Road - see their web site for
directions
Hours: dawn to dusk daily except closed Thurdsays
Fenced, trees, parking
$30 annual permit or $4 daily permit required.

Gaithersburg
Gaithersburg Dog Park
151 Bickerstaff Way; Located just off 370 & Diamondback Drive
Hours: 7am to Sunset
Fenced, benches, poopbags, parking, trash, handicap access, trees,
water, shelter;
Comments: smaller gravel areal for small dogs, larger green field for
larger dogs - grassy area has trees and a shelter. Non-residents must
purchase a license and there are periodic checks. Call Animal Control at
301-258-6343 for license info. Two dog limit per person.

Greenbelt
Greenbelt Dog Park
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Hanover Parkway and Hanover Drive
Open 5:00 am to 11:00 pm daily
Fenced, benches, handicap access, poopbags, trees, parking, trash.
The first dog park in Maryland, this park is open only to Greenbelt
residents, who must posess a valid dog park permit from the City.

La Plata/White Plains
White Plains Regional Park
St. Charles Parkway at Demarr Road
Hours: daylight hours
Fenced, benches, poopbags, parking, trash, trees, water.
Comments: two fenced areas - small-dog and large-dog; combined areas
are approximately 1 acre. Half of large area is grass, the other half is
wooded with mulch. Rabies tags required but open to non-county
residents as well. Dogs must be at least 4 months old, maximum two
dogs per person.

Woodbine
Byte-by-Byte Farm
This area is no longer available as a dog park.
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Serve Our Dog Areas
[ Home | S.O.D.A. History| Projects | Links | Gallery | Directions to the Parks | Membership Information ]

Other web site URLs
Dog Breeds
Yahoo list.
Learn about your favorite or a new breed.
Doberman Domain

Travel and Vacation
Camp Gone-to-the-Dogs
A special place for dogs and people.
The Northwest Dog and Disc Page
Dedicated to Frisbee® dogs and canine disc activity. A slow loader, but worth it.
TravelDog "Your resource when traveling with your dog."
Includes info on hotels, camps, parks, travel tips and more.

Great Resources
Dogs Down Under
PetNet offers a wide range of info. Select-a-Pet helps you choose the perfect
dog (or other pet) for your family and lifestyle.
CyberPet
A real adventure with fun and information. Be sure to read "A Puppy Buyer's
Poem."

Off-Leash Parks
Lake Roland Canine Association
A park supported by dedicated people in Baltimore Maryland. They have a mailing
list you might want to join.
Genesee Park Off-Leash Area
Seattle, Washington. Part of the C.O.L.A. group of parks.
C.O.L.A. "Citizens for Off-Leash Areas"

http://www.soda.org/links.html
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A list of Off-Leash Parks
Brought to you by Freeplay - Venice CA. Covers much of the United States.
Where Brooklyn Dogz Play
Freedog
About San Francisco parks.
The Dog Run/Dog Park Reporter
Lists a lot of parks.
Top of Page

Seattle time is 14:37:18 pm on Monday, October 13, 2003. You are Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; Q312461; YComp
5.0.0.0; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322) from 68.33.52.221.
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Home Page

Robert E. Lee Park
Location:
Nearest
Town:

Maryland
Mt Washington

Entrance to park is about a half mile north of Mt. Washington Bike Shop on Falls
Directions to Road. Go thru Lake Ave intersection and make right after convenience stores. You
Trailhead:
should see a sign for park. Take paved path up to the pavillion, and make left down
footpath to cross Light Rail tracks. Trails start here.

Trail
Description:

Just a bunch of fun loops, most lasting no longer than a minute or two. But lots of fun
obstacles and logs to cross. There is a deep gully that runs the length of the trail,
with several real fun drop-offs along it. The main drop off is pretty smooth and easy
now - looks scarier than it is. Another dropoff is actually pretty steep, but as long as
you hang back you will be fine. There are actually some pretty technical, rocky dry creek paths you can follow as well, where you can work on your rock-bed skills - I
hardly ever see bikers up there. Finally, a decent loop is possible by climbing a
concrete drainage ditch and doing a fun downhill, but you will have to ask someone
there to show you the path. Overall, a fun quick place to ride if is it is late and ther is
no time to handle Avalon or Loch Raven.

Trail Length: 3-7
Trail Type:

Singletrack & Fire Roads

Skill Level:

Intermediate

Submitted By: Darren Weagly

ATTENTION! This is an Archive Page
Go To NEW Trail Reviews Index Page»
Jamie G. from Baltimore
Date: June 1, 2003
Trail Ridden: Please Select
Recommended Route:
Other recommended trails in the same area:

Review:
Nice trail, On average I go back about once or
sometimes twice a weekend during the school
year. In the summer I am normally down at the
trail three or four times a week. It is a really nice
trail with a single track for beginners but also
extensive side trails raning from light downhills
to nearly vertical rock technical courses. Some
good places to check out in the park are
1. BMX course
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2. Devil's Ditch (half-pipe)
3.a set of drops that me and my friend built right
before the bridge in the middle of the trail.

Overall Rating:

Max from Baltimore
Date: March 26, 2003
Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
Go about half a mile north of Mt. Washington Bike Shop, pass a Pepe's Pizza parlor, and turn right
and you will see a worn down sign for Robert E. Lee park. Continue down the road by the Jones
Falls, and as you reach the end of the road turn left into the park (over the dam) and go either up
the steep hill (straight ahead) or up the dirt trail (along the fence of the dam).
Other recommended trails in the same area:

Review:
I typically ride striaght down the pavement into
the "dog park" (where most dogs will be -- by a
pavillion). Along the side, there are about three
dirt drop off's (brief downhill excitement if you
ride them) going down to the light rail tracks. If
you continue straight on the dirt path for about 57 minutes, you will reach the half pipes. These
are really fun to do, but make sure you have
enough speed or you could end up in some
pretty bad shape. This is my favorite trail, and
extremely muddy (fun) the day and 2-3 days
after a good rain. And if you like mud a lot, the 1
foot dips in the trail fill up and sometimes throw
you off balance, occasionally sending you down
some unanticipated hills. Oh, in some parts
make sure not to look down...

Overall Rating:

Tim M. from Baltimore
Date: October 7, 2002
Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
Just starting, so I use the main park entrance
Other recommended trails in the same area:
None tried as yet, but I'm open to suggestions.

Review:
Remember if you ride your bike to the park that,
depending on where you live, there are some
hefty hills to climb (Lake Ave, Northern Pkwy)to
get home after hours in the saddle on the trails.
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I ride through the park and down the drop offs across the tracks and then head back into the
woods. If you like climbing and rocks in general,
keep an eye out as you go along the single
track. After a couple of minutes, on the left, you'll
see a small gate set high on the bank. Just after
this, a narrow but obvious trail branches left at
90deg. Follow this until you reach a rock-strewn
stream bed. This is a stiff and bumpy climb, and
is a tremendous workout. Once you get to the
top there is a fork. The one to the left goes up
some more; the right fork heads down steeply,
and is pretty tough, at least for my 41 y/o bones.
I did get a wheel stuck between a root and a
boulder and go over the bars, but just once, and
I wasn't going very fast. Once at the bottom, you
come out by the half pipe where you can rejoin
the main trail. Be careful coming back on to the
trail here because it's on probably the fastest
part, and bikes zip by here pretty quickly, or at
least I do.
My other favourite is to cross the bridge, then go
immediately right at the trash bag, down to the
stream. Ride along the bankside trail. This twists
and turns, but allows you to build up quite a
head of steam. It's very narrow, and you can't
see anything like as far ahead as you can on the
main trail, so stay on your toes, as there are a
couple of humps and a cliff which run together at
one point. When you get to the end, you
suddenly pop over a hump and into a cul-de-sac
with large houses and traffic, so watch out.
All in all, I've had a great time in the park. Don't
let the fact that folks call it a great place for
beginners put you off, or lull you into a false
sense of security - there are plenty of places to
go down hard if you're not paying attention. Oh,
and watch out for the dogs.

Overall Rating:

Robert from Baltimore
Date: September 11, 2002
Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
Falls Road entrance, after the firehouse.
Other recommended trails in the same area:

Review:
This is an excellent sight!! Great for beginners to
hard core riders as-well. The half-pipe is radical
and has three drop-ins that increase with
intensity. There are endless trails to explore so
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have fun!!

Chris W. from Baltimore
Date: August 13, 2002
Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
www.geocities.com/marylandmountainbike
Other recommended trails in the same area:
www.geocities.com/marylandmountainbike

Review:

Overall Rating:

www.geocities.com/marylandmountainbike

Mark from Towson, MD
Date: July 29, 2002
Trail Ridden: Every few months
Recommended Route:
Cross over Lightrail tracks and head up the trail along the water. About 1 mile up on the right,
there's a steep cliff. Go up that and wind back towards the "Half Pipe" about 1-2 miles down on the
left.
Other recommended trails in the same area:

Review:
Great "Half Pipe", but weather has diminished
the severity and size of it over the past 4-5
years. I used to ride "The Pipe" almost every day
back in '95. When I went out to check it out for
the first time since then, I was somewhat
disappointed. It is not as steep as it used to be
and you really can't get the 3-5 feet of air that
you used to coming out the other side.
Cool BMX path back there also. I have some of
the best "air" pictures from 5 years ago back
here. I have one blown up and framed on my
wall in my basement of me coming out of the
Half Pipe!

Overall Rating:

Grumpy from B-More
Date: February 15, 2002
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Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
All
Other recommended trails in the same area:

Review:
Lots of dogs!
Did I mention that there are lots of dogs?
I was blazing along the stream and I rode down
on the bank near the bridge to cross thru the
water, I caught an old lady takin' a dump under
the bridge.
I thought the Blue Heron I saw was goin to be
the highlight of that ride.

Overall Rating:

Dave from Ruxton
Date: October 21, 2001
Trail Ridden: Please Select
Recommended Route:
i can go strait out my back yard
Other recommended trails in the same area:

Review:
I love this trail. I especially like the halfpipe and
the bmx course. Many people dont know about
the bmx course

Overall Rating:

Pasha from Pikesville, MD
Date: June 15, 2001
Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
When you are coming from Falls road, head past Lake Ave. and you'll see a sign to the park, so just
follow that. Park on the side, ride up and take left across the small bridge, and keep following the
pavement up a hill, and past it. In about two minutes, you'll start seeing a couple of entrances into
the woods on your left. The first two are pretty steep, but the third one is very desent, even for
beginers. All three will take you down to the railroad. Then just head accross it, and you are in the
park. I prefer to just go straigh down, past the bridge and all the way to the road (you'll see the trail
end there) to warm up and get some excersise, and then I just start exploring. If you see a trail go
off to the side, take it. If it's too hard, you can just turn around and go back.
Other recommended trails in the same area:

Review:
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I am a beginner, but I am loving the sport. This
park has "the halfpipe" as some people refered
to it already, which is fun to do. There are three
main dropoffs on there, two of the first ones are
pretty hard (at least I am not trying them anytime
soon), but the last one is fairly easy, once you
build up enough confidence.
The main trail is mostly flat, but be prepared to
run into joggers, runners and their dogs, not a lot
of bikers. The other side of "the halfpipe" gets a
little bit mroe chalenging, but is still not that bad.
Most side trail are loops, that take you back to
the main trail, some are very easy, others are
fairly steep and technical climbs. It's best if you
go with someone who's been in the park a few
times, and can show you the trails.
So, it's a great park, and if you even need
someone to riding with, feel free to e-mail me. I
live twenty minutes away from the park, and try
to go at least twice a week, more when I have
time.
Peace

Overall Rating:

Paul from Baltimore, MD
Date: May 29, 2001
Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
gone down lake ave. to falls, then make a right onto falls and then another right into the robert e. lee
enterance before the bridge. go to the dam and park, bike to enterance of trail on left and cros
tracks....you're in!
Other recommended trails in the same area:

Review:
i think even thought some parts of this trail are
beginner, it offers more than enought to
compensate. it is a trail for riders of all levels.
(great single -track) has some awsome drop offs
and once you get used to it, you can find some
sweet ass trails. email if you have any questions
or just want to go riding!

Overall Rating:

Andrew Berlanstein from Owings Mills, MD
Date: May 1, 2001
Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
I prefer to go in the small enterance off of falls rd. just around the bend after the fire station. There is
a small dirt/choppy road shoulder to park and what looks like a bit of a single track. Go in towards
by the trail, you will find big puddles and small stream crossings over singletrack at the beginning.
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Other recommended trails in the same area:
I love this trail, more technical than Loch Raven, and a hell of a lot more fun.

Review:
Once past those puddles, fairly smooth riding to
the bridge. Don't take the path to left, down next
to the beach, it leads to smoe country club,
although its a really fun singletrack if you feel
like it. Once across the bridge, take the left trail
that goes above the ditch to a small, steep pass
through the ditch, go up the other side. bike to
the left until you reach the bigger drop. this place
is totally awesome for some speed and some
kick ass air if your up to it. Keep going on the
first path. there are many short singletracks if
you look for the turn offs, and a few very rocky,
technical parts. Be willing to take the paths off
the main route, theyre are much more exciting.

Overall Rating:

Dennis from Baltimore, MD
Date: April 8, 2001
Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
Other recommended trails in the same area:
If ever in the North Virginia area, I highly recommend checking out Wakefield and Fountain Head
trails. Wakefield is a fairly technical trail, which is also fun. Fountain Head is just nuts! Adrenaline
rush from start to finish!

Review:
Fun and easy trail. May be a bit challenging for
beginners in some places. Has the benefit of
being a short trail in comparison to others, so it's
ideal for a fun evening ride, or for someone
who's not sure if they're ready to tackle a 16 mile
trail just yet. This trail is a little more technical in
comparison to the Loch Raven trail, which has
more uphills than logs.

Overall Rating:

timfinnegan from baltimore
Date: October 9, 2000
Trail Ridden: Once a week

Recommended Route:
once you fool around on the trench for an hour, take the trail on the steep side. it has orange
blazes. it's a decent rocky climb. then there's a technical downhill that features a cliff that if you
were retarded you'd fall off. but no one's that dumb.
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Other recommended trails in the same area:

Review:
it's good fun for everyone, especially when you
convince someone to ride for the first time using
the crappy coleman hybrid that's in the
basement.

Overall Rating:

Lucas from baltimore
Date: September 12, 2000
Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
cross the dam..cross the tracks and choose a direction..they all have their own fun qualities
Other recommended trails in the same area:

Review:
If you don't like singletrack or you are looking for
some long downhills this isn't the place for
you..be willing to get lost...its the only way to find
this parks hidden treasures.

Overall Rating:

johnnyb from Marin County, California
Date: June 27, 2000
Trail Ridden: Ridden Once
Recommended Route:
Started from the reservoir dam. Head left, cross Metro tracks, start riding! Left area rocky and
technical. Straight ahead fast and fun. On the right, hellish singletrack climb to a fence with hole in it
(not sure how far it went). Mostly rooty singletrack and occaisonal log. I made a three and a half
hour fun ride out of this. Not sure how many miles I went.
Other recommended trails in the same area:
Gonna try them all!

Review:
This is a tourist review.
Last week, on a beautiful day with the
temperature in the 70s and the humidity low, I
rented a Cannondale from Princeton Sports
(nice people) on Falls Road, about a mile from
the park entrance and headed out. The people
at the shop said there was only a small amount
of trail and I would be better of going to Loch
Raven a little farther away, but I have to say I
had a blast on this trail. Maybe because it was a
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weekday and I saw probably six people the
whole time and one was an avid mountain biker
herself, but these trails had me romping about.
These are rooty, rocky, loggy trails and are fun
for some technical exercise. I'm used to the fast
fireroads and singletrack on Mt. Tamalpais, so
this was an intense change.
I started out at the dam and headed up a small
incline to the left and found the entrance near a
picnic house, as I crossed the Metro I went on a
straight single-doubletrack trail for about a mile
and headed left first, found lots of crisscrossing
singletrack and roots and rock gardens. Its a
challenge to go fast here. Came back down in
the direction of the reservoir and hooked up on
the straight and narrow until I crossed a bridge
and started veering to the right and uphill to a
fence with a hole cut in it and there was a
downhill, started down but wasn't sure if it was
private property so headed back. Someone has
manicured some big logs with sticks so you can
climb over if you get the momentum. Went back
and crisscrossed the trails for another hour or
so.

Overall Rating:
This is a great place for after work or for
someone who wants a quick taste of singletrack.

Chris Kosmides from Baltimore
Date: May 19, 2000
Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
Launch from park on one of several entrances, cross the Light Rail tracks, and your off.
Other recommended trails in the same area:

Review:
This is a great, quick ride for after work or if you
don't have a lot of experience. I usually just
follow the main path, to the right of the half pipe
(which is very cool). I've been told there are
some good trails on the other side of the half
pipe. There are some tricky sections, I wouldn't
neccessarily call them technical, but they make
the ride a little more interesting. All in all it's a lot
of fun.
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Pam from Baltimore, MD, USA
Date: April 13, 2000
Trail Ridden: Once a week
Recommended Route:
Follow the main trail (an old railroad bed) back a ways. The trail then splits off into many
meandering loops and up-and-back of single track. Most of the trails won't take you too far and it is
easy to meet back up to the main trail. The closest bike shops are Mt. Washington Bikes (South of
the park on Falls Rd.) or Princeton Sports (North of the park on Falls Rd.). Interesting historic tidbit:
Robert E. Lee Park, A.K.A. Lake Roland, was once the City of Baltimore's water supply reservoir.
Other recommended trails in the same area:
The next closest trail is probably the Seminary Trail at Loch Raven. I believe it is listed elsewhere
on this site.

Review:
This is a truly great urban trail. (There is no
organized trail maintenance on these trails so to
help control some of the erosion I
recommend/request not riding on the trails for
about 48 hours after a good rain.) This trail is
great for anyone wanting to get their first taste of
mountain biking. Most of the trails are hard pack
dirt with some logs and rocks thrown in. There is
a great "half-pipe" which is now worn down
enough in one spot to make it much less
intimidating. Also there is a great rocky
climb/descent up to/down from a pine barren
area. This is great practice for "rock garden"
riding. I ride this trail often - partly because it is
so convenient to get to after work. If you live
anywhere in the northern Baltimore City area,
you should try this trail as an "after work" ride.
The park is also a big "dog park" so look out for
the pooches. (I even take mine riding...er umm
running along side.. with me on the trail
sometimes too.)
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"There are lots and lots of things that need to be done, and even
more that can be done," said Mary Porter, project manager for the
city's Recreation and Parks Department. "It is a matter of finding
what is agreeable to the greatest number of people and then
finding a way to fund it."
Porter, who noted that the project is not associated with the Jones
Falls Valley Initiative, said funds for the renovation and
improvement of Robert E. Lee Park and Lake Roland will be shared
by the city and county.
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"But we are a long way from that," she said. "At this point, we
just want to get a master plan in place. Once that is done, we can
go out looking for funds."
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At a meeting held in early May, area residents were invited to tell
officials from both departments of Recreation and Parks what they
would like to see happen at the site, as well as what they would
not like to see, Porter said.
The meeting, held at Roland Park Elementary/Middle School,
attracted almost 100 people who "gave suggestions, asked
questions and generally told us what they thought should be
done," said Porter, who was at the meeting to provide information
and guidance, along with Marvin Billups, the city's Recreation and
Parks director and John Weber, Baltimore County's director of
Recreation and Parks.
All three officials explained that the meeting would be a first step
in formulating a master plan, which will be a city-county initiative.
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At the May meeting, residents suggested the city and county work
together to develop a cooperative use agreement between
mountain bike groups, birders and other groups who use to park
in very different ways.
Several individuals also complained that the park had become a
haven for dog owners who do not want to keep their pets on
leashes or clean up after their pets.
One person suggested that dog owners must apply for and receive
a special license in order to bring their dogs to the park.
Others recommended a "designated off-leash dog area," a limit of
two dogs per person per visit, a prohibition on professional dog
walkers at the park or a fenced-in dog area on the peninsula
would solve the current dog problem.
Some park -goers asked that a ranger be assigned to the park, or
that police officers ride bicycles around the area on patrol. One
person thought a police sub-station should be located at the park.
Restrictions on the use of mountain bicycles within the park area
were sought by some and opposed by others, as were designated
bike trails.
Others suggested fencing be constructed between the park and
abutting residential areas, though others thought no fencing
should be added.
Numerous other suggestions included repairing the existing
footbridges; repairing and re-opening bathrooms; constructing
more picnic pavilions; dredging the lake; adding play equipment
for children; requiring a license of permit for all uses; installing
trail markers; and promoting multiple park access points.
For details on the master planning process and possible dates for
the next community input meeting, call Deanna Bailey at 410887-6053 or Mary Porter at 410-396-0690.
E-mail Lisa De Nike at Ldenike@Patuxent.com.
©2002 MyWebPal.com. All rights reserved.
Contact us at webmaster@mywebpal.com
All other trademarks and Registered trademarks are property
of their respective owners.
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Partnerships for Parks
A joint initiative of the Parks & People Foundation
and the Baltimore City Department of Recreation and
Parks
Problem Statement
Parks are valuable assets
America’s city park system – the vast array of open space, plazas, circles,
playgrounds, lakes, ballfields, squares, golf courses, and other spaces -do so much to improve, soften, define and make our great urban areas
livable.
Baltimore is blessed with a well-planned park system, which is home to
over 7,000 acres of parkland in 400 different properties, 45 recreation
centers and 32 special facilities, occupying nearly 10% of the city land
area. Parks are among Baltimore’s greatest assets and are critical to
sustaining a healthy ecosystem and thriving communities. Wellmaintained, lively parks are key components of good economic
development and neighborhood revitalization strategies for Baltimore.
Research has shown that the physical environment has a significant
impact on real estate values, economic development, reduction of public
costs and social behavior. Boston, New York and Chicago are examples
of cities that are enjoying improved social, economic and environmental
conditions by balancing urban green space and development. See
Appendix A for additional information on Parks and Economic
Development.
But, in Baltimore, our parks have become a liability.

Department of
Recreation & Parks
Main Page

Baltimore’s Department of Recreation and Parks received $18.7 million in
city funds for fiscal year 2003, down from $28.9 million 10 years ago, to
pay for park and facilities maintenance, and programming. This reduction
in allocated revenue has led to a decrease in maintenance, security and
programming which, in turn, has led to a decrease in use; fully operational
and populated parks is the primary deterrent to illicit social behavior on
their grounds.
A period of reform and recovery
After 10-15 years of decline, the O’Malley administration has committed
itself to recreation and parks. Mayor O’Malley has publicly voiced his
concern about the state of the parks system and his commitment to
reverse the trend toward collapse. With the appointment of Kimberley
Amprey, the Mayor has given the “green light” to overhaul many of the
Department ’s organizational and operating systems, including substantial
changes in personnel. Significant improvements have been made toward
providing systemic recovery for our park system.
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The Department recently communicated three major programs in their
recovery plan: to revive Baltimore’s great parks, strengthen our
neighborhood parks, and clean up and assess the numerous properties
within the park inventory that may or may not merit park status (i.e.
vacant lots). To achieve this vision for system recovery in today ’s
economy, innovative partnerships are required.
Partnerships are required
Parks & People Foundation was created in 1984 to work in partnership
with the Department of Recreation and Parks to raise funds, conduct
research, develop new programs, explore opportunities with
entrepreneurs and leverage in kind resources. We share a vision of
beautiful and lively parks, a healthy natural environment and an
abundance of recreation opportunities. We engage in a variety of
activities to meet this mission including: coalition-building, constituencybuilding/ community organizing, fundraising, grant -making, monitoring,
service delivery, education and training, organizational development and
cheerleading.
Taking full advantage of the momentum that the Mayor has created, a
coalition of park advocates, including Parks & People, have formed an
alliance called the Baltimore Alliance for Great Urban Parks (BAGUP). As
a 501©(4) with the Parks & People Foundation serving as the educational
(501©(3)) arm, BAGUP aims to secure a dedicated source of revenue for
Baltimore’s park system. In addition to facilitating system reform and
recovery, the following strategy would create a broad-based constituency
of park advocates who can provide the mobilizing force to create such a
dramatic change to our funding patterns.
Description of Work
With input from the Mayor’s Office of Neighborhoods, local funders and
parks activists, the Department of Recreation and Parks (the Department)
and the Parks & People Foundation (Parks & People) have developed a
three-point strategy to address the system’s recovery, including: 1) the
establishment of an Office of Partnerships within the Department, 2) the
development of a full-fledged volunteer program managed by Parks &
People Foundation in conjunction with the Department and 3) a
community grants program managed by Parks & People Foundation.
The success of this three-point strategy depends on the commitment of
many government agencies which share responsibility for the health of
our park system. For that reason, these strategies will be incorporated
into a Memorandum of Understanding which will be agreed to by all key
parties including Mayor O’Malley who represents all agencies within the
City of Baltimore, the Parks & People Foundation and the Department of
Recreation and Parks.
Strategy I -- Office of Partnerships (to be funded and managed by
the Department of Recreation and Parks)
Cities across the country boast innovative public -private partnerships that
provide an expanded workforce, leverage financial and human resources,
connect education to outdoor learning environments, strengthen their
social fabric and raise the standard of care while maintaining affordability.
Examples range from adopt-a-park initiatives to corporate sponsorship to
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privatization of park management. In many cases, public-private
partnerships empower communities to take control of the quality of life in
their neighborhoods. By organizing themselves to address their local
recreation and park needs, they achieve success in solving a community
problem which gives them the confidence to move onto other social and
community issues.
Beyond people who have a predisposition to volunteer for parks, there
are many programs like AmeriCorps, YouthWorks, Fellowship of Lights,
Welfare-to -Work and the criminal justice system’s mandatory community
service that can generate a workforce to produce significant results.
These programs can also be mutually beneficial. They can teach new
skills, such as building a picnic bench or trail. They can provide hands-on
learning experiences in natural resource management, event organizing,
child development, sports, art, theater, science, landscaping, horticulture,
community organizing and more. They can emphasize professional work
habits, such as coming to work on time and every day, dressing
appropriately and being prepared. By establishing a formal agreement
with these organizations and programs, the Baltimore park system could
benefit at a fraction of the cost of hiring full-time positions that do not even
exist in the current budget.
The Department has committed to establishing an Office of Partnerships
to create an expanded “workforce” for the park maintenance and
management. The Office of Partnerships will draw from these examples
and others to create a set of partnership agreements that are as varied
and diverse as the park system they are designed to benefit.
The purpose of the partnership program is not to replace park operations
that are provided by the City of Baltimore, but to acknowledge limited
resources, mobilize citizens to take ownership of their parks and make it
easy for people to contribute their energies with the goal of making our
park system as beautiful and as vibrant as possible.
Once partnerships have been identified Office of Partnerships staff will
negotiate, create, process and monitor a formal agreement to be signed
by the Department of Recreation and Parks and the party. Through the
process of facilitating agreements, the Office of Partnerships will provide
encouragement, guidance, technical assistance, and financial and in-kind
resources for those who care passionately about their parks and/or who
want to formalize or strengthen their partnership with the City.
In the Partnership Agreements, the responsibilities of each partner will be
detailed and will include measurable results. Each Agreement should
strive to ensure over time that the grass is healthy and cut regularly; the
edges are trimmed, the trees are limbed up and mulched; the flower beds
are planted and changed out semi-annually; the playground equipment is
in good, safe working order; the utilities are working; and the fence line is
clear and neat. In exchange for park -related services, the Department
agrees to: 1) provide an accessible point-of-contact, namely the Director
of the Office of Partnerships for the community partner, 2) pay community
partners money to provide a service, 3) pay the community partner with a
challenge for them to match the funds, 4) provide direct services (such as
capital improvements, basic maintenance, or deep cleaning) for the
community partner, or 5) some other form of equitable compensation. The
community/institutional partners will provide maintenance, oversight of
contracts, fundraising services, monitoring, security and/or programming.
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All Agreements will be spearheaded by Recreation and Parks through the
Office of Partnerships. Other city agencies may be a party to a
Partnership Agreement but they will be coordinated by the Office of
Partnerships. The Office of Partnerships will identify the roles that each
agency will need to play and hold them accountable for the outcomes. For
example, Public Works will be expected to fulfill their obligations related to
water and wastewater, utilities, sanitation, and some forestry work,
among other things. The City Solicitor’s Office will be expected to process
contracts and get them approved by the Board of Estimates expeditiously
(if necessary), the Police Department will be expected to assist with
security issues, and the Office of Transportation will be expected to
maintain roads, bridges, among other things. The Mayor’s Office of
Neighborhoods will be expected to work cooperatively with the Recreation
and Parks’ Office of Partnerships to identify community leaders and
potential partners.
Partnership Agreements are legal contracts that are governed by the laws
of the State of Maryland. The Agreements will include all boiler-plate
language approved by the City. Each Agreement will include measurable
objectives for each partner. The Office of Partnerships will develop an
index by which the Partnership Agreements can be monitored and
measured both by Park Stat (internal accountability mechanism within
Recreation and Parks) and CitiStat (the Mayor’s quality assurance
mechanism). By monitoring these Partnership Agreements both within
Recreation and Parks and at the Mayor’s Office, the need for recourse
should be minimized. However, should recourse become necessary the
Agreement’s termination clause will allow for the contract to become null
and void. No punitive action should be taken should the non-city partner
renege.
The following are examples of the types of partnerships that are currently
being formed.
1. Old, Tired, but Caring. Something very simple, but much needed. An
older community, Rosemont, needs technical assistance and
maintenance on an area difficult to keep clean and beautiful to their liking.
Their Partnership Agreement could include: 1) the City hires Civic Works
to provide an initial deep cleaning, 2) City allocates partnership funds for
flowers, and 3) the community plants and nurtures the flowers and picks
up trash.
2. Blind Faith and Vision. Something Institutional, but private. The
Federation for the Blind wants to provide some level of financial support
for Riverside Park on a perpetual basis so the park may be better
greened and maintained than currently occurs with sole city sponsorship.
In exchange for this, the City provides 40’ of parkland to build houses.
The term of the Partnership Agreement is for 99 years.
3. The city's Little Green Gems. Something Inter-Governmental, and
relatively comprehensive. The city's three tax benefit districts could be
paid by the Department to hire a contractor to better green, flower and
maintain the city's "little green gems" up and down Charles Street. In
some benefits districts, such as Downtown Partnership, large businesses
could be engaged to host employee service days to clean up certain
parks, medians, landscaped areas on a regular or rotation basis.
4. Street Trees and (small) Pocket Parks With Serious Material Value to
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Real Estate. A neighborhood with an overarching greening problem, but
few, very small vest pocket parks. Ridgley's Delight has 451 housing units
in their district and 20-year old flowering trees as its main green feature.
The parks in Ridgley's Delight are "nip-and-tuck" parks, vestibules of
space that deserve very discreet care. The partnership envisioned here
would stimulate the community organization to match a grant by the city
to curate all of the vulnerable flowering trees, and agree to a simple
beautification plan for the postage stamp parks. In this case, the City is
making a major commitment to the street trees, which are important to the
community because of the lack of contiguous green space in the
neighborhood. In exchange the community is matching the street tree
investment and agreeing to care for the pocket parks.
Another example of this type of partnership is in Fells Point, which has
two small pocket parks, Chester and Thames. These parks can easily be
maintained by business and residents in exchange for the City agreeing
to require developers to create and maintain green space and bring
landscaping to a higher level in Fells Point (using urban renewal plans or
fee-in-lieu programs and/or by creating a landscaping ordinance).
5. A Neighborhood Park (1-3 acres) Some of Which are Slated for a
Major Makeover. City Springs will get a new face, but who will care for it.
This agreement with the Washington Hill Neighborhood Association
envisions an inducement to get the organization to assume responsibility
for the general maintenance of the park. The City will provide deep
cleaning, plus some capital improvements. Washington Hill agrees to
provide basic maintenance. The City may agree to pay to hire a
neighborhood person to buy a lawnmower and maintain the park. The
non profit agrees to raise the matching and supplementary funds
necessary to fulfill their end of the deal.
6. A Friends Organization Trying to Grow. The Friends of Patterson Park
are rapidly approaching the point where they either take the leap and
grow to manage in concert with the department or not. This partnership
envisions a three-year financial inducement to help the Friends of
Patterson Park establish further credibility and begin to play an active role
in park maintenance and management. In exchange for their commitment
to increase their capacity to take on more of the responsibility for the
park, the City commits to providing a park manager solely for Patterson
Park. Prospect Park in New York could be used as a model for this
arrangement.
The objective of the partnership program will be to generate 20
partnership agreements by December 2003. This number would increase
in future years, as much of the pilot year will be spent developing
standard operating procedures, including partnership agreement
templates, setting policy, and identifying the most appropriate points of
contact throughout city government. Ideally, the success of the program
would be measured by the condition of the park system. See Appendix C
for a list of potential parks.
Many partnership agreements will result from the process of recognizing
volunteers in the field who are already actively contributing to the system,
and formalizing their role. The agreements will make their job easier by
having the Department officially sanction their work. We will also create a
more accurate picture of what it takes to run Baltimore’s Department of
Recreation and Parks by placing a value on the contributions of
Baltimore’s many volunteers.
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Strategy II -- Volunteer Program (to be funded and managed by
Parks & People)
As a key strategy of the current reform, the Department of Recreation and
Parks has requested that Parks & People “stir up excitement on the
outside” by organizing a full-fledged volunteer initiative with the goal of
expanding the workforce of people dedicated to maintaining, securing,
and programming our parks and recreation facilities. This volunteer
program will create an experienced, dedicated group of people who will
eventually be able to effectively engage with the Office of Partnerships to
ensure quality maintenance, management and security of our parks.
The volunteer program will include: planning and organization, policies
and procedures, volunteer recruitment, screening, interviewing and
placement, orientation and training, supervision, performance evaluation,
retention and recognition, and measuring program effectiveness. See
Appendix D for Best Practices for Developing a Volunteer Program.
In addition to creating and managing a volunteer program, the Volunteer
Coordinator will support neighborhood, non profit, school and corporate
volunteers who wish to formalize their partnerships with the Department.
The Volunteer Coordinator will serve as their advocate and advisor as
they work their way through the process of formalizing their relationship
with the City.
The Volunteer Coordinator will also work with stakeholder groups who
wish to combine their efforts in a certain park with others and form an
official parks friends’ group. In year one, the Volunteer Coordinator will
have approached each of the existing friends groups to assess their
needs, and work with at least four developing friends groups to provide
technical assistance.
Technical Assistance
Every individual and group is at a different place in their understanding,
experience, knowledge of issues surrounding parks and recreation. Often,
people request information on the “how to’s” on topics ranging from event
organizing to negotiating Memoranda of Understanding with the City of
Baltimore. The Volunteer Coordinator will research what other cities have
already developed, survey the needs of our volunteers and workforce and
create kits addressing, at a minimum:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Organizing Successful Events
Recruiting Volunteers
Fundraising Advice for Parks Groups
Planting in Parks
Making Your Park Safer
Building Alliances
Starting a Friends of the Park Group
Negotiating MOU’s and Operational Partnerships

In addition to creating technical assistance kits, the Volunteer Coordinator
staff will conduct semi-annual trainings on each of these subjects and one
training session annually that is based on new curriculum developed as a
result of surveying volunteer needs. Informal trainings will take place
more frequently on an as -needed basis, often on-site (for events such as
pruning, trash collection, and construction activities). The Volunteer
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Coordinator will be coordinate experts to deliver trainings as necessary.
A key part of the Technical Assistance program will be to identify the
various city agencies who are responsible for the health of the park
system, i.e. to “connect the dots”, for the average citizen. The system
should be seamless to the average park user. The Volunteer Coordinator
and Office of Partnerships Director will work together to de-mystify the
park system with the goal of increasing accountability and ease of
collaboration.
Strategy III- Grant Program (to be funded by Recreation and Parks
and managed by Parks & People)
In an effort to inspire and encourage groups to take on projects in parks,
Parks & People will administer the Partnerships for Parks grant program.
Funded activities could include events, clean up efforts, restoration
efforts, constructing amenities (i.e. kiosks or picnic benches), plantings or
signage. It is a way to capture the names and contact information of the
many dedicated volunteers to ensure that they become a formal part of
the park system’s network of volunteers and advocates. It also gives the
Volunteer staff a chance to identify needs and provide training and
supplies to grantees. Parks & People staff has enjoyed a great synergy
between the Community Greening Grants Program and the Community
Forestry Program. One program funds greeners while the other provides
technical assistance; together, they are creating a substantial
constituency of people who are working hard to “green” Baltimore.
Through Parks & People’s existing grant program, grants are made in two
cycles: spring (February deadline) and fall (late July deadline). The
Community Grants Program currently has two grant categories:
Neighborhood Greening and Gwynns Falls Trail. Rather than create a
parallel grant process, a grant category called “Partnerships for Parks”
would be added to the current program. This could tie into existing
systems for grant announcements, application processing, reports and
evaluation. Partnerships grants, however, would be chosen by a separate
selection committee.
Structure and Staffing
The Department’s Office of Partnerships will be staffed by a Partnership
Director and an Assistant. The Partnership Director will negotiate formal
partnership agreements with volunteer groups and contractors, and coproduce an annual celebration. The Department’s Director and Chief of
Parks and Parks & People’s Executive Director all have extensive
experience in this area and have all agreed to actively mentor the
Partnership Director, though s/he will report directly to the Department.
The Office of Partnership’s Assistant will report to the Partnership
Director.
The Volunteer Coordinator will be a position held by the Parks & People
Foundation. This person will oversee the production of all volunteer
program elements including design, recruitment, tracking, planning their
programs and activities, and coordinating an annual celebration. S/he will
also develop technical assistance materials, deliver technical support,
and coordinate projects with Recreation and Parks.
The Grants Manager will administer the grants program, including
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coordinating and staffing the selection committee, preparing all
advertising and notification materials, tracking grant applications, and
providing technical grant and project assistance to applicants.

An Advisory Committee consisting of the Director of Recreation and
Parks, the Executive Director of Parks & People Foundation, a member of
the Parks & People Board of Directors, a member of the Recreation and
Parks Advisory Board, members of park friends’ groups, a young person,
and possibly the Directors of Planning and/or Neighborhoods. The grant
selection committee is a separate group.
Request for Funding
Parks & People is requesting $380,031 over three years to cover the
salary for the volunteer program staff and the administration of the grants
program. If Parks & People is successful in putting the volunteer and
grant program in place, the Department of Recreation and Parks will
provide $2,250,000 over the three-year period to cover the salaries and
supplies for the Office of Partnerships staff, allocations associated with
partnership agreements and funding for the grant program. The budget
for the three-point strategy totals $2,630,031 over three years. See
budget and budget narrative below.
Evaluation
In the fall of 2003, a survey will be distributed to all groups that have been
engaged in partnerships activities in year one. The survey will determine
customer satisfaction, suggested improvements to the program, and
future needs, among other things. This feedback will be incorporated into
the work program the following year. This process will be repeated in
each subsequent year.
E-mail the Department
Municipal Organization Chart
Text Version

Home | News | Government | Business | Services | Neighborhoods | Mayor | Visitor | Search
Webmaster
Revised: January 08, 2003
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The Ruxton-Riderwood-Lake Roland Area
Improvement Association, Inc.
P. O. Box 204
Riderwood, Maryland 21139
Phone / FAX: 410-494-RRLR
office@rrlraia.org

October 15, 2003

Dear Ruxton-Riderwood-Lake Roland Area Resident:
In 2001 the Ruxton-Riderwood-Lake Roland Area Improvement Association (RRLRAIA)
developed a Community Plan which was voted on by the County Council and was adopted as
part of the Baltimore County Master Plan 2010. As an integral part of developing input for the
community plan, the RRLRAIA undertook a mail survey among all households identified in the
Association’s defined area. The results of the survey were very clear: there was a strong
consensus that the rural character of the community be preserved.
However, due to the lack of developable land, the popularity of this area, and poor zoning
decisions of years ago, the community is increasingly vulnerable. “Infill” development, the
process of filling in any lot that is capable of being developed, is running rampant and
threatening the very special nature of our community. In fact, according to the Baltimore County
Office of Planning, there has been a significant increase in development plans and/or permits
over the last several years. I know that some of you are aware of, and have expressed outrage at,
some of the recent developments.
The Board of the Association believes our community is at a significant crossroads. Either we
act together to curb infill development or we let the issue pass and see the character of this area
change. If we do not act decisively, infill development will not go away and will only accelerate
with time. Attempting to firefight each of these skirmishes as they come is impractical and
usually in vain. We need to take a step back and look for a long-term strategic solution. It is a
solvable problem and we must be proactive in dealing with it.
As one important step in this process, the board recently voted to file the following zoning issues
during the current Comprehensive Zoning Map process:
1. Request that all properties currently zoned above DR2 be down zoned to DR2
2. Request that all properties currently zoned DR2 be down zoned to DR1
3. Request that Robert E. Lee Park property be considered for an RC7 zone that would
permit one house per 25 acres (it is currently DR1 -- one house per acre).

(continued)

Once this is filed, there will be opportunity for input from individuals, neighborhoods, and
community associations to us (RRLRAIA), the Planning Board, and the County Council.
Down zoning is not a panacea. Although it will limit the density of future subdivisions, it will
not prevent the development of lots that have already been subdivided. That issue will be
addressed separately and is not applicable to the Comprehensive Zoning Process.
However, we do feel that down zoning is a measure that will help to preserve the long-term value
of our properties by maintaining the unique and open space quality that is so greatly prized and
sought after by those wishing to live here. We believe most of our residents are here for the long
term, appreciate the quality of the Ruxton, Riderwood, Lake Roland area, and will welcome the
down zoning option.
The RRLRA Foundation (as opposed to the Association) will shortly offer another alternative by
being able to accept outright land donations or development rights in return for significant tax
deductions to property owners. This option will also help to preserve the open space that we
treasure.
Please let us hear from you: e- mail the Association, write your comments/concerns or speak to
your area board member. We need and want your input. The process itself will take a year to
complete but it begins now. The Ruxton, Riderwood, and Lake Roland area community, once
harnessed, can be an effective player in its own future.
Sincerely,

Michael Sicher
President, RRLRAIA
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Jeffrey Budnitz
From:

Rohrer, Nan [Nan.Rohrer@baltimorecity.gov]

Sent:

Monday, December 08, 2003 12:00 PM

To:

Jeffrey Budnitz - Robert E. Lee Park (E-mail)

Subject: FW: Robert E. Lee Park

Thank you for sharing with us your interests and concerns for Robert E. Lee Park. At Recreation and Parks, we
are committed to providing people with safe and enjoyable leisure and recreational activities. Please understand
that there are health and safety concerns that have prompted our decision to close the pedestrian footbridge in
Robert E. Lee Park.
Recent soil samples taken by the Baltimore City Health Department revealed extremely high and dangerous levels of
acid/bacteria, creating a serious public health threat (17,000 percent above of the acceptable level). Such levels are the result
of high concentrations of animal waste. To correct the problem, a comprehensive soil remediation program must be
implemented, and the affected area must be closed while the program takes place. While the closure of this pedestrian
footbridge may inconvenience some park users, the remaining 420 acres will not be negatively impacted.
Additionally, this pedestrian footbridge is in need of significant capital improvement. The designs for a new bridge will be
available for public review in April 2004.
Please understand that our intentions in this matter are not to cause our park vistors any problems, it is to prevent them from
happening.

Nan Rohrer
Office of Partnerships, Director
Department of Recreation & Parks
3001 East Drive
Baltimore, MD 21217
410-396-7020
410-889-3856 (fax)
nan.rohrer@baltimorecity.gov
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Unleashed dogs spoil a walk - and topsoil
Dan Rodricks
Dan Rodricks
December 7, 2003

Sponsored by

IHATE to bring this up, with all the pretty snow covering the landscape and
everything looking like "a picture print by Currier and Ives," but here goes: There is
apparently so much dog waste in Robert E. Lee Park that the city is going to close down a big part of it
and remove the topsoil. A section of the park has been deemed a potential health hazard.
Good morning, Baltimore!
I'm sure the 1.5 kazillion dog owners who like to let their pooches run all over this lovely, but
unfortunately named park at the Baltimore City-Baltimore County border will be thrilled to learn that
fixing this mess could take a year and a half. They're talking July 2005 before the job is done. Why so
long to clean up? Because the city first needs to fix the bridge that leads to the most popular section of
the park (Poop Peninsula, on Lake Roland) so that it can support the dump trucks and earth movers that
will take part in this "soil remediation" project.
The closing of the bridge, part of a city-county master plan for park improvements, takes effect Friday,
according to Robert Greene, spokesman for the Baltimore Department of Recreation and Parks. Greene
says soil samples in the most dog-saturated section of the park, which appears on maps as a peninsula
jutting into Lake Roland, showed "extremely high levels" of bacteria posing a "potential health
risk." (One sample, he said, was 17,000 percent above the acceptable level.) So the city is going to do
what it did several months ago at a park in South Baltimore - remove and replace the soiled soil.
Robert E. Lee Park has been a regular destination for city and county dog lovers for years. A lot of them
have let their pets run through the park, which is why I rarely go there anymore. Some dog owners
confidently (or arrogantly) assume that their dogs will come when called and not scare or attack
strangers; I don't share that confidence and would rather not spoil a good walk with worries about
whether a dog is going to take a nip.
I also don't enjoy constant vigilance for land mines. Free-range, or self-walking, canines relieve
themselves wherever they like. And apparently even some dog owners who keep their pets on a leash
haven't felt the need to pick up after them in the park, as they might - emphasis on "might" - in their own
back yards or neighborhoods. There should be no surprise that the city had to take these measures.
Too many people, too many dogs - we need zero population growth for both.
Or else we colonize Mars!
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Alien tradition
This sounds like it might be worth the side trip: 28th Street in Remington, rowhouse roof with a
traditional Christmas nativity scene (Mary, Joseph, Baby Jesus, Wise Men) plus a giant, green inflatable
alien looming in the background. "Apparently," says the reader who spotted this, 'it wasn't just a star
those wise men were following - it was a UFO."

Little Tavern fan mail
Thursday's column on the Little Tavern in Laurel provoked a flash flood of e-mail and phone calls from
Marylanders, present and former, who gushed with fond memories of the mostly vanished hamburger
joints.
"The column brought back memories of growing up in Mount Washington and the Saturday trips to the
Pimlico or Uptown Theaters for matinees," wrote Steve Mand. "Our first stop was the Little Tavern on
Belvedere Ave. near Park Heights Ave. [now used by a church group]. In those days, the hamburgers
were 10 cents per. My friends and I would each get at least five per person, and off to the movies we
would go."
Other readers recalled trips to the Little Taverns in College Park, Laurel and Baltimore as "hangin' out at
the Porcelain Room of the Club LT." The little burgers, not much larger than the pickle slices that came
with them, sustained cash-strapped college students and were regular fare, by the bagful, at frat houses
at the University of Maryland.
Readers also pointed out an error in the column: The Little Tavern in Ocean City no longer exists; it was
transformed into a steamed-crab joint in the past year, making the two Little Tavern shops in Baltimore
and the one in Laurel the last in existence.
Jerry McCoy, president of the Silver Spring Historical Society, noted that another LT (built on Georgia
Avenue, circa 1938) was demolished in the past year despite what McCoy says were promises by a
developer to preserve it as an example of mid-20th-century architecture. "I will grieve this loss," wrote
McCoy, "along with our 1927 Maryland National Guard Armory (a designated Montgomery County
historic landmark) that was bulldozed in 1998 for a seven-story parking garage on which only started
being constructed this summer. Thus the story of Silver Spring's 'revitalization' goes."
Copyright © 2003, The Baltimore Sun
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Bill Macon used to live in north Baltimore and walked his dogs
daily in Robert E. Lee Park, off Lake Avenue and Falls Road, just
over the city line in Baltimore County.
Now, Macon, 66, lives in Lutherville, but on Nov. 26 he was back
in the park taking a morning walk with his yellow Labs, Duke and
Digger.
"I used to be here daily. I still come two or three times a week,"
Macon said.
Although he likes the park, he admits it has its problems.
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"It's not very well kept," he said.
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A groundskeeper does a good job of picking up and emptying
trash, but the asphalt is breaking up on some parts of the trail,
Macon said.
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He also said some dead trees have been on the ground for
months, maybe years, because city work crews simply chopped
them down, sawed them into pieces and left then there rather
than carting them away, he said.
Still, the convenience and overall beauty of the 456-acre park
surrounding Lake Roland keep him coming back.
"It's pretty well used," he said. "It's great for the dog walkers. It's
away from the road."
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Weather Center

The Baltimore City Department of Recreation and Parks agrees
that the park has its share of problems, including shoreline
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erosion, poorly marked entrances and a bridge so unsafe that it is
closed to maintenance trucks, although open to pedestrians.
Now, the park, located in Baltimore County but owned and
operated by the city, is getting attention.

News
Search tips Advanced

Local Poll

The city and county parks departments have jointly drafted a
master plan for improving the park, including spending more than
$1 million to reconstruct the bridge.

Do you think holiday
promotions and
decorations have started
too early this year?

The county agreed to pay $400,000 of the cost, city and county
parks officials said.

Yes.

85%

No.

15%

The bridge is seen as the highest priority, followed by stabilizing
the shoreline, putting up fencing to stop erosion and closing a trail
crossing at a light rail stop. Other priorities, which officials said
will be funded in future years as money permits, include building
another entrance to the park at Falls and Copper Hill roads and
better signs showing where the park is.

Vote
Features
Local TV Listings

There are two entrances. One is an unmarked road off Falls Road
past Pepe's Pizza.
The other is an unmarked entrance at Lake Avenue and Hollins
Drive, near Boys' Latin School.
The picturesque park also features an old, unused caretaker's
house and a dam that has been rebuilt in the last 10 years.
"There's nothing wrong with the dam," said Mary Porter, a city
parks planner.
One issue that isn't addressed in the master plan is what the
policy will be on dogs _ whether they're allowed and, if so,
whether they can be off-leash. Currently, according to city and
county laws, dogs must be on leashes, which bothers Macon.
With no traffic in Robert E. Lee Park, "it would be a perfect place
for off -leash," he said.
The issue has divided area residents for several years.
"It'a very popular dog park," Porter said. But she said dogs
beating a constant path up and down a stretch of shoreline have
created erosion.
The issue is "a little tricky" because the city and county are both
involved, Porter said.
"It becomes a jurisdictional issue," she said. "At this moment, dog
management is separate from the master plan. Both agencies are
reviewing their policies."
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The county is noncommittal too.
"There is a little bit of confusion over which jurisdiction has
authority over dog regulations," said Deanna Bailey, project
coordinator for the county parks department.
Christopher Lamb of Rodgers Forge, walking in the park with his
German Shepherd at his side and his 3-year-old son John on his
shoulders, said he considers the park a treasure.
"They don't have dog parks in Rodgers Forge," Lamb said.
©2002 MyWebPal.com. All rights reserved.
Contact us at webmaster@mywebpal.com
All other trademarks and Registered trademarks are property
of their respective owners.
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Jeffrey Budnitz
From:

Ruxton-Riderwood-Lake Roland Area Improvement Association [ruxrider@bcpl.net]

Sent:

Thursday, January 08, 2004 10:17 AM

To:

Undisclosed-Recipient:;

Subject: City Paper Article re RELee Park

December 24 - December 30, 2003
Untestable Waters
A Jones Falls Tributary in Robert E. Lee Park Spoiled by Composting Operation
By Van Smith
Walking in city-owned Robert E. Lee Park, along the east side of Bare Hills in Baltimore County, you're bound to
turn up some deer or maybe scare up a grouse or two. Virginia pines and thick mats of briars and vines dominate
the rocky, thin-soiled landscape, which is crisscrossed with streams and trails<\m>some of them used
occasionally by humans, most of them blazed faintly by deer that leave scat and hoofprints on the ground and rub
marks from their antlers on tree-trunks. This pocket of the park, while idyllic, is situated up against the backs of
several businesses lining Falls Road, including Hollins Organic Products, a two-acre composting and mulching
operation. The company has been located at this Falls Road site for 22 years and, of late, City Paper has
discovered, it has been giving Robert E. Lee Park and the Jones Falls, which runs through the park, a nasty dose
of pollution.
"This is almost making me puke," exclaims Darin Crew, a stream monitor for the Herring Run Watershed
Association, as he steps carefully around a tree-strewn, briar-choked streambed in this rarely traveled area of the
park. This particular stream runs alongside Hollins Organic Products, and its water is a murky blackish-brown; it
eventually empties into the Jones Falls, less than a mile downstream. "It smells like a combination of manure and
old tobacco chew," Crew notes. "And the water's black as English breakfast tea. It's so full of suspended matter
that you can't see through it at all."
Robert E. Lee Park's more high-profile pollution problem, as reported recently in the news, has not been dirty,
smelly run-off from Hollins Organic, but rather the tremendous concentration of dog waste that's accumulated in
another, more populated section of the park. City officials are mulling the wholesale replacement of contaminated
topsoil near the Jones Falls Dam, which is a hugely popular dog-walking spot. The pollution from Hollins,
discovered by Baltimore County officials on Dec. 12 and stumbled upon by a City Paper reporter walking in the
park two days later, has been mostly off the radar. Runoff from Hollins may have been polluting the stream at
varying intensities for years, however, though no one has previously noted or reported it.
At City Paper 's request, Crew agreed to test the water to find out what, if anything, could be polluting the small,
unnamed tributary. The test, conducted on Dec. 16, involves adding chemical tablets to vials of samples, causing
reactions that change the water's color to indicate levels of acidity, nitrogen, and phosphates. But because the
water was, in Crew's words, "too dark and turbid to show any color," it was untestable.
"So at this point I don't know what's in it," Crews says. "But it's definitely a problem."
Among other lines of business, Hollins Organic accepts natural wood waste--mostly tree stumps, trunks,
branches--and turns it into marketable mulch sold for landscaping and gardening. During the processing, excess
water that isn't soaked up in the compost piles drains to the lowest point of the company's yard, where it collects
in a pool next to a berm separating it from park property. The park side of the berm is a steep slope, and water
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from the pool is seeping through rapidly, cascading down in black, bubbling rivulets until it collects in a small
marsh that drains steadily into the stream, which runs dark from that point on. The side of the berm and the
marshy soils are stained black from the effluent.
The day after the test, Crews speculated about what could be in the "black seep overflow" that is making its way
to the stream and what impact it could be having on living things in the water.
"We definitely know that there are nutrients, coloring, and fine sediments leaving Hollins," he says. "The
sedimentation within the stream, combined with the coloring, has to be disrupting the aquatic life, suffocating and
smothering bugs and fish. I would guess, based on my professional experience, that sediments and color are
impairing the stream, if this is occurring year-round."
Based on anecdotal evidence from dog walkers who frequent these woods, it has been occurring year-round, and
for a while.
"It's been running murky for a couple of years now," says Chris Toland, who visits the parks regularly on his dog
walks--and this time was trying to keep nine dogs from drinking the sullied stream water. "But it appears to have
gotten worse fairly recently."
Following the stream to its mouth at the Jones Falls, one crosses two smaller tributaries, which run clean and
clear from the uphill woods until they join the despoiled stream. The stream-side sediments are stained black, and
the stream's banks are lined with downed, dead, and dying trees. In the flood plain near a culvert for the longabandoned Maryland and Pennsylvania Railroad bed that runs through the park, the stream forms still, black
pools. At its entry to the Jones Falls, it spills out in a distinct black ribbon that runs with the current for 20 or so
yards before mixing into the much larger river.
Toland and his companion, Mary Byrne, always figured authorities knew about the problem, they say, since the
stream has been obviously polluted for so long. But then again, they note, this area of the park is so remote that
such problems could be missed, or not recognized as problems. "We never see anybody out here," Byrne says.
When contacted about the runoff into the stream from his business, Hollins Organic owner Doug Hollins invited
City Paper to visit the company's Falls Road site, with his engineer, Rick Richardson, in tow. The Hollins officials
say they are aware of the pollution problem the company is creating, and they are trying to come up with a
solution. The company has tried to contain excess runoff from its mulching operations with a makeshift stone dam
built into a low part of the berm that separates the yard from the park. This runoff management system, Hollins
says, is designed according to standards required under state and county permits. But this year's extraordinary
amount of rainfall--2003 is heading toward being Baltimore's wettest year on record--has overwhelmed it, causing
runoff to breach the berm and flow into the stream.
"I want to fix this right away," Hollins says, as a pump-out truck pulls up and prepares to drain the pond. Behind
him, a giant grinder is spitting shredded wood, hot and steamy from decomposition, into piles that are being
pushed around by bulldozers. "Then I want to engineer something so this won't happen again. I've been here 22
years and I take this seriously."
Hollins says inspectors from the Baltimore County Department of Environmental Protection and Resource
Management visited the site on Dec. 12, which is when the pollution problem was discovered.
"We went out on a routine inspection," says Baltimore County spokesman Bill Clark, "and noted that there was a
problem with the pond, and they were advised at that time that they were in violation."
"I don't think it had been going on very long," Hollins contends, adding that on Nov. 5 the Maryland Department of
the Environment performed a routine inspection and found nothing wrong "that I know of."
As for the stench of the water, and its dark, turbid quality, Hollins explains that "it's murky because, in an effort to
maintain [run-off] water on the property, we've created a stagnant pond. The organic matter [from the composting
and mulching operation] gets trapped in the pond and is basically fermented, which is why we have this odor."
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Maryland Department of the Environment spokesman Richard McIntire says he has no record of a department
inspection at the company on Nov. 5, the date Hollins cites. "We have not been there recently," he says, noting
that the case "has been assigned to an area inspector . . . but we don't know when we'll get there" to analyze the
seepage and determine the level of pollution it is likely causing.
"We should have heard about this long ago from somewhere," McIntire says. "We can't be everywhere all the
time, but taking care of the environment is everyone's responsibility."
Christel Cothran, who runs the nonprofit Jones Falls Watershed Association was notified by City Paper about the
Hollins Organic situation. She notes that the Jones Falls is already suffering from fecal-coliform contamination,
which was revealed most recently in a midsummer sampling her organization did at 26 locations throughout the
Jones Falls watershed--23 of them were found to exceed limits for contamination. She says she is hopeful that a
combination of regulatory pressure and Hollins' ingenuity will fix the leak and allow the stream to take on a
semblance of healthfulness. But her hope is tinged with a level of frustration borne of experience: "It's just
amazing, once something like this is spotted, how long it takes to fix."

© 2003 Baltimore City Paper. All Rights Reserved.
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Park closure limits dogs' leash-free days
Cleanup: Plans to remove soil contaminated by dogs and repair a
bridge at Robert E. Lee Park upsets owners who enjoy trails with
pets.
By Jessica Valdez
Sun Staff
January 7, 2004
A handful of unleashed dogs darted across the muddy trails of Robert E. Lee Park one recent afternoon,
enjoying an area of the park long treasured by dog owners.
But the dogs won't be coming there much longer.
Next month, city officials intend to temporarily close the southeast corner of the park, located between
Ruxton and the city line, to remove soil contaminated by dogs and to repair a pedestrian bridge.
The 25-acre peninsula will be closed more than a year while the rest of the 470-acre park abutting Lake
Roland will remain open, said Robert Greene, a spokesman for the Baltimore Department of Recreation
and Parks, which owns the area as part of its reservoir system.
The project, scheduled to begin last month, was delayed after the city received a smattering of calls from
angry dog owners and park users.
Susan Lowe brings her border collie from Patterson Park in East Baltimore to run freely at Robert E.
Lee. "People won't have any place to take their dogs anymore," she said.
Soil samples collected by the city Health Department in early October revealed high levels of fecal
coliform, bacteria found in animal feces, Greene said. High levels pose a health risk for young children
and animals.
"I would not want to be sitting on that soil with my 1-year-old having a picnic," said Dr. Peter L.
Beilenson, the city health commissioner. "Fecal coliform causes gastrointestinal symptoms, such as
vomiting, diarrhea and stomach discomfort."
But some dog owners insist that the dog droppings aren't the problem -- they say erosion is a bigger
concern.
"Ninety percent of the people here make an effort to clean up after their dogs," said Ed Smearman of
Northeast Baltimore, who comes to Robert E. Lee once or twice a week to walk his dogs.
Even without soil remediation, reconstruction of the pedestrian bridge requires that the small section of
http://www.sunspot.net/news/local/bal-md.park07jan07,1,2941292,print.story
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the park be closed, said Kim Flowers, director of the Baltimore Department of Recreation and Parks.
The bridge project will cost the city about $1.2 million, she added.
"In order for us to maintain that portion of the park, we need to transport heavy vehicles across the
bridge," she said. "It is unsafe to use that bridge for anything other than pedestrian traffic."
The bridge will be closed no later than Feb. 5, Greene said.
Baltimore County has also participated in the project's development and has provided $400,000 to help
renovate the bridge, said Jean Tansey, chief of the capital planning and development department of the
Baltimore County Department of Recreation and Parks.
Public meetings will be held this month -- times and places to be determined -- to allow the community
to discuss the temporary closing.
"We delayed [the closing] because we wanted to make sure that we allowed community members and
anyone who has a stake in this to voice their concerns before we continued," Flowers said.
City officials say they have received complaints from both sides, including area residents who find the
unleashed dogs a nuisance. According to city law, dogs must be on a leash.
"We don't want to restrict dog walkers from coming to the park," said Greene. "It's just a matter of
correcting a problem in existence right now," he said about the soil.
While there are standards that regulate how many fecal coliform make water unsafe, soil has no such
standards, Beilenson said.
"But there is no question that there has been fouling of the soil," Beilenson said. "So remediation of the
top soil does make sense."
Before the park closes, the city will post signs warning of top soil contamination, he added.
For many local dog owners, Robert E. Lee Park is a rare green space where their animals can run free.
"We're talking about bringing people back to the city and then we don't have any green space to go take
our dogs," said Tanya Ladigin of Towson, as her Dalmatian, Nikita, scampered up a muddy hillside.
"I will just have to go to a school field close to home," she said.
Copyright © 2004, The Baltimore Sun
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Reaping what dogs sow
January 19, 2004
THE BUSY, pretty peninsula portion of Robert E. Lee Park is poisoned, and Buddy is to blame. And
Duke. And Daisy.
Too many leashless dogs - and careless owners - have left enough dog feces to scare the city's
Department of Recreation and Parks into declaring the prime play spot a "brownfield" in need of
treatment.
Decontaminating the area was an avoidable expense. The soil cleanup is estimated to cost no more than
$10,000, but that could have been better spent on a dozen other projects.
Ills, including ringworm, hookworm and giardia, can be transmitted by contact with earth soiled by dog
leavings, plenty of which are seeping into the part of the park that juts into Lake Roland. City officials
say tests have found fecal coliform bacteria hundreds of times above acceptable levels in the area.
Cleaning up the mess will take a year or so, and is timed to coincide with the long-planned construction
of a sturdier bridge to give maintenance trucks access to the 25-acre peninsula. In case, say, the city
needs to clean up some tons of dog droppings. Until the bridge is done, people and dogs - on leashes,
please - will have to take the long way around, hiking through the forest, and must avoid the treatment
areas.
That's sore news for many of our four-footed friends, who have pretty much marked the area as dogland.
During the estimated 5,000 to 7,500 dog visits a week to the park's peninsula, it may be inevitable that
some dog leavings won't get picked up. But it isn't legal, or neighborly.
Other dogs and their walkers - as well as the many dogless adults and kids trying to enjoy the park shouldn't have to spend their hike looking down to avoid a slippery mess. And no one should have to
worry about picking up a parasite or fungal infection left behind by a canine that should have seen the
vet last week.
The carelessness of some dog owners also undercuts lobbying efforts by folks who want to set up legal
off-leash sections in some city parks. Dogs outside must be on leashes at all times in the city and in
Baltimore County (where Robert E. Lee Park sits, though it is owned by the city as part of the reservoir
system). But the peninsula is infamous - via Web guides and word of mouth - for the number of visitors
who flout that rule as well. It's tough to argue for special preferences - and respect for one's point of
view - when one doesn't respect others enough to pick up after one's dog.
Copyright © 2004, The Baltimore Sun
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Letters to the Editor
January 16, 2004

Existing limits on angioplasties protect patients
Doctors, health professionals and hospital administrators who argue that medical centers not currently
licensed to perform heart surgery should be allowed to perform angioplasties are once again putting the
almighty dollar ahead of patients' well-being ("Money is a pervasive presence in arguments over
angioplasties," Jan. 9).
There can be no dispute that thousands of patients across Maryland have been saved and the quality of
their lives improved because of successful angioplasties. But except in emergencies, these procedures
have been performed in state-licensed facilities qualified to perform cardiac surgery. This is because of
the small percentage of cases in which the procedure fails, resulting in a ruptured artery.
The fact that ruptured arteries occur is an undisputed fact, as I can attest from my own experience of five
years ago.
Had it not been for the highly skilled surgeons at Johns Hopkins Hospital who were able to move me
into surgery within 15 minutes to perform a heart bypass, I would have been one of those statistics that
lobbyists and health administrators supporting the use of angioplasties in hospitals that are not licensed
to perform cardiac surgery are now trying to downplay.
Perhaps more licensed cardiac centers that could generate the fees hospitals so desperately need would
be the right answer, rather than placing more patients at risk.
Stuart G. Breslow
Columbia

Will foes of slots pay for tax hikes?
As the General Assembly convenes, once again slot machines will be on the table ("State deficit tops
Ehrlich's agenda," Jan. 14). But I'm sure those who oppose slots, House Speaker Michael E. Busch in
particular, will defeat them once again.
I'm not saying having slots would fix all of Maryland's financial woes. But for those of us who would
rather have slots than increased taxes, maybe Mr. Busch and the rest of those who oppose this source of
revenue could post their addresses somewhere public. That way, the rest of us would know where to
send our increased tax bills, which I'm sure they will be more than happy to pay.
Deborah Fritz
Bel Air
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Where's the outcry over lies about Iraq?
The findings by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace are indeed significant ("Challenging
the case for war," Jan. 12). They show us that this administration manipulated public opinion in the
United States by misinterpreting available intelligence.
Former President Bill Clinton lied to the American people in the infamous Monica Lewinsky case,
which did not lead us into a war that cost human lives. Where is the uproar about us being misled by this
administration into a war?
Are we as a nation more perturbed about a president's misbehavior in sexual matters than a president's
misleading the nation in such grave matters as war and peace?
Armin Mruck
Reisterstown

Moon mission meant to distract the public
President Bush's advocacy of a new man-to-the-moon program is a costly Wag the Dog scenario ("A
step back to the moon, a giant debate for America," Jan. 10).
It is intended to deflect our attention from an unnecessary war with disastrous results (a continuing loss
of life and fortune, friends and ex-allies); tax cuts that only aid the rich, impoverish the states and put
our future in debt; an attempt to privatize Medicare and Social Security; the undoing of our
environmental safeguards and the ruination of our national parks and reserves, not to mention the
ignoring of global warming; and the stacking of the government with ex-corporate lobbyists.
America, you are being "mooned."
Robert E. MacDonald
Ruxton

Focus on problems right here on Earth
President Bush should swing his telescope away from the moon and Mars and focus it on Afghanistan
and the mess in Iraq. Then he should look at our national debt, which is plummeting deeper than any
crater on the moon.
Soon Mr. Bush will ask us to waste untold billions of dollars that we don't have on this high-profile,
low-payback science boondoggle. This money and effort would be better directed to finding a cure for
cancer or AIDS or to stem cell research.
U.S. Treasury Secretary John W. Snow said that the space plans would be undertaken "within a
framework of fiscal responsibility" ("Bush sees moon as jump-off point," Jan. 12). I say, if you put your
lost tooth under the pillow at night, the tooth fairy will reward you in the morning.
Gordon Horak
Baltimore
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ICC cannot aid the environment
Stephen Kiehl's article about the Intercounty Connector (ICC) includes some incredible and duplicitous
quotes by the governor and misses an opportunity to remind readers why the ICC is still such a bad idea
("Ehrlich leads officials on tour of ICC routes," Jan. 7).
Gov. Robert L. Ehrlich Jr. argues that, if done right, the highway will improve the environment. Come
again? Dynamite and asphalt and decimated forests are not earth-friendly, no matter what stilts the
promoters would like to stand the highway on.
As Mr. Kiehl writes, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has reported that the ICC "would
destroy at least 145 acres of parkland, rip through 22 acres of wetlands, cut across 77 streams and take
the homes of 27 species of birds." Building it would not and could not improve the environment in any
way.
Brian Henry
Chevy Chase
The writer is an ICC campaign director for the Audubon Naturalist Society.

School system lacks integrity and loyalty
The article "Audit shows city schools' deficit has hit $58 million" (Jan. 7) signifies that the school
system is a major disappointment to all concerned. This system lacks not only money, but also integrity,
respect and loyalty to our children, teachers, parents, administrators and others affiliated with the
system.
What you see is a school system with a hierarchy of problems and a dismal future for our children.
Timothy Modlin
Parkville

Leash-less dogs ruin a city park
Finally, the closure of Robert E. Lee Memorial Park will do what has needed to be done for years namely, control the masses of people who turned a once-beautiful lake into a "dog park" ("Park closure
limits dogs' leash-free days," Jan. 7).
What was once a place to fish, run, paint, picnic, boat or just sit is now a dog park, or nothing at all.
Tests show that the soil has been ruined by dogs whose owners feel that because some open space
remains that is owned by (but not within) Baltimore City, it should be a place where their dogs should
roam free - leash law or not.
If not for the serious health issue in the "dog park," the sense of ownership of this space displayed by
these folks would be laughable.
Bill Burnham
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Letters to the Editor
January 17, 2004

Columbia needs a large dose of democracy
I have lived in Columbia for more than 30 years, and have always felt disenfranchised to a large extent
("Howard's Kremlin," editorial, Jan. 9).
What other homeowners association has its "fee" tied directly to state property assessments? This fee is,
in fact, a city tax that was not voted on by the residents. Does anyone remember "taxation without
representation"?
It is ridiculous to continue to impose the political structure of a homeowners association on a mediumsized city, especially a homeowners association that has no reasonable mechanism for making changes
to its bylaws. (It is not reasonable to require a 100 percent favorable vote of all property owners to make
a change.)
This rigid and unchangeable structure leads, in many cases, to Columbia Association (CA) board
members who identify too strongly with CA and its bondholders at the expense of the residents.
CA expenditures should be tied to a democratic political process, not to state property assessments. The
present system offers incentive to create windfalls and grandiose plans that are not to the benefit of most
residents.
Columbia is now too large to be governed by a homeowners association with limited powers and an
unwieldy (too large) council and board of directors.
I don't think the CA board of directors has the time, staff or money to act as an effective counterweight
to the self-serving CA organization and its bondholders.
I believe wholesale changes are in order, and that state legislation is the best way to create a process that
will introduce the needed democratic governance to Columbia.
Lynn W. Hart
Columbia

Unfair criticism just never lets up
I was offended and appalled by The Sun's recent editorial and headline comparing the Columbia
Association to the Kremlin ("Howard's Kremlin," Jan. 9).
The editorial summed up its comments by encouraging "Columbia's largely long-silent property owners"
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to elect a CA board majority "committed to installing democracy and taking back control of the
organization from its staff."
I completely agree that most residents of Columbia pay little attention to the organization that makes
this city such a desirable location. After all, the open space gets mowed, the facilities are in good repair,
plenty of camps are available for our kids and CA has an excellent bond rating. Yet, for at least 15 years,
members of the Alliance for a Better Columbia, a local self-proclaimed watchdog group, have insisted
that the sky is falling. And The Sun apparently agrees with it.
The CA board and staff worked hard to eliminate the deficit built up during the early years of Columbia
and, more recently, to reduce the accumulated debt as requested by the community. Now that same
watchdog group that was opposed to debt is encouraging CA to incur more debt rather than use available
cash to pay for facility maintenance and upgrades.
I have participated in the CA budget process for more than 20 years. Each year, the budget document
has become more detailed and more easily understandable. The process is wide open and provides many
opportunities for community input.
The Columbia Association has been audited by five accounting firms in the past 25 years, and each audit
has given it a clean bill of health. And yet the criticism of CA staff never lets up.
The Columbia Association is not a government entity, and it is not a traditional corporation. It is a
homeowners association, and yet it is so much more that comparing it to any other such association is
unfair.
The hybrid governance system that we have isn't perfect. It needs change. But our covenants are a legal
contract between two parties and should not be changed without careful consideration by a majority of
Columbia residents.
Unfortunately, only the opinions of a few outspoken critics are given weight by the local press and
politicians.
Joan Lancos
Columbia
The writer is a former member of the Columbia Council.

Insulting to link Columbia, Kremlin
Thank you for allowing me to express my outrage over the headline and analogy used in The Sun's
recent editorial "Howard's Kremlin" (Jan. 9).
The title implies that Columbia is being run by heavy-handed communists, and it goes beyond the line
of good taste.
Let me explain why I feel so strongly about this inappropriate metaphor.
My father spent 23 years as an officer in the U.S. Army. He commanded Checkpoint Charlie when the
Berlin Wall was built. He was on the shores of Florida during the Cuban Missile Crisis. He finally died
an early death because of Agent Orange exposure in the Mekong River Delta.
http://www.sunspot.net/news/opinion/oped/bal-ed.le.17jjan17,0,282005,print.story
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Furthermore, I am a West Point graduate who spent five years in the 82nd Airborne Division on
constant alert status while training to fight the Soviet Union and an additional year in South Korea.
I understand all too well what communism is all about.
So when I am called a communist, or it is even implied that I am involved in using communist-style
tactics, I am insulted beyond comprehension.
Tom O'Connor
Columbia
The writer is a member of the board of the Columbia Association.

Cuts to colleges amount to elitism
As a graduate student at the University of Maryland, I am grateful to have access to an education that is
both high in quality and affordable. And as a life-long Maryland taxpayer, I am more than happy to see
public dollars spent on higher education.
Maryland's system of public colleges and universities is something the state has consistently done right.
It is a jewel in Maryland's crown.
But the Ehrlich administration's attack on public funding for colleges has been devastating for many of
Maryland's families ("More tuition rises planned," Jan. 11). The message the administration sends with
such cuts is this: Only the wealthy should be able to attend Maryland's colleges.
Maryland's citizenry should not stand for such elitism from its leadership. We must urge the legislature
not to balance the state budget on the backs of Maryland's students and working people.
A recent Sun poll reports that two -thirds of Marylanders support raising the sales tax to improve
education ("Top concerns are schools, state budget," Jan. 11).
Our elected officials in Annapolis should listen and then find creative ways to solve the budget crisis.
David A. Gadsby
Baltimore

What's destroying the ozone layer
The Sun's editorial "Mass extinction" (Jan. 12) states that global warming is occurring at least in part
because "greenhouse gases are destroying the protective ozone layer."
Stratospheric ozone depletion is caused by halogenated organic compounds such as chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs), HCFC (hydrogenated CFCs), and certain brominated compounds such as ethylene bromide.
These compounds slowly rise to the stratosphere and form highly reactive free radicals that tear apart the
ozone molecule.
On the other hand, greenhouse gases are compounds that absorb infrared radiation emitted by the Earth
as it cools during the normal daily cycle. This trapping of heat gives them the name "greenhouse" gases.
The main culprit gases are CO2, methane (CH4), certain nitrogen oxides and even water vapor.
http://www.sunspot.net/news/opinion/oped/bal-ed.le.17jjan17,0,282005,print.story
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The CO2 and nitrogen oxides are gases caused primarily by fossil fuel combustion. Methane comes
from a variety of natural and man-made processes.
While some climate scientists hypothesize about a relationship between ozone destruction and global
warming, the phenomena behind the two processes are different.
Michael Caughlin
Parkville

Insurance industry abuses its customers
I have carefully observed the discourse between Baltimore County Executive James T. Smith Jr. and
state Insurance Commissioner Albert W. Redmer Jr. on the performance of insurance companies in
meeting their obligation to homeowners victimized by Tropical Storm Isabel. And I think both men have
distinguished themselves in handling this disaster in eastern Baltimore County, as have other public
officials from the state and county.
The blame for the continuing problems lies with the insurance companies, which promise protection
when they sell policies yet seemingly do everything possible to evade responsibility when legitimate
claims occur.
I know this to be true from repeated personal experience. Claims adjusters are trained in how not to pay
claims to the very people who faithfully remit premiums year after year. Once policyholders file a claim,
they are put into a confusing bureaucratic system rigged to pay claims at a fraction of the stated policy
value or to decline payment altogether.
When the storm passed, some insurance companies filled the airwaves with advertisements assuring
policyholders that they were committed to caring for people placed in desperate straits.
The insurance industry should be ashamed for abandoning the very people who invested their trust - and
money - in what turned out to be an empty promise of protection.
Edwin F. Hale Sr.
Baltimore
The writer is board chairman of 1st Mariner Bank.

Damage reminds us parks are for people
I have several comments regarding the article "Park closure limits dogs' leash-free days" (Jan. 7).
The repair of the bridge over the Jones Falls below the dam of Lake Roland is a welcome
improvement. Thanks to the city and Baltimore County for finding the funds to rebuild that structure.
l

Closing the bridge will push the large number of unleashed dogs into other areas of the park
surrounding the lake where, emerging wet from the water, they will spread the erosion problem that is so
obvious now. The fecal coliform bacteria problem will spread to those areas, and continue to degrade the
park.
l

l

Allowing unleashed dogs in the park by not enforcing the posted leash requirement makes the park
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unusable for picnickers and families with children.
My children learned to catch and throw a ball on the peninsula area of the park, where there used to be a
picnic area. That area is now saturated with unleashed dogs, and their waste, and is unusable by others
who enjoy park activities and fishing.
If dogs are going to be allowed to run off-leash at the park, a separate, isolated and fenced area must
be established to keep them from damaging the area around the lake.
l

With more than 500 acres available in Robert E. Lee Park, it would seem possible, and not prohibitively
expensive, to set aside an area where dogs could be allowed off-leash, but where their activity would not
limit the use of the rest of the park-goers.
Parks are an essential part of life, and provide what should be a healthy environment away from noise
and hustle and bustle.
Let's try to remember that parks are for people as we seek a solution to this long-festering problem.
Brian Devlin
Baltimore

Must we depend on work of aliens?
The question of what to do with the 8 million to 12 million illegal immigrants in this country should go
beyond the simple issue of why we should have immigration laws if we are not going to deal with those
who break them. But Linda Chavez's column on this subject points out things that should make any
American cringe ("'Earned legalization' for immigrants offers benefits to all of us," Opinion
l

Commentary, Jan. 8).

She says illegal immigrants fill the "shortages of workers willing to do the often difficult, dangerous
jobs Americans shun."
Then she muses that even if we could magically rid the country of these aliens, "the rest of us would
suffer by having to pay more for everything from the food we put on the table to the houses in which we
live."
Also, "our office buildings wouldn't get cleaned, our crops wouldn't get picked, our meat wouldn't get
processed, our tables wouldn't get cleaned when we go out to eat."
So let me get this straight - our entire economy is based on having illegal immigrants willing to work
dirty jobs for poverty-level wages because otherwise employers would have to pay exorbitant wages
(say, minimum wage) to "educated" Americans (who apparently would prefer to simply remain among
the unemployed), thus driving these employers out of business?
And this would then lead the rest of us to starve, to live on the street, or to have to work in dirty
buildings?
Perhaps instead of spending time debating what to do with the illegal immigrants, we should spend time
analyzing how we came up with this economic model.
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Bob Wunder
Parkville

It's time to stop forgiving the famous
I was so relieved to read Steve Chapman's column "Forgive us, Pete, but we're not ready to forgive
you" (Opinion
Commentary, Jan. 9). I was feeling that I am morally deficient because it bothers me that breaches of
morality and ethics in high places do not even warrant slaps on the wrist anymore.
l

All indications are that the prominent and famous no longer need to watch their P's and Q's. Lie, cheat,
steal, grope and worse: Once you are in a position of fame, influence and fortune, it's OK.
Just say "I'm sorry" and you retain your position, receive a six-figure salary, dwell in the White House or
go to the Hall of Fame. It's just us little people who have to serve time in jail and make amends for our
crimes.
Our youths are getting horrendous messages from those who are supposed to be role models, and the
crime statistics prove this.
The judges and officials who condone and sanction the current level of immorality should be the first to
be relieved of their jobs, immediately followed by the perpetrators.
Thank you, Mr. Chapman, for saying it like it is and taking a load off of my psyche.
Sonia Looban Greenspon
Baltimore

Tort reform punishes those hurt the most
James M. Kramon's article about malpractice merely restates the insurance industry mantra that trial
lawyers and stupid laws cause increasing malpractice rates that cause doctors to quit ("Malpractice
Suits: Doctors reach a crisis point," Jan 11).
He does not give even a tiny hint that responsible people with no ax to grind disagree with him. Or that
there is every reason to believe that malpractice lawsuits are not increasing, jury verdicts are not
skyrocketing, lawsuits are not the cause of insurance premium increases, and increasing premiums are
not causing doctors to quit.
Mr. Kramon, a respected member of the Maryland Bar, should know better than to fill an article with
such nonsense as the following: that the statute of limitations for medical malpractice exceeds almost all
others; that lawyers have a "field day" with tort liability; that a restaurant was held liable merely because
a customer spilled coffee on herself; and that a phone-booth manufacturer was liable merely because the
occupant of a phone booth was hit by a car.
Mr. Kramon is engaging in the very tactic he accuses others of doing: throwing enough mud on the wall
in the hope that some of it will stick.
Mr. Kramon himself has acknowledged many other problems with our current health care system,
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including the deleterious conduct of insurers and medical practices that harm physicians.
In fact, in The Sun article, he states that some physicians spend 90 percent of their time engaging in
defensive medicine. Those doctors blame fear of lawsuits. Yet Mr. Kramon cites no evidence that fear is
justified.
In other words, some of us are going to doctors who spend 90 percent of their time (and our time and
money) performing procedures, prescribing drugs and providing tests that are not necessary.
And we are to believe, without any more evidence, that this waste is caused by trial lawyers?
Maryland citizens deserve a reduction in medical mistakes as efficiently as possible. People are
needlessly injured. They deserve protection. That may require changes in the law and in medical
practice and improvements in the way we regulate medicine.
Unfortunately, Mr. Kramon and the health care lobby persist in demanding that we punish the victims.
And the most punishment would go to the victims who are hurt the most.
Charles Shafer
Baltimore
The writer teaches torts and consumer law at the University of Baltimore Law School.
Copyright © 2004, The Baltimore Sun
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Jeffrey Budnitz
From:

WESIEHH@aol.com

Sent:

Sunday, January 18, 2004 1:29 PM

To:

Jane6137@aol.com

Cc:

jbudnitz@lakefallsfinancial.com

Subject: Re: letter, fyi

Jane & Jeff, I thought you might like to see this excellent letter.
January 16, 2004
Ms. Kimberley A. Flowers, Director
Department of Recreation and Parks
Dr. Ralph Jones, Jr. Bldg
3001 East Drive - Druid Hill Park
Baltimore, MD 21217
Dear Ms. Flowers:
Thank you for informing us of the closing of the pedestrian bridge and peninsula area of Robert E. Lee Park.
We will be unable to attend the hearing on the 29th, so we are herewith expressing our views.
We have been both neighbors and users of the park for over 25 years. We used the park almost daily for many
years, until it became so overrun with dogs, inconsiderate dog owners, stench, and general unpleasantness that
we found it almost intolerable. In fact, we have a file of complaints we have written to the City, but alas, there
was no satisfactory response.
We would love to again enjoy our walks around the peninsula, across the light rail tracks and along and through
the wooded trails. We miss watching families and friends gather for picnics. We miss feeling comfortable taking
young children there. We miss the sweet smells marking the seasons. We do not miss being accosted by the 810 off-leash dogs being walked by professional dog walkers who are not even required to have permits.
The inconvenience to us by the closing of our access to the park would be almost worth it if we could be
assured that the leash laws would be enforced when it reopens. It would make no sense at all for the City to pay
to make these improvements, including remediation of contaminated soil, only to allow the dog feces to taint
once again the land and dogs to scour once again the lake shore of vegetation. Please solve the dog problem,
once and for all! The dog owners seem to believe that this is a dog park, reserved for their indulgence. Please
disabuse them of this idea. This should be, in fact, a people park, reserved for a variety of uses by respectful
and civil human beings.
Thank you for finally trying to improve Robert E. Lee Park. We sincerely hope that we can enjoy it once again. If
we can be of assistance in your efforts, please count on our help.
Sincerely,

Marsha Ramsay John Ramsay
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The Hippodome, aka ...
In time, it probably will be known as just the Hippodrome, or maybe the Hipp, as some in the theater
crowd already prefer. But officially, the sumptuously revived theater on downtown's west side has more
names than a German prince.
Each name, of course, has big dollars behind it. The entire four-building complex -- which cost $62
million, much of it coming from the state in grants or bonds -- is the France-Merrick Performing Arts
Center ($5 million donation).
Within the complex, the new lobby wing is the Constellation Energy Pavilion ($1 million). The
multipurpose event space and cabaret theater in the renovated Eutaw Savings Bank is the M&T Bank
Pavilion ($1 million).
But wait, there's more.
The lobby of the Western National Bank -- also part of the center complex -- is henceforth to be known
as the Homer and Martha Gudelsky Family Foundation Lobby. The foundation has not made the amount
public.
And for those without seven figures to work with, how about a seat? A couple hundred people have
pledged $1,000 to $2,000 to put their names on a chair. "This is a big thing for Baltimore with big
memories for many people," said Eric Grubman, the Hippodrome Foundation's chairman.
There is precedent for this name mania. When the 2,286-seat vaudeville house opened in 1914, the
facade said: Pearce & Scheck's Hippodrome. Then again, they built the thing.
-- Scott Calvert

A slight advantage
The Daily Record newspaper recently named 21 people Maryland's "power elite."
On the list -- right there with the likes of Gov. Robert L. Ehrlich Jr., Comptroller William Donald
Schaefer, and Rouse Co. chief executive Anthony W. Deering -- is none other than Mark R. Cheshire.
Don't recognize the name? You would if you worked at The Daily Record, where he is editor in chief.
Cheshire, 34, said he decided who would appear on the list with the help of "a couple reporters." But he
said he never sought recognition for himself.
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"We brought together a bunch of names. I lobbied to have mine withdrawn, but as kind of a lark we
included it," he said. "I was just a throw-in. It was almost random."
-- Laura Vozzella

Policing the park
Baltimore's City Council members were upset to hear about the impending temporary closure of a
portion of Robert E. Lee Park where dogs are allowed to run free. The city needs to replace soil
contaminated by dogs and to repair a pedestrian bridge.
Councilman Bernard C. "Jack" Young said the Department of Recreation and Parks should alert the
council before closing a park. "So if people call us, we can tell them why it's being closed," Young said.
The council approved Jan. 12 an ordinance to hold an informational hearing to allow park users, dog
owners and the elected officials the chance to learn more about why the city's administration is closing
the park next month.
Soil samples collected by the city Health Department in early October revealed high levels of fecal
coliform bacteria, which are found in animal feces and can pose a high threat of health risk.
Councilwoman Helen L. Holton asked, "Who do you get to catch people who don't pick up after their
dogs?"
Councilwoman Pamela V. Carter replied: "The poop police."
-- Doug Donovan
Copyright © 2004, The Baltimore Sun
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Park's 25-acre reservoir area, a popular, unofficial
be closed for 18 months beginning Feb. 13 because
is so full of dog droppings that the soil is
and could pollute the Jones Falls.

When the park reopens, dog owners can expect much stricter
enforcement of city laws against letting their dogs run off-leash,
said Robert Greene, a spokesman for the Baltimore City
Department of Recreation and Parks. He said the city's park
ranger program might be expanded to include Robert. E. Lee and
the rangers would be authorized to issue citations.
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A public forum about the closing will be held Jan. 29 at 6 p.m., in
the Druid Hill Park administration building, 3001 East Drive,
Greene said.
A city health department study in Ocober 2003 revealed bacterial
samples with extremely high levels of fecal coliform, the result of
an estimated 2,000 dog droppings per month. The reservoir is the
area of the 456-acre park most often used by dogs and owners,
with an estimated 5,000 dog visits a week, he said.
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The department sampled two sites. One showed coliform
contamination 17,000 "levels" higher than safe for human
occupation. The other site had levels 2,300 "levels" higher than is
safe.
Health officials say the bacteria could contaminate the area's
water because the reservoir feeds into the Jones Falls. Health
Commissioner Peter Beilenson of Cedarcroft said he was worried
enough to ask Rec and Parks Director Kim Flowers to close the
peninsula.
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Beilenson said families might not want to picnic there.
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"I don't think you'd want a toddler crawling around on the ground
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Beilenson said the department could have ordered the area
closed, but that Flowers agreed to act voluntarily.
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Greene said the decision to close the area was based on the
department's "strong recommendation."
He said there is no federal Environmental Protection Agency
standard for soil contamination, as there is for water.
"If we were strictly looking at water, that area would have been
ordered closed by the health department a long time ago," he
said.
The city-run park, on Falls Road north of Lake Avenue just inside
Baltimore County, has become popular as a dog park in recent
years as Internet sites proclaimed it one of the best parks for
dogs. Many owners let their dogs run off-leash there.
That violates city law, but issuing citations and fines has done
little to stop the practice, Greene said. The area is set back from
roads, making owners feel their pets are safe, he said.
While the reservoir area is closed, "we're still encouraging people
to use the remainder of the park," Greene said. But other areas
there are not as isolated, he said.
Actions might include lime application, soil replacement, reseeding
and measures to stop erosion on the banks of the Lake Roland
reservoir, Greene said.
"We have to actually get in there and see what needs to be done,"
he said.
The remediation will cost about $25,000. By comparison, it will
cost $1.2 million to reconstruct a decaying, long-barricaded bridge
nearby for maintenance vehicles and pedestrians. That project will
be done while the reservoir area is closed and is being jointly
funded by the city and county as part of the long-range master
plan for the park, Greene said.
Once the reservoir area reopens, people will still be able to walk
dogs there. But enforcement of on-leash laws will be stepped up
and additional signage will be posted, he said.
The city is considering transferring some park rangers to Robert E.
Lee Park from Leakin Park in west Baltimore, he said.
©2002 MyWebPal.com. All rights reserved.
Contact us at webmaster@mywebpal.com
All other trademarks and Registered trademarks are property
of their respective owners.
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Area residents are making a lastditch push to keep Robert E. Lee
Park's dog-walking area open.
The Baltimore Department of
Recreation and Parks said last
month it will close the park's
peninsula for 18 months,
beginning Feb. 13, to remediate
A sign warns that Robert E. Lee Park soil
soil contaminated by fecal
is contaminated by dog waste.
coliform bacteria from dog
droppings and to reconstruct an unsafe pedestrian bridge.
The soil could pollute Lake Roland and the Jones Falls, health
officials say.
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The portion being closed is only 25 acres of the 456-acre park but
is the most popularly known as an unofficial "dog park." Many
people let their dogs run off-leash despite laws against it because
the area is far from any major roads.
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The city-run park is located at Lake Roland, just over the city line
at Lake Avenue and Falls Road in Baltimore County.
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The city health department recommended the closing after two
soil tests, both of which showed contamination levels above
acceptable limits. Health Commissioner Peter Beilenson told the
Messenger it would be dangerous for young children to play in the
area because they might touch grass or dirt and put their fingers
in their mouths.
At two meetings last week, most of the 35 to 40 residents in
attendance asked city officials to reconsider. They disputed the
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health risks and said fecal coliform cannot survive in the soil. They
said health officials are applying drinking water standards to soil,
for which there are no government standards.
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Roland Park resident Tim Baker, former health commissioner of
Syracuse and Geneva, N.Y., called the closing "absolutely
unnecessary."
A sign warning parents not to let their children run barefoot or
"eat poop" in the park would be just as effective, Baker testified
during a hearing Jan. 28 before the City Council's subcommittee
on parks and recreation.
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Catherine Evans, president of the group Friends of Lake Roland,
said at the hearing that closing the peninsula would be bad for the
community because the park "helps weave the fabric of
Baltimore."
But Jeffrey Budnitz, a board member of the Ruxton-Riderwood Lake Roland Association, testified in favor of closing the park to
correct its problems so they don't happen again.
"It's like putting a cast on a broken bone," he told the Messenger
after his testimony. "You have to heal it."
Kimberley Flowers, the city director of recreation and parks,
defended the decision at the council hearing and the next night at
a public forum sponsored by her department.
"It's clear that these (contamination) levels were high," she said
at the latter meeting. "We took the safe route."
Flowers said the decision was based partly on concerns about
legal liability and suggested that the city could be held liable if a
park user were hurt.
Fran Spero, chief of parks conservation and commuity outreach,
said the park is overdue for attention.
"It's our duty as land managers to step in and say that this land
has been overused," Spero said.
City Councilman Kenneth Harris, who represents residents living
near the park, called for the subcommittee's "informational"
hearing. He said that he doesn't know what, if anything, officials
will do with the testimony taken at the two meetings.
Harris said he thinks the city should do the soil cleanup and bridge
work without denying people the use of the peninsula.
"There should be co-existence," he said.
Although the council can pass a resolution asking the parks
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department to reverse itself, the council has no legal power to
order such action.
"I want to make sure my constituents have a chance to air their
concerns," Harris said.
©2004 MyWebPal.com. All rights reserved.
Contact us at webmaster@mywebpal.com
All other trademarks and Registered trademarks are property
of their respective owners.
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Falling Waters
One Longtime Polluter is Cleaning Up, But the
Jones Falls' Troubles are Far From Over
By Van Smith
keyword
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When City Paper literally stumbled upon Hollins
Organic Products in December (Mobtown Beat, Dec. 24,
2003), the three -acre mulch-making operation in
Baltimore County's Bare Hills section was polluting an
adjacent stream with black, fusty runoff from its towering
piles of compost. The unnamed stream, which runs
through city -owned Robert E. Lee Park, was opaque and
dark from the point where Hollins Organic discharge
entered it, and its sediments were stained from the
discoloration. Hollins Organic owner Doug Hollins told
City Paper it was a new problem, brought on by 2003's
unusually wet weather, and that he was in the midst of
designing a permanent fix to keep the compost-laden
water from overflowing the site's containment pond and
spoiling the stream.
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In a Jan. 29 interview, though, Hollins changed his tune Dirty Water Leaky pipes running along an
after he was informed that the Baltimore County permit unnamed tributary of the Jones Falls just
file for Hollins Organic shows a 10 -year history of stream inside I-83
pollution, despite a permit requirement that the facility
"shall not be operated in such a manner as to create water
Photos By Frank Klein
pollution." The overflows from the site, the file makes
clear, are believed to be brought on by storm events, but the record rains of 2003 were by no means
unique in the documented history of Hollins Organic's sullying of the stream. Community complaints and
inspection reports about problems at the site fill the file, with county visits dating back a decade. By that
time, the business had already been operating there for 12 years.
"We probably should have done this years ago," Hollins concedes, referring to the solution he hopes to
have installed by early March: a large cement tank to hold site runoff, designed with a mechanism that
automatically sprays its contents back onto the mulch piles when it fills to a certain level. "In the long
term, it's going to be a better process," he predicts, adding, "I do take this stuff very seriously. We will do
whatever it takes to make sure this issue is solved."

More by Van Smith
Untestable Waters A Jones Falls
Tributary in Robert E.
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Mobtown Beat
(Dec. 24, 2003)
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In the big picture, Hollins Organic's faulty runoff containment may seem insignificant. But the unnamed
tributary it despoils tumbles downhill for about half a mile before emptying into the Jones Falls, the heir
of more than 350 years of human -generated runoff, which rolls along in all of its nutrient-laden,
sediment -bearing glory, bound for Lake Roland, then down through the city to the Inner Harbor, the
Patapsco River, and the Chesapeake Bay. The Hollins Organic problem is yet another thread in the much
larger story of what water-quality experts call "loads to the system": erosion, animal waste, leaky septic
systems and sewers, the runoff from roads, buildings, farms, and parking lots --all of them bringing more
water-borne baggage for the Jones Falls to handle.
The efforts of government and citizens to reduce this load
have been underway since at least 1972, when the federal
Clean Water Act was passed, establishing rules intended
to stem pollution. Slow, steady implementation of laws
and better management choices have led to some
improvements in some upstream parts of the Jones Falls,
but, ironically, as the river approaches the relative idyll of
Robert E. Lee Park, its water quickly degrades. That's
because the park's main attraction, Lake Roland, is the
common catch basin for every source of upstream water
pollution, from Pikesville east to Towson.
Lake Roland, in essence, is like Hollins Organic's
sediment pond --instead of a small composting yard,
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though, Roland handles the drainage for 33 square miles
of suburban watershed. Like Hollins Organic's pond, Lake
Roland over the years has been much studied and lightly
managed. Both hold back pollution from the Chesapeake
Bay, and both do so less effectively when it rains. But,
whereas Hollins Organic is on track to stopper up its leaky
catch -basin, there are no plans to keep Lake Roland from
continuing to do what it's done since it ceased being an
active reservoir in 1915-- filling in with whatever
pollutants drop out of the Falls' water as it settles behind
the dam. The lake's capacity to trap pollutants before the
river crests over the dam, en route to the city, depends on
plugging up upstream sources --like Hollins Organic. It's a
never-ending task that, despite years of talk, has only just
begun.
The first visit to Hollins Organic Products by the
Baltimore County Department of Environmental
Protection and Resource Management (DEPRM), back in
January 1993, found "an open dump consisting of old 55
gallon drums, 275 gallon oil tanks, pressure treated
lumber, metal pipes, etc., . . . Mr. Hollins stated that his
landlord . . . dumped the material."
That was count number one, leveled against the landlord-who dragged his feet past the 30-day deadline for cleaning Polluted stream water in Sorrento Run.
up the mess, but eventually complied. Count two was
against Hollins Organic, whose owner was informed that the facility had 30 days to apply for a DEPRM
solid-waste processing permit. The company finally submitted the paperwork after nearly a year, without
penalty-- though DEPRM did threaten legal action, which seemed to get the process in gear.
The permit file indicates that the delay was due to Hollins' uncertainty about how to go about controlling
sediment on the site. Ultimately, though, Hollins Organic installed a containment pond to trap runoff, a
low basin on the site where the liquid dregs of the operation would drain and settle. The pond is
separated from park property by an earthen berm, leading to a steep slope down to the unnamed stream,
which starts beneath parking lots and businesses along Falls Road and meanders through the woods
behind Hollins Organic on its way to the Jones Falls.
The stream courses through an area of uncommon history and ecology. In 1992, months prior to
DEPRM's first visit to Hollins Organic, the National Registry of Historic Places had made 450-acre
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Robert E. Lee Park the centerpiece of the then-newly designated Lake Roland Historic District, named
after the erstwhile city reservoir a mile or so downstream from the composting facility. A stone's throw
away from the mulch piles is an abandoned quarry, a reminder that here is where chromite was first
discovered, in 1808, heralding a half -century of Baltimore domination of global chromium production.
The Virginia pines and briars that dominate Hollins Organic's side of the park cover rocky terrain known
as serpentine barren, an unusual geology attractive both for mineral extraction and, in small outcroppings
of unforested space, a special array of grasses, flowers, and bugs that can tolerate its metallic soil. Thus,
it would seem, the case for stopping its degradation by Hollins Organic was that much more compelling.
In April 1994, a DEPRM inspector noted that Hollins Organic's pond "did not appear to be designed
properly. Runoff and leachate from the compost stockpiles overflows through rip -rap stone to a small
feeder stream to the Jones Falls." In February 1995, a DEPRM supervisor noted that the pond "was
filling up with sediment and should be upgraded with the addition of stone"--a measure Hollins Organic
took immediately.
It didn't fix the leak, though, because a year later
Robert E. Lee Park Conservancy President
Robert Macht wrote a letter to DEPRM, pointing
out that the stream's "water quality is being
adversely effected" by the Hollins Organic
operation, that "sometimes the stream is bright
green," and that "an unpleasant odor is
emanating" from the water. The county
investigated the complaint, and in March 1996
issued a one-page report explaining that runoff
"ponds behind blockage [on the site] and
percolates into the ground and is seeping out
from the side of the berm." The one -page report's
solution: Remove the blockage, and if that didn't
work, install an impermeable liner to contain the
The Daily Grind: Workers making mulch at Hollins
runoff on -site.

Organic Products; the edge of the containment pond
is visible in the lower left corner

Concerned citizens wanted more. "Water [in the
stream] above this runoff is clear and largely odorless," observed Laurie Long, then-executive director of
the Ruxton-Riderwood-Lake Roland Area Improvement Association, in a March 1996 letter to DEPRM.
"Water below the runoff is very dark and murky, somewhat frothy, and sometimes green," adding that
"we request that DEPRM . . . establish stream quality requirements as a condition" of Hollins Organic's
permit.
No liner was installed. No stream -quality requirements were established as a condition of the permit.
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Instead, the pollution continued--not continuously, perhaps, but whenever there was sufficient rainfall to
overwhelm the pond's ever-changing capacity. A Dec. 10, 1996, DEPRM memo about a phone call from
the Valleys Planning Council's then-executive director, John Bernstein, summed up the problem in
shorthand: "Organic material washing into stream during storm events --improper containment. Mr.
Bernstein said the stream smelled like Hollins Organic Product's site."
It's not as if county officials were simply sitting on their hands. When complaints were lodged, they
inspected the site. Within a week after Bernstein's December 1996 call, for instance, an inspector again
visited Hollins and found that the "pond has been washed out and filled in with mulch. The runoff was
filtering through . . . [and] was murky in color and did have odor of [Hollins] products." Doug Hollins
told the inspector "he would correct the problem ASAP." If Hollins did correct the problem, though, it
was a short-lived solution because follow-up DEPRM visits, most responding to complaints in 1998 and
1999, showed the leaking continued --and was often "malodorous."
Then, in April 2000, a DEPRM inspector visited Hollins Organic, prompted by an anonymous phone
call, and discovered that "a pump was being used to empty a sediment control pond and water was being
discharged" over the berm into the stream. "Mr. Hollins stated that that was the usual practice during a
significant rain event." After that, DEPRM in May 2000 secured assurances from Hollins that he would
stop the illegal pumping and come up with a permanent solution to the pond problem. Nearly four years
later, the county still awaits one.
In an effort to determine Hollins Organic's impact on the stream, DEPRM sampled its water at various
times starting in 1996-- including once at the suggestion of Mr. Hollins himself--but the permit file is
only clear about the results from 2002. The data shows that, after a rainstorm, the leaky pond
dramatically elevated the stream's concentrations of common minerals such as iron, sodium, calcium, and
potassium, and discharged so much organic content that the stream water exceeded by up to 10 times the
recommended standards for water released from the state's wastewater treatment plants.
DEPRM ordered more samples, but by the end of 2002 the data-gathering was called off. "Plans have
been submitted to relocate HO facility to site off of Beaver Dam Rd., in Cockeysville," a memo in the
DEPRM file reads. "As a result, no additional sampling of stream behind Falls Rd. facility is warranted."
So far, Hollins' plans to move to the 4.5 acres he purchased in Cockeysville haven't borne out. (Today he
says he still hopes to at least use that property as "a satellite site to relieve the pressure off of" his Bare
Hills base.) But, as noted, 2003 turned out to be a record year for rainfall, and history had already shown
what happens at Hollins Organic when it rains. When DEPRM returned for a routine inspection in
December, it found yet again that Hollins Organic's pond was polluting the stream.
The county agency declined, for now, to share with City Paper the documents pertaining to the latest
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discoveries at Hollins, but its director, David Carroll, was willing to talk about DEPRM's position during
an interview in his Towson office. "We've said to [Hollins Organic], you've got to control this
permanently," Carroll explains, his water-quality staff at hand, ready to answer further questions. "We'll
have to see what he designs, and then decide whether or not to renew his license."
One thing is clear, though: "The law says he can't
discharge any water" from the site, says DEPRM's waste management chief, William Clarke, who adds that Hollins
"understands now that there is no scenario under which he
is permitted to discharge. Those fixes he tried over the
years proved to be inadequate, and now a lot more
attention has to be paid to how [the pond] is constructed."
Clarke bristles at the conclusion that DEPRM's efforts on
behalf of the stream constitute bureaucratic foot -dragging,
but, when reminded of the permit file that shows the same
problem cropping up over and over again for a decade, he
sums up the obvious: "Sometimes it's a long process."
David Carroll is head of Baltimore County's
Department of Environmental Protection and Resource
Management now, but he's had similar leadership roles in
Baltimore City, state, and federal government over the
decades-- experience that brings a hardened sense of
reality about managing the environment in and around a
major urban area.
Jones Falls Watershed Association program
"People have this romantic notion that eventually we'll get director Christel Cothran isn't surprised at
the poor water quality in Lake Roland: "you
it cleaned up, and that'll be it," he says of efforts to have to ask, as with so many parks, are we

improve water quality, in the Jones Falls or any other loving [it] to death?"
watershed. "No, it is forever," he announces solemnly, his
slacks and sweater complementing his well-worn bearing of a wizened administrator, comfortable with
the big picture and the nitpicking details alike.
"You have to manage for invasive species and deer so that birds will come back, do expensive stream
restorations, fix sewer leaks-- there's always something happening there--and make new development
create options to improve streams and forest cover with plantings, and install the best technology to
control runoff," Carroll says rapidly. "It's a long -term commitment and a very complicated project. We
spend quite a bit of money every year to go back and find and fix problems. Everybody has their role in
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it --and we welcome efforts to keep the heat up, because that's the media's role."
Carroll's posture is understandably defensive, considering the longstanding water-quality problems such
as those at Hollins Organic, despite decades of lip service about cleaning them up. In his view, though,
certain portions of the upper Jones Falls watershed are recuperating after decades of abuse or neglect. "A
large portion of this stream is actually in pretty good status," he points out. "We do see improvement, and
it's not finished --we have more work to do and we wish we could do even more."
The good news is that long-term indicators of ecological health confirm that upstream sections of the
watershed in the Greenspring Valley area support enough bugs and fish to qualify for removal this year
from the state's annual list of biologically impaired waters. Last year, the entire Jones Falls was taken off
a similar list of waters impaired by zinc. Baltimore County officials, meanwhile, report that the Jones
Falls trout population has been found as far downstream as Sorrento Run, inside the Beltway where the
Jones Falls nears Lake Roland, and is so robust that it is used to stock streams in other county
watersheds.
But the Jones Falls continues to bear heavy burdens from
bacteria, copper, lead, nutrients, sediments, and PCBs
(only in Lake Roland), according to Richard Eskin, head
of the Maryland Department of the Environment's
Technical and Regulatory Services Administration. The
state Department of Natural Resources, meanwhile, deems
the Jones Falls a "Priority Category 1" watershed,
meaning the watershed fails to meet the agency's clean
water and natural resources goals. Volunteer stream -water
monitors with Maryland Save Our Streams, a now -defunct
environmental group, assessed water quality just below
the Lake Roland Dam 17 times between 1990 and 1999,
finding it "poor" on 13 of those visits. Clearly,
something's rapidly fouling the Jones Falls water as it
travels from Interstate 83 to the Lake Roland Dam.
County officials finger three urban subtributaries --Moore's
Branch, Roland Run, and Towson Run --as the most
troublesome contributors to these problems. "All three
have poor ratings on nine years of biological monitoring,"
says DEPRM's water-quality chief Steve Stewart, adding
that costly stream restorations are planned. All three of View a larger map.
them dump their loads on the threshold of Lake Roland,
which continues to be what researchers dubbed it in a 20 -year -old report about the lake: a "microbial
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sink," where bacteria, sediment, and other pollutants settle out of the water. As a result, its value for
water-based recreation is all but gone --swimming is a high-risk endeavor, and don't eat the fish--but its
value as a giant ecological filter is beyond question.
"Lake Roland's been doing quite a clean-up job in itself," observes Eldon Gemmill, another DEPRM
water-quality expert. "It's shallow, it has a lot of aquatic life and wetlands to help treat the runoff. I
would dare say the Chesapeake Bay would be a lot worse off without Lake Roland."
After all, as Carroll points out, "for 140 years, it's been capturing everything that has come off that
watershed. And all that sewerage and storm-water infrastructure from all the highways, and runoff from
unregulated pre -1990s development, all of it coming through there --if I wasn't from around here, and I
was seeing the maps for the first time, I'd expect that's where all the problems would be --right around
Lake Roland."
Field trips to hard -to -reach stretches of the Jones Falls watershed near Lake Roland leave the same
unavoidable impression that Carroll describes--these are the areas where it all comes together, so to
speak, and dumps a heavy load of contaminants into the falls as it rushes toward the lake. The effects of
past abuses --chlordane from termite -control treatments at Greenspring Valley homes, effluent from the
textile mill that operated for 150 years until 1979 on the Jones Falls banks just east of I-83--are no longer
apparent, but it's clear the water is still actively polluted.
Each little downstream tributary between Moore's Branch and Robert E. Lee Park--about a mile -long
stretch where the river's main stem runs just east of Falls Road--makes it own little offering. One,
emerging from a secluded, wooded dell right next I-83, trickles with a low but constant flow of foulsmelling water, which wells up from the ground beneath a jumbled wreck of old moss-covered pipes.
Another rushes out of the Sorrento Run housing development, staining the creek -bed orange with iron
oxide--a sign, county officials explain, of nutrient -rich, oxygen-depleted water upstream, possibly due to
sewage. The same phenomenon can be seen where the next two downstream creeks come out of culverts
carrying them from neighborhoods west of I-83. Next is the tributary that drains down from Hollins
Organic, its banks periodically stained black from the murky discharges upstream.
The combined loads from these active sources are already in the Jones Falls when Roland Run and
Towson Run join it at the head of the lake. Roland Run drains Riderwood's middle-class tracts of
detached single-family homes, as well as the posh yards of Ruxton, where leak-prone septic systems are
the prevailing sewerage. Towson Run handles the runoff of the Shepherd Pratt/Towson University area,
and by the time it approaches Lake Roland, just east of Bellona Avenue, it's already assumed what
DEPRM's Stewart calls "an urban character" from pollution.
Pollution, of course, has been entering Lake
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Roland for a long time. It wasn't until a 1972
study by Goucher College, though, that anyone
had a well-informed understanding of its modern
problems: rapid in-fill from sediments, high
levels of nutrients robbing the water of oxygen,
and bacterial contamination. The Goucher study
also documented the lake's ability to cleanse the
water. Far fewer microbes were in the water as it
left the lake than when it entered, the report
showed, so Lake Roland was not only holding
back sediments, it was also eliminating microbes.
A Baltimore City report from 1984 confirmed the
Goucher group's finding that Lake Roland was
"an efficient microbial trap," and added that
nutrient concentrations in the lake had decreased
A pristine-looking Towson Run above Lake Roland
since 1972. Yet it uncovered a new mystery: "in lake bacterial contamination was observed which could not be accounted for by tributary inputs." In other
words, something in or immediately around the lake itself, as opposed to its feeder streams, was adding
bacteria to the water. The report speculated that the giant sewer main that runs under the lake, or failing
septic tanks nearby, might be to blame.
Given the sediment loads entering the lake, meanwhile, the city researchers working on the 1984 report
estimated the lake would fill in completely sometime between 2004 and 2048. Without dredging, the
report predicted, a filled-in Lake Roland would lose effectiveness as a trap and "sediment and pollutants
now trapped in the lake will be transported" downstream to the harbor, where they would have to be
dredged later as part of shipping -channel maintenance.
The lake was not dredged, though a stronger replacement dam -- the first since the original was put in
service in 1861 --was constructed in the early 1990s. Carroll knows of no dredging plans--"It would cost a
great deal," he points out. Much better, he says, to let Lake Roland continue to fill in, its open water
replaced with emerging acres of stream -traversed wetlands soaking up and settling out the pollutants -cleansing the Jones Falls, at least partially, before it heads across the dam. "We'd almost have to
reproduce it by design," Carroll says of the wetlands' aid to Jones Falls water quality.
Still, the 1984 report raises the undeniable prospect that the lake will continue to lose more of its
valuable capacity to trap so much of the pollutant load the Jones Falls brings it. Since dredging is not in
the cards, the obvious solution is more of the same--working to plug leaks, slow erosion, and generally
lighten the load the lake and the Jones Falls have to handle.
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When it comes to improving the health of the upstream portions of the watershed, "that's the only way
we've been able to turn the corner" Carroll contends. "And that's how we'll work our way out of the rest
of these years of abuses.
"We still have a long, long way to go, certainly in the lower watershed," he continues. "And the city has a
doubly or trebly tough situation."
The city's contribution to the Jones Falls'
pollutant load is substantial, and measured in
great detail by the city Department of Public
Works in an annual report. The latest one, issued
last June, shows that Western Run (which enters
the Jones Falls at Mount Washington after
coursing along Cross Country Boulevard) and
Stony Run (which drains Roland Park and
Hampden) both suffer from chronic sewage
contamination and are virtually devoid of fish.
Channel improvements for Stony Run, costing
$6.65 million, have been put in the city's capital
budget to help improve matters.
But above the dam, the city also has key Towson Run, less than 500 yards downstream from
responsibilities. After all, city-owned Lake the site of the first photograph, as it nears the lake
Roland and Robert E. Lee Park fall under the (bottom).
bailiwick of the city Department of Recreation
and Parks. Efforts to improve the department's attention to the park have proven exasperating for critics,
such as Robert Macht of the Robert E. Lee Park Conservancy, who says he's "really frustrated by the lack
of care that I perceive the city has taken--little if any management, maintenance, enforcement of rules, or
concern for environmental problems. They've just failed to show concern on so many counts."
"There is a lot of controversy around the use of the park," concedes city Recreation and Parks spokesman
Robert Green, "about upkeep and maintenance and future safety, particularly in regards to the 30 acres
that are to be closed--the peninsula area --for a soil remediation and erosion control project." This effort,
which is scheduled to begin soon, intends to rectify suspected contamination from dog waste in an area
of the park that has long been used almost exclusively by dog owners.
The move was sparked by an October soil analysis on the peninsula that found bacteria and acid levels up
to 17,000 times what's acceptable for human contact, Green explains, though he's hesitant to speculate
that these over-the-top bacteria readings may help explain the 1984 study's mystery of in -lake bacterial
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sources: "It's hard to say for sure, but clearly the soil is very contaminated" and is actively eroding into
the lake. Many dog owners have vocally voiced doubt about the contamination, and heated public
meetings this winter have left an acrimonious air around the controversy.
In addition, Green adds, the long -planned replacement of the old footbridge across the Jones Falls just
below the dam with a bridge capable of handling heavy equipment "is in the final planning stages, and
will enable us to do the [soil -remediation] project, and provide better maintenance on an ongoing basis."
Jeff Budnitz, a board member of the Ruxton-Riderwood-Lake Roland Area Improvement Association,
lives next to Robert E. Lee Park and is optimistic that the city is beginning to take an active interest in
improving the park. He points to the city's 13 -point "concept plan" for improving the park, a one -page
planning document distributed last September, that he says marks the beginning of a coordinated citycounty effort to "make the community feel like the pump is being primed" for more action. Some issues
set to be addressed, such as shoreline stabilization, erosion protection, and trails maintenance, are muchneeded elements of any strategy to help the park reduce its impact on Jones Falls water quality.
Of course, humans and human use are the biggest contributors to the decline in the ecology of the park
area. As Christel Cothran, program director of the Jones Falls Watershed Association, notes, "There is so
much foot traffic, you have to ask, as with so many such parks, are we loving them to death with high
use?" The city's strategy of closing off the peninsula seems wise, she says, adding that it should extend
the practice to other areas of the 450-acre park-- "close off sections at a time, give them a rest," she says.
Either way, she adds, now that the city's doing something, "I think maybe we should give them a little bit
of credit for that."
The same, Cothran continues, holds true for the
county. While its handling of the Hollins Organic
permit appears to have been a case of ineffectual
regulation, Baltimore County's government "is
more attuned to protecting the environment than
most any other place in the country," she
contends, rattling off various ways that agencies
there have been recognized nationally for their
zealous
pursuit
of
good
environmental
management. "They're way advanced," in her
estimation, which is why she's tickled that her
organization is partnered with DEPRM to help
improve conditions for the Jones Falls by
monitoring for pollution problems.
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"This is a great opportunity to promote stream - Baltimore County environmental officials (from left)
watch programs," Cothran says of the current Eldon Gemmill, Steve Stewart, David Carroll, and
attention focused on Lake Roland and the Jones Nancy Pentz map out the upper Jones Falls
Falls, including the snafu at Hollins Organic, watershed's ongoing recovery.
which garnered lots of attention over the years
from complaining citizens, yet continued to pollute the stream. "We try to catch these things," she says.
"But the effort's still not good enough, in many cases. Years go by before people walk back in some of
those stream -valley areas, much less report what they might come across. The more people doing that,
the better we're going to be at catching and stopping sources."
Echoing Carroll's response when confronted with suggestions that maybe not enough was being done to
lessen the Jones Falls' load, Cothran says bring on the spotlights. "All of the attention we can get for
these problems is welcome and needed," she says. "That's the only way to fix them, is to have more
people involved in the solutions."
For more information on the Jones Falls Watershed Association's Adopt-a-Stream program, call (410) 261-3515 or
visit www.jonesfalls.org.
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First, gambling generates serious social problems that cost money to
address, thus offsetting some of the potential revenue gains the
governor seeks.
Second, the congested Interstate 95 corridor, along which new
gambling palaces would be built, cannot readily accommodate more
traffic; our quality of life is at stake here.
And third, relying on gambling to "purchase" the Thornton education
plan is itself a huge gamble for many reasons, including the fact that
there's no clear evidence that implementing Thornton would even
bring about marked improvements in public education.
In sum, gambling is a bad bet, all around. We must find more
socially constructive solutions to our fiscal problems.
Amy Bernstein
Baltimore

Gambling revenue beats new taxes, fees
The Sun's editorial "Hooked on slots" (Jan. 28) ended by saying,
"The state should balance its budget without getting hooked on
slots." But we currently have "sin" taxes on alcohol and cigarettes
that contribute to balancing the state budget, not to mention the
revenue from the lotteries. So why not allow slots and even Las
Vegas-style gambling to help balance the budget?
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I would rather see the extra revenue come from gambling than from
increased taxes on gasoline or car purchases or higher auto
registration fees.
And I favor letting the citizens decide the gambling issue through a
statewide referendum.
Ron Wirsing
Havre de Grace

Speaker should stop obstructing Ehrlich
In the article "Busch rebuffs latest Ehrlich slots proposal" (Jan. 28),
House Speaker Michael E. Busch states, "I think I'm trying to do the
responsible thing. As big as those guys are, I don't think they are
going to intimidate me."
The speaker seems to be rather paranoid about intimidation. But if
gambling interests have threatened him, he should provide proof of
his accusations and let the matter be investigated. Otherwise, he
should stop posing as David against an invisible Goliath.
The speaker's time would be better spent studying the dire state of
Maryland's finances. He should be intimately familiar with the
disaster since he was present in the legislature for its creation.
Gov. Robert L. Ehrlich Jr., on the other hand, is an outsider who is
attempting to fix a problem he did not create. He was elected
precisely for that reason.
Perhaps the speaker could stop obstructing the governor long enough
to consider that simple fact.
Marilee Mongello
Annapolis

The Scottish people aren't 'subservient'
As a Scotsman who is proud to call Baltimore home, I have to
congratulate The Sun for its recent articles about Scotland. They
have been well-written and informative. However, I found Todd
Richissin's comment that "the Scottish have long been the underdog
to England, subservient to them in almost every way" gratuitously
offensive ("Calling on the Scottish lilt," Jan. 28).
I wonder on what basis he comes to this rather sweeping conclusion.
I don't know any person in or from Scotland who would consider
himself or herself subservient to anybody, in particular the English.
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Kenneth W. Lockie
Baltimore

U.S. inaction extends conflict, terrorism
Bravo for Thomas L. Friedman and his column "Stop the insanity of
inaction on Israel" (Opinion
l Commentary, Jan 23). Finally, someone of prominence is clearly
and loudly urging the United States to use its influence to bring the
madness in Israel to an end.
As Mr. Friedman points out, U.S. inaction only perpetuates the
conflict - and the bitterness it spreads throughout the Arab world.
A successful U.S. peacemaking effort not only would end this 54year-old conflict and bring Israel the benefits Mr. Friedman
discusses, it also would remove the single biggest irritant within the
Arab world and the terrorist threat it has spawned.
Frank Smor
Baltimore

Malpractice suits don't improve care
The writer of a letter arguing against reform of the medical
malpractice system writes, "The vast majority of plaintiffs have
medical outcomes none of us would want for ourselves or our loved
ones" ("Limiting damages punishes the victims," Jan. 25).
No doubt this is true. However, the overwhelming majority of bad
medical outcomes are not the result of medical malpractice, despite
what some trial lawyers would like us to believe.
While medical errors remain too common and a small fraction of
doctors practice substandard medicine, most adverse medical
outcomes are the result of severe and advanced diseases that are
beyond the capacity of modern medicine to treat successfully.
The all-too-common attitude in our highly litigious society that bad
medical outcomes usually mean malpractice for which someone
must be made to pay serves only to enrich trial lawyers at the
expense of the cost of health care and trust between doctors and
patients.
Dr. Mark Haas
Timonium

Dog owners had time to keep park clean
If dog walkers truly believe in a healthy Robert E. Lee Park, as
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suggested in the letter "Dog walkers helped reclaim neglected
park" (Jan. 27), why is Baltimore City required to perform soil
remediation to remove the contamination?
It would seem that dog owners have already demonstrated their lack
of willingness to care for this area by its current condition, regardless
of any pet-related bulletin boards, sponsored cleanup days or cleanup
bags supplied.
Responsible dog owners and walkers should already be aware of
their responsibilities to leash their dogs and thereby be present to
remove their waste. These actions are required by law.
James Hejl
Baltimore

Real needs remain those here on Earth
President Bush's idea of going again to the moon and on to Mars is
an ambitious idea for the future. But for the present we have many
more important priorities to take care of - including rebuilding our
water and sewage systems, which need constant repair because of
repeated broken pipes.
Furthermore, the repair of our bridges and roads has been neglected.
Aid to education is a constant problem. Universal medical coverage
remains a dream to be achieved. Repayment of the huge public debt
begs attention.
A trip to Mars would be a fine accomplishment. But there are more
immediate needs to be taken care of here on Earth right now.
John Kozlowski
Timonium
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The Hippodome, aka ...
In time, it probably will be known as just the Hippodrome, or maybe the Hipp, as some in the theater
crowd already prefer. But officially, the sumptuously revived theater on downtown's west side has more
names than a German prince.
Each name, of course, has big dollars behind it. The entire four-building complex -- which cost $62
million, much of it coming from the state in grants or bonds -- is the France-Merrick Performing Arts
Center ($5 million donation).
Within the complex, the new lobby wing is the Constellation Energy Pavilion ($1 million). The
multipurpose event space and cabaret theater in the renovated Eutaw Savings Bank is the M&T Bank
Pavilion ($1 million).
But wait, there's more.
The lobby of the Western National Bank -- also part of the center complex -- is henceforth to be known
as the Homer and Martha Gudelsky Family Foundation Lobby. The foundation has not made the amount
public.
And for those without seven figures to work with, how about a seat? A couple hundred people have
pledged $1,000 to $2,000 to put their names on a chair. "This is a big thing for Baltimore with big
memories for many people," said Eric Grubman, the Hippodrome Foundation's chairman.
There is precedent for this name mania. When the 2,286-seat vaudeville house opened in 1914, the
facade said: Pearce & Scheck's Hippodrome. Then again, they built the thing.
-- Scott Calvert

A slight advantage
The Daily Record newspaper recently named 21 people Maryland's "power elite."
On the list -- right there with the likes of Gov. Robert L. Ehrlich Jr., Comptroller William Donald
Schaefer, and Rouse Co. chief executive Anthony W. Deering -- is none other than Mark R. Cheshire.
Don't recognize the name? You would if you worked at The Daily Record, where he is editor in chief.
Cheshire, 34, said he decided who would appear on the list with the help of "a couple reporters." But he
said he never sought recognition for himself.
http://www.sunspot.net/news/local/bal-md.between20jan20,0,2998839,print.story
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"We brought together a bunch of names. I lobbied to have mine withdrawn, but as kind of a lark we
included it," he said. "I was just a throw-in. It was almost random."
-- Laura Vozzella

Policing the park
Baltimore's City Council members were upset to hear about the impending temporary closure of a
portion of Robert E. Lee Park where dogs are allowed to run free. The city needs to replace soil
contaminated by dogs and to repair a pedestrian bridge.
Councilman Bernard C. "Jack" Young said the Department of Recreation and Parks should alert the
council before closing a park. "So if people call us, we can tell them why it's being closed," Young said.
The council approved Jan. 12 an ordinance to hold an informational hearing to allow park users, dog
owners and the elected officials the chance to learn more about why the city's administration is closing
the park next month.
Soil samples collected by the city Health Department in early October revealed high levels of fecal
coliform bacteria, which are found in animal feces and can pose a high threat of health risk.
Councilwoman Helen L. Holton asked, "Who do you get to catch people who don't pick up after their
dogs?"
Councilwoman Pamela V. Carter replied: "The poop police."
-- Doug Donovan
Copyright © 2004, The Baltimore Sun
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Park's 25-acre reservoir area, a popular, unofficial
be closed for 18 months beginning Feb. 13 because
is so full of dog droppings that the soil is
and could pollute the Jones Falls.

When the park reopens, dog owners can expect much stricter
enforcement of city laws against letting their dogs run off-leash,
said Robert Greene, a spokesman for the Baltimore City
Department of Recreation and Parks. He said the city's park
ranger program might be expanded to include Robert. E. Lee and
the rangers would be authorized to issue citations.
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A public forum about the closing will be held Jan. 29 at 6 p.m., in
the Druid Hill Park administration building, 3001 East Drive,
Greene said.
A city health department study in Ocober 2003 revealed bacterial
samples with extremely high levels of fecal coliform, the result of
an estimated 2,000 dog droppings per month. The reservoir is the
area of the 456-acre park most often used by dogs and owners,
with an estimated 5,000 dog visits a week, he said.
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The department sampled two sites. One showed coliform
contamination 17,000 "levels" higher than safe for human
occupation. The other site had levels 2,300 "levels" higher than is
safe.
Health officials say the bacteria could contaminate the area's
water because the reservoir feeds into the Jones Falls. Health
Commissioner Peter Beilenson of Cedarcroft said he was worried
enough to ask Rec and Parks Director Kim Flowers to close the
peninsula.
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Beilenson said families might not want to picnic there.
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Beilenson said the department could have ordered the area
closed, but that Flowers agreed to act voluntarily.
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Greene said the decision to close the area was based on the
department's "strong recommendation."
He said there is no federal Environmental Protection Agency
standard for soil contamination, as there is for water.
"If we were strictly looking at water, that area would have been
ordered closed by the health department a long time ago," he
said.
The city-run park, on Falls Road north of Lake Avenue just inside
Baltimore County, has become popular as a dog park in recent
years as Internet sites proclaimed it one of the best parks for
dogs. Many owners let their dogs run off-leash there.
That violates city law, but issuing citations and fines has done
little to stop the practice, Greene said. The area is set back from
roads, making owners feel their pets are safe, he said.
While the reservoir area is closed, "we're still encouraging people
to use the remainder of the park," Greene said. But other areas
there are not as isolated, he said.
Actions might include lime application, soil replacement, reseeding
and measures to stop erosion on the banks of the Lake Roland
reservoir, Greene said.
"We have to actually get in there and see what needs to be done,"
he said.
The remediation will cost about $25,000. By comparison, it will
cost $1.2 million to reconstruct a decaying, long-barricaded bridge
nearby for maintenance vehicles and pedestrians. That project will
be done while the reservoir area is closed and is being jointly
funded by the city and county as part of the long-range master
plan for the park, Greene said.
Once the reservoir area reopens, people will still be able to walk
dogs there. But enforcement of on-leash laws will be stepped up
and additional signage will be posted, he said.
The city is considering transferring some park rangers to Robert E.
Lee Park from Leakin Park in west Baltimore, he said.
©2002 MyWebPal.com. All rights reserved.
Contact us at webmaster@mywebpal.com
All other trademarks and Registered trademarks are property
of their respective owners.
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As of last week, the peninsula area was still scheduled to close
from Feb. 13 until the summer of 2005 so that soil full of decaying
dog feces can be decontaminated and a bridge for pedestrians and
maintenance vehicles can be rebuilt.
But in a nod to community opposition, the Baltimore City
Department of Recreation and Parks is considering closing the
peninsula only until this spring and then opening it to the public
on a limited basis during hours and days when no construction
work is being done.
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"We're looking at some opportunities to expedite the process,"
said Robert Greene, a spokesman for the department.
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Many residents in the area question the need to close any parts of
the park. They say that the soil isn't dangerous to humans and
that a temporary bridge can be built alongside the rebuilt bridge,
so park users and construction workers can co-exist.
The parks department is studying the latter idea, Greene said. The
department will spend the rest of the winter aerating the soil by
poking holes in it with a special machine and spreading lime,
weather permitting.
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"We're trying to do some topical work now, before spring sets in,"
Greene said.
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If all goes well, he said, a wooden foot bridge could be built
parallel with the bridge being rebuilt, so that people can use the
peninsula area during construction off-hours. But he said the park
now is closed from dawn to dusk, which could complicate plans. A
decision will be made by April, he said.
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Catherine Evans, president of the group Friends of Lake Roland,
said the new plan, if carried out, would be "a step in the right
direction."
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The park's 25-acre peninsula, a popular though unofficial dog
park, is so full of dog droppings that the soil is severely
contaminated and could pollute the region's water supply,
according to the city Health Department.
A department study in October 2003 revealed an extremely high
level of bacterial samples with fecal coliform due largely to dog
feces. The peninsula is the area of the 456-acre park most often
used by dogs and their owners.
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Two sites were sampled and one showed that coliform was 17,000
"levels" higher than is safe for human occupation. The other site
had levels 2,300 higher than is safe.
Health officials worry that bacteria will contaminate a reservoir in
the park that feeds into the Jones Falls.
The city-run park, located at Falls Road and Lake Avenue just over
the line in Baltimore County, became popular as a dog park in
recent years as Internet sites proclaimed it one of the best parks
for dogs. Many owners let their dogs run off -leash there.
That violates city law, but issuing occasional citations and fines
has done little to stop the practice, Greene said. The area is set
back from main roads, giving owners a feeling of safety for their
pets, he said.
©2004 MyWebPal.com. All rights reserved.
Contact us at webmaster@mywebpal.com
All other trademarks and Registered trademarks are property
of their respective owners.
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Money needed for schools, not to rebuild a park bridge
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The city Recreation and Parks Department has a $700,000 deficit.
It expects to receive city money of $800,000 in late June for the
park bridge replacement alone. Baltimore County is contributing
$400,000 toward the bridge's total replacement cost of $1.2
million. This is in a time of a budgetary fiscal crisis. Although the
city says the current bridge needs to be replaced, it certainly
doesn't need to be for foot traffic purposes.
If the city deems that this is a good expenditure, it should have
and still could allow that bridge to remain open until a temporary
parallel wooden bridge is built first and until actual work on the
new bridge begins, whenever that may be.
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Baltimore City does not have enough money to pay its teachers. It
is an odd priority that the city is willing to spend a great deal of
money on the Robert E. Lee Park for reasons and in ways that
have raised significant doubt and controversy about both the
necessity and motives.
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The city has identified high counts of the bacteria E.coli in the soil
at the park, saying that this is the basis for closure. There is no
accepted health standard for the number of E.coli bacteria in soil,
although there is such a standard for water. The soil at the Robert
E. Lee Park has a lower bacterial count than some other city
parks. It is a cleaner and far safer park than other city parks.
Nonetheless, the city told us that the bacteria soil count was
"dangerous" without science-based grounds.
It is a shame that the city can close one of its primary recreation
areas so entirely, and benignly claim that most of the park is still
open, albeit inaccessible. Short and inconspicuous closure notice
was given, so that too few knew to make recommendations and
protest.
We might well wonder what the real justification is for such
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expenditures at the time of such a severe city fiscal crisis. We
might well wonder if we'll get any good answers. It is shameful
that we don't divert these moneys to our teachers instead.
Jennifer A. Katze, M.D.
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Baltimore City will reopen a contaminated dog-walking peninsula
in Robert E. Lee Park from Memorial Day until October.
The soil of the 25-acre peninsula, a popular dog-walking spot near
Lake Roland, is so full of decaying canine feces that it might
pollute the region's water supply, city health officials say.
A study by the health department in October 2003 showed a high
level of bacterial samples with fecal coliform due to accumulated
dog droppings.
The Baltimore Department of Recreation and Parks closed the area
in February to decontaminate the soil, to stop shoreline erosion
and to replace an unsafe bridge for pedestrians and maintenance
trucks. Crews have since spread lime in a decontamination effort.
At a public meeting May 6 to update area residents on the status
of the project, parks officials said they had hoped to start
replacement of the bridge by July, but the work is delayed until at
least October because of the city's budget problems.
As a result of the delay, the peninsula area is being reopened until
the work actually begins, Brown said. Once it does, the area again
will be closed, this time for about 12 months, while the old bridge
is razed, a temporary bridge is built for construction vehicles, and
a permanent bridge is erected, he said.
Residents and some City Council members had suggested allowing
the public to use the temporary bridge when crews aren't working,
but insurance liability risks to the city are too great, Brown told
the audience of about 30 people.
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Brown and other officials urged residents to self-police the area in
the next few months, to ensure that people pick up after their
dogs and keep them on leashes.
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Brown also said he will ask the animal control department to
watch the park.
For resident Jeanne Hyatt of Mt. Washington, a long-range issue is
whether the city will create an official "dog park" at Robert E. Lee,
once the bridge is built, and the peninsula reopens for good.
A city task force is studying where to put dog parks.
"Our fear is that we're going to be shut out," Hyatt said. She said
she is worried that the committee will use disqualifying criteria.
Brown said it might be possible to have a fenced dog park there, if
a site can be found that carries runoff away from the lake.
"It's not summarily dismissed at this time," he said.

Local TV Listings

Brown said he also will consider applying for grant money to pay
the roughly $20,000 salary of a park ranger exclusively for Robert
E. Lee Park. The city currently has rangers only for its five major
parks _ Gwynns Falls/Leakin, Druid Hill, Patterson, Carroll and
Clifton, he said.
An unresolved legal question is whether a ranger could give dog
owners tickets for not having their pets on leashes or not picking
up the droppings. Both offenses carry a $100 fine.
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Taking her morning walk in Robert E. Lee Park, Frances Colston,
70, felt the sharp stabs of claws and teeth against her legs and
ankles.
A rabid raccoon had attacked her from behind, she said, then
tottered away, foaming at the mouth,
The animal has not been found, said Karen Stott, a spokeswoman
for the Baltimore County Health Department.
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Colston, recuperating at her home near Boys' Latin School, has
had six anti-rabies and related shots since the incident June 3 and
needs four more, she said this week.
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The retired librarian, a grandmother of seven, said she has been
walking in the park two or three mornings a week for 30 years,
and thinks, "This is just a fluke."
But she isn't sure she will walk in the park again anytime soon.
"I might take a break," she said. "Everyone's been telling me
other places to walk."
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Stott said an unidentified man was also attacked by a raccoon last
week, but fended it off with his foot. The man decided to get
rabies shots as a precaution, Stott said.
It is not known whether the same raccoon attacked both people,
she said.
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County health officials are handling the incident by agreement
with the Baltimore City health department. The city owns the
park, but it is located in the county at Lake Roland.
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Stott said this is not the first time at the park that people and
their pet dogs have been attacked by rabid animals without
provocation.
"We did have an incident a couple of years ago where a dog came
running out of the woods with a fox attached to it," Stott said.
Health officials are especially concerned because the reservoir
area of the park where the raccoon attacked is a popular site for
people walking their dogs _ often off-leash in violation of city and
county leash laws, Stott said.
"Frankly, people are taking a risk," she added.
The city Recreation and Parks Department closed the reservoir
area to the public in April to clean up soil contaminated by dog
droppings, which health officials warned could pollute the Jones
Falls.
But the city reopened the area Memorial Day because the cleanup was delayed until late fall.
Rabies is common in raccoons in the region and county health
officials are advising the public to treat them as potentially rabid
regardless of whether they appear rabid.
The one that attacked Colston was very likely rabid because
raccoons are normally nocturnal and shy of humans. This one was
neither, Stott said.
County health officials say people should be aware of their
surroundings, stay on trails, make sure all pets are vaccinated and
on leashes, and avoid contact with any wild animal, especially if it
looks sick.
Colston said she was minding her own businesss, walking near the
dam at the park, and never heard the raccoon as it ran up, bit and
scratched her, and clung to her fiercely. When it finally let go and
ran away, "it wavered and looked like it had been in an alley for
20 years," she said. "It had white around its mouth."
Bleedingly heavily, she walked a half mile to her car, parked in the
light rail station lot off Falls Road, and told a police officer what
happened.
He offered to call an ambulance, but she said she could drive
herself to the hospital. She called her doctor, who told her to go to
the Greater Baltimore Medical Center. There, "they put me in a
wheelchair and whipped me in" for treatment, Colston said.
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A week later, she said she feels fortunate, "but a little tired."
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Lack of dog parks unleashes acrimony
Pets: Absence of leash-free space leaves dog owners competing with other
residents for turf.
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When the city blocked off a bridge this year in Robert E. Lee Park, the main route to the
region's favorite spot for letting dogs romp without leashes, dog owners immediately cut
holes in the city's fence to get past it.
The city welded steel bars onto the fence so that people couldn't get through. One woman
who tried to wriggle in anyway got stuck. Other dog owners climbed around the ends of
the fence clutching their dogs, risking a steep fall.
To stop that, the city built "wings" onto
each side of the fence.
"All for the purpose of continuing to
walk dogs over there," says Connie
Brown, the city's associate parks
director. She calls residents' flagrant
disregard for city laws "civil
disobedience."
It's illegal to have dogs off-leash
everywhere in Baltimore but in the
city's lone dog park, in Canton. But
because the leash law is rarely
enforced, much of the city's green
space has become de facto dog land,
where scores of pet owners are thrilled
to let their dogs run free and other potential park users are left intimidated and frustrated.

'Keeping families out'
Though he loves his Labrador, Tom Burden says Robert E. Lee, which his home borders,
is no longer "a people park."
"I thought it was getting better," the advertising company owner says, "but now the dogs
are running and barking and fighting and defecating all over again. ... They're keeping
families out."
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The solution, many say, is to create more official city dog parks - legal, fenced-in ones
such as the one in Canton. Dogs could run in safe, enclosed areas, and Baltimoreans less
inclined toward dogs would feel comfortable sharing the parks with them.
Recognizing that, Baltimore is giving residents a chance for legal dog space - an
unfunded chance. The city is willing to provide the land if people pay to build the parks
and maintain them.
Canton's privately funded dog park, which cost about $25,000 initially and costs $1,500 a
year to maintain, suits Kari Titus, who lives nearby and takes Raleigh, her 1 1/2 -year old
Weimaraner, there every day.
"She's a real hyper dog. She needs to run," said Titus, a bartender and administrative
assistant.
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Major cities across the country, including New York City, Los Angeles and San
Francisco, have made room for dog parks, usually after clashes between dog people, nondog people and public officials. Maryland cities with dog parks include Bel Air,
Annapolis, College Park, Ellicott City and Gaithersburg.

Little interest
Though the parks department notified dog owners throughout the city of the opportunity
for park space last month, only residents around Patterson Park have expressed interest.
James Kiley of Butchers Hill is among them. He took his dog, Jack, a Lab husky, and a
neighbor's dog, Zabo, to Patterson Park on Thanksgiving Day and said off-leash parks
would be good for the neighborhood.
Some off-leash dog owners say they have little incentive to break a sweat raising funds
when they enjoy unfettered parkland access.
"Right now, we win," says Aaron Keel of Pikesville, adding that he has "no
compunction" about breaking the law to allow his pointer, Dixie, to run off-leash in
Robert E. Lee. He compares it to speeding, saying, "If I get a ticket for that, it's on me."
If tickets were a threat, Keel might reconsider. "If the city would enforce their own
codes," he says, "this problem would go away."
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Jogger Michael Johnson, bitten by a Doberman pinscher while running in Robert E. Lee,
has threatened to sue the city "if I am even nicked by a dog" again. The adjunct history
professor from North Baltimore says city authorities are so preoccupied fighting violent
crime that they have forgotten quality-of-life issues such as making sure joggers aren't
chased by loose dogs.
Park rangers have no authority to issue citations. They can only patrol parks, hoping that
their presence and occasional scoldings will deter lawbreakers. Police and the city's tiny
animal control staff can ticket, but they typically don't monitor parks.
The city's rangers, who generally patrol from Memorial Day through Labor Day, are
limited to Patterson Park, Druid Hill Park, Herring Run Park and Carroll Park.
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Head ranger Michael Strawbridge says that when Patterson Park patrols began in the
summer of last year, off-leash dog owners met them with "loud resistance," verbally
abusing the officers.
Homeowners who live near Robert E. Lee, a city-run park in Baltimore County, say they
might hire a private ranger to crack down on those lax with leashes.
Jeffrey Budnitz, a Ruxton-Riderwood-Lake Roland Improvement Association board
member, says dog people have "hijacked" the park and that his group will do what it
takes to reclaim it. "They want a small fenced-in area for people," Budnitz says of the
dog owners. "It's a little bit of a departure from reality."

Clashes in parks
Leash-law clashes have flared at many of Baltimore's parks, notably Patterson in the
southeast, Riverside and Henry Street in Federal Hill, and Wyman near Hampden.
Last year, the city stepped in when Henry Street homeowners complained that they could
no longer open their windows without catching a whiff of the animal waste odor
emanating from the park. Dog owners had commandeered the spot, Brown says, going so
far as to erect a baby-gate fence around it.
City officials bolted the gate, but someone cut the lock the next night. Brown ordered the
gate removed, he said, thinking, "Fine, if you're going to exercise civil disobedience, pick
them up in North Baltimore somewhere."
At a fiery meeting on dog issues soon after at Mother's Federal Hill Grille, Brown stared
down nearly 100 irate dog owners. Lest anyone accuse him of hating dogs, Brown blew
up to poster-size a shot of himself grinning widely next to his son's 130-pound
Rottweiler, Malcolm.
Bonnie Crockett sympathizes. When she lived in Federal Hill, she tried to organize a
movement for a legal Henry Street dog park. After hateful neighborhood bickering, she
gave up.
Similar emotions surfaced when the city temporarily shut down Robert E. Lee's
peninsula, the park's prime off-leash zone. Dog people doubted the official reason, which
was to fix the bridge to the peninsula and the soil there, where officials had discovered
high levels of fecal coliform, bacteria found in feces.
It motivated the off-leash contingent to fight for an official dog park.
Chris Coleman, a Lake Walker resident who frequents the peninsula with his Swiss
mountain dog, Abbey, became the group's vice chairman.
Though the city's dog park model is Canton, Coleman sniffs at that. "It's unnatural," he
says. "It's this little tiny barren patch of land. It's not a park."
Other dog owners say parks like Canton's are what the city needs. Kim Stallwood, a
Canton animal activist, says dogs need boundaries.
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"People think they have control over dogs at all times, but the reality is they don't," he
says. "The only safe way is a fenced-in area like Canton Dog Park."
On a recent Sunday afternoon, about 15 dogs chased balls and one another around the
Canton park, on Clinton Street just off Boston Street.
As Chris Weir led his yellow Lab, Haley, out of its gates, he joked that the park is worth
paying highway tolls for, coming from Federal Hill.
"She's a dog; she needs to run." he says. "Short of moving out of the city and out to the
county, it's all I can do."
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Parks chief adding recreation to his list
Change: With the departure of Kimberley Flowers, Connie A. Brown assumes
responsibility for the city's rec centers and programs.
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SEATED ON a bench in Druid Hill Park on a recent glorious spring weekday afternoon,
Connie A. Brown spots an illegal dirt biker off in the distance and frets about the time that
will have to be spent repairing the ground that is being torn up.
Not far away, he sees a young pit bull being allowed to run freely by its owner. "Dogs offleash - that's a big problem," he says. "They scare people. They intimidate people." He
surveys the area around him, with nary a soda can nor scrap of paper in sight.
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"We clean this every morning," he says. "On Monday, it takes until 2 or 3 in the afternoon
because people trash it so much on weekends." He pauses, taking in the scene of warm
sunlight streaming through the leaves of mature trees. "It bothers me that a small number of
irresponsible people would mess up such a beautiful asset."
For the past two years, Brown has been Baltimore's chief of parks, overseeing about 5,800
acres of parkland and some 500,000 trees in the parks and along city streets. Now, at the
start of the busy summer season, the 59-year-old retired Army officer will take on the added
responsibility for 46 recreation centers and dozens of athletic programs as he becomes acting
director of the Department of Recreation and Parks. He succeeds Kimberley A. Flowers,
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who is leaving June 3 to head Washington's equivalent agency.
A spokeswoman for Mayor Martin O'Malley says the mayor has confidence in Brown's
ability and has no plans to launch a formal search for the job, though others may apply.
Brown makes no secret of the fact that he would like the position on a permanent basis.
"I would like to think I'm the only candidate," he says. "I'll accept leading candidate for
now."
Jacqueline Carrera, executive director of Parks & People, a nonprofit group that works to
support the department, said she believes the city could benefit by a search, though she
quickly adds that Brown is a "perfectly qualified candidate" and praises the job he has done.
"Basic maintenance has been a challenge in this city for years," she says. "He has been able
to deliver maintenance services. The department has really gotten a handle on that."
Over the years, turnover at the top of the recreation and parks department has rivaled that of
the Police Department: Brown is the fourth person to head the department in 5 1/2 years,
after Thomas Overton, a holdover from the previous administration; Marvin Billups; and
Flowers.
Like Flowers, who came from the mayor's CitiStat operation and spent a year as acting
director before getting the job full time, Brown had no background in recreation and parks
before joining the department. He spent 31 years in the Army, most of it in the Corps of
Engineers, and four years in private industry, then worked for a year as a consultant to the
city's Office of Minority Enterprise before starting as parks chief.
Brown is a mix of droll geniality and military bearing. He says his first name is a family
name (The Sun once mistakenly referred to him as a woman) and notes wryly that he gave
his son his same initials but named him Curtis because of the grief he got growing up over
his appellation.
Despite discernible improvements in park upkeep over the years, some problems in the
department have persisted. This year, police and city prosecutors began investigating $5,400
in missing permit fees - which led to a policy of accepting only cashier's checks and money
orders.
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Reports last month by the city auditor of four special recreation facilities, including the
Clarence H. Du Burns Arena and the Dominic "Mimi" DiPietro Skating Center, unearthed
other administrative problems, including a failure to monitor overtime and to comply with
bidding procedures. Last year, the department raised the fees for some activities so much
that they had to be scaled back this year.
Brown acknowledges that he knows far more about the parks side of his department than the
recreation side, but says he is getting up to speed quickly. He says the biggest challenge is
managing an agency with a quarter of the number of employees it had 25 years ago and
overcoming years of underfunding.
Most of the $1 million in extra funds the department will receive from the city's surplus for
this budget year - and nearly $3 million for next year - will be used for repairing roofs in rec
centers, replacing mowing equipment and reducing the backlog of requests for cutting street
trees.
He is ready to measure his success not just by numbers, but by decibels and dallying.
"When the pools open, the more noise you hear from the pools the better," he says.
He adds: "We encourage loitering. We want people to sit on a bench like this. Our mission is
to give people the opportunity to do nothing and feel good about it." "I would like to think
I'm the only candidate," Connie A. Brown says of the opening for permanent director of the
Department of Recreation and Parks.
KARL MERTON FERRON : SUN STAFF
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Park complaints rev PR machine
Ehrlich aides' e-mails document worsening conditions, shed light on workings
of inner circle
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OAKLAND -- Enticed by commercials featuring a folksy governor extolling the pleasures
of a day off in Maryland, Pennsylvanian Dave Paterson visited a Garrett County waterfall
last summer but was disgusted by the trash he found at Swallow Falls State Park.
"Your governor has been advertising big in the Pittsburgh area, where we are from. The
catch is his family just shows up at someone's home ... and sends the common folk out to
vacation in Maryland while his family does the chores," Paterson wrote in a blistering
message to a state parks superintendent. "He needs to spend some time in his own area to
clean up! I wish he could get a copy of my e-mail, but I'm sure he won't." It is unclear
whether Gov. Robert L. Ehrlich Jr. read the comments, but his top aides did - and jumped
into action. Paterson's e-mail launched a chain of responses, provided to The Sun, in which
high-ranking administration officials acknowledge a growing number of complaints about
the condition of state parks.
Years of budget and staff reductions have led to maintenance problems and reduced
services, the e-mails and interviews show.
The e-mails also provide a rare glimpse of the thinking of Ehrlich's inner circle and show
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how top staffers worked to turn Paterson's complaints into a series of public relations
opportunities for the governor - while also arranging to clean the park.
Ideas ranged from persuading workers to spend their own time on a "volunteer" cleanup day
to having Ehrlich appear at Swallow Falls at an event coordinated by the governor's
promotions squad. Paul E. Schurick, the Ehrlich communications director, who was
participating in the e-mail exchange, called the employee volunteer cleanup idea a "PR
stunt" in one message.
Two weeks after sending the e-mail, Paterson said he received a gift basket from the
governor's office and free Maryland state park passes for a year. A few days later, Ehrlich
called him personally - promising him that the park would be cleaned. Interviews with parks
officials show it was.
"I understand there has been 180-degree turnaround, just like the governor promised me. He
kept his word," said Paterson, 48, a manager with a heating and air-conditioning company.
"In my book, he's OK."
The governor also visited Swallow Falls a few weeks later, delivering a check for nearly $1
million to Garrett County while standing on a platform overlooking one of the park's
waterfalls. The event received extensive news coverage in Western Maryland.
But wider problems with the state parks system cannot be addressed as promptly, state
officials and parks advocates say.
The parks division within the state Department of Natural Resources has experienced 15
years of budget reductions, and its staffing has dropped from 383 people to 203, including
the transfer of 100 park ranger positions to the natural resources police force, said Col. Rick
Barton, superintendent of Maryland's 49 state parks and forests and a 28-year veteran of the
agency. The former rangers still help enforce laws at the park but no longer guide visitors or
perform maintenance, Barton said.
"We've been struggling to replace these multitask people. There is a gap, but we will
overcome it," he said. "We're understaffed, but we're not complaining about it. It is what it
is."
Barton lists his e-mail address, tellrickbarton@dnr.state.md.us, on posters at state parks,
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and that's where Paterson sent his message July 7.
Four days later, the superintendent forwarded it to Dennis M. Castleman, director of the
state tourism office, who has overseen the ad campaign in which the governor asks families
to "Seize the Day Off" with a day trip in Maryland - a campaign credited with driving up
tourism numbers in the state, including parks visits.
Barton said he agreed with concerns raised by the Pittsburgh resident about the fairness of
fees charged at Maryland parks and told Castleman he was "available to discuss ... ideas to
improve the efficiency and service at state parks."
Castleman forwarded the message to Edward B. Miller, a deputy chief of staff to Ehrlich
with responsibility for the natural resources departments. "I fear we are facing issues at our
state parks. I'm seeing way too many complaints," Castleman wrote, in an
acknowledgement about state management problems that the Ehrlich administration almost
never makes in public.
Castleman listed four complaints. "1. Charging for entrance to our parks. 2. Charging out of
state visitors more. 3. Cleanliness of parks. 4. Competition (Surrounding states) are spending
more to upgrade parks and facilities."
With tourism on the rise, Castleman said, "we need to look at the park system."
Miller suggested in a response that perhaps Ehrlich should personally call the Pittsburgh
resident. "Also Ed B., let's discuss doing something at this park," Miller wrote to Edward
Blakely, a former GOP advertising specialist who heads the governor's department of
strategic communications. Blakely organizes events across the state that showcase the
administration's accomplishments.
With a public-relations campaign on the verge of being launched, James C. "Chip" DiPaula
Jr., the governor's chief of staff, interjected a dissenting voice. "I would rather have DNR fix
the problem," DiPaula wrote.
But Schurick, the governor's communications director, had other ideas.
"I think an employee volunteer clean-up campaign is in order," he wrote in the e-mail
exchange. "I'll join the crew for a day in the park. [Great] PR stunt: DNR employees pitch in
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to clean the parks."
Within a couple of days, volunteers helped clean up the park, officials said. The garbage was
an aberration, said Barton, the superintendent, the result of heavy rains that caused streams
to overflow. Receding water left rubbish behind.
The park appears to have remained in good condition since then. On a recent visit, rocks and
trails were clean, and visitors were happy.
"I think they are doing a really nice job of maintaining the [natural] integrity of the park,"
said Clarke McCallister, 43, a CSX locomotive engineer and amateur photographer who was
snapping pictures of the streams and waterfalls on a recent afternoon.
McCallister said that in hundreds of photographs, he has never seen anything more than a
stray cigarette butt.
Castleman, the tourism chief, played down the complaints he has been receiving when asked
about his e-mail. He said he got "two or three comments" about entrance fees and the
additional money charged to out-of-state visitors. The park entrance fee is $2 per vehicle for
Maryland cars and trucks and $3 for out-of-state vehicles.
But Tim Casey, an executive with McCormick Inc. and vice president of Friends of the
Maryland State Forests and Parks, a citizens advocacy group, said the condition of state
parks is "dismal."
With budgets being cut, parks have increased entrance and camping fees and have turned
trail maintenance and other tasks over to volunteers, he said. They are also reducing hours of
operation. State budget documents show that natural resources officials warned legislative
analysts about service reductions earlier this year.
"We have some of the highest day-use camping [charges] and highest fees on the East
Coast," Casey said. "You raise it to a certain level and it becomes unfair, and people can't
afford it."
Internal data from Maryland officials show that Delaware, Pennsylvania and Virginia do not
charge entrance fees at state parks, although Virginia imposes a parking charge, Casey said.
Campsites that are free in Pennsylvania and cost $29 in Delaware and $31 in Virginia are up
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to $40 in Maryland, he said.
Barton said state parks needed to do more with less.
"We are certainly facing our challenges with the evolution, but that is certainly the vision - a
smaller, leaner permanent workforce with seasonal help," he said. "I know that sounds like I
am putting spray paint over garbage to some people. But we just are not going to get a larger
permanent work force when you compare park positions to homeland security and public
health and education and the other things that government must do."
Ehrlich scheduled several stops in Western Maryland during his August visit - a trip that
Blakely also made. He rolled into Oakland in a horse-drawn carriage to the cheers of wellwishers, according to a newspaper account of the trip.
He later went to Swallow Falls - which has not had its own full-time manager for 18 months
- where he presented county officials with a $956,863 check, the money coming from state
timber harvests and camping fees.
"Every time I visit Western Maryland, particularly one of the state's forests or parks, I am
reminded of the vital role that our natural resources play in the area's economy and tourism,"
the governor said in a release he issued that day.
david.nitkin@baltsun.com
greg.barrett@baltsun.com 1. A Pittsburgh man's complaints about Swallow Falls State Park
in Garrett County started the e-mail exchange. The man received a gift basket, free park
passes and a phone call from the governor.
2. COMPLAINTS SPUR PARK CLEANUP
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Lack of dog parks unleashes acrimony
Pets: Absence of leash-free space leaves dog owners competing with other
residents for turf.
SUN STAFF
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Correction: Because of an editing error, an article in Sunday's editions incorrectly used the
pronoun "she" to refer to Baltimore's associate director of recreation and parks, Mr. Connie
Brown. When the city blocked off a bridge this year in Robert E. Lee Park, the main route to
the region's favorite spot for letting dogs romp without leashes, dog owners immediately cut
holes in the city's fence to get past it.
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The city welded steel bars onto the fence so that people couldn't get through. One woman
who tried to wriggle in anyway got stuck. Other dog owners climbed around the ends of the
fence clutching their dogs, risking a steep fall. To stop that, the city built "wings" onto each
side of the fence.
"All for the purpose of continuing to walk dogs over there," says Connie Brown, the city's
associate parks director. She calls residents' flagrant disregard for city laws "civil
disobedience."
It's illegal to have dogs off-leash everywhere in Baltimore but in the city's lone dog park, in
Canton. But because the leash law is rarely enforced, much of the city's green space has
become de facto dog land, where scores of pet owners are thrilled to let their dogs run free
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and other potential park users are left intimidated and frustrated.
`Keeping families out'
Though he loves his Labrador, Tom Burden says Robert E. Lee, which his home borders, is
no longer "a people park."
"I thought it was getting better," the advertising company owner says, "but now the dogs are
running and barking and fighting and defecating all over again. ... They're keeping families
out."
The solution, many say, is to create more official city dog parks - legal, fenced-in ones such
as the one in Canton. Dogs could run in safe, enclosed areas, and Baltimoreans less inclined
toward dogs would feel comfortable sharing the parks with them.
Recognizing that, Baltimore is giving residents a chance for legal dog space - an unfunded
chance. The city is willing to provide the land if people pay to build the parks and maintain
them.
Canton's privately funded dog park, which cost about $25,000 initially and costs $1,500 a
year to maintain, suits Kari Titus, who lives nearby and takes Raleigh, her 1 1/2 -year old
Weimaraner, there every day.
"She's a real hyper dog. She needs to run," said Titus, a bartender and administrative
assistant.
Major cities across the country, including New York City, Los Angeles and San Francisco,
have made room for dog parks, usually after clashes between dog people, non-dog people
and public officials. Maryland cities with dog parks include Bel Air, Annapolis, College
Park, Ellicott City and Gaithersburg.
Little interest
Though the parks department notified dog owners throughout the city of the opportunity for
park space last month, only residents around Patterson Park have expressed interest.
James Kiley of Butchers Hill is among them. He took his dog, Jack, a Lab husky, and a
neighbor's dog, Zabo, to Patterson Park on Thanksgiving Day and said off-leash parks
would be good for the neighborhood.
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Some off-leash dog owners say they have little incentive to break a sweat raising funds
when they enjoy unfettered parkland access.
"Right now, we win," says Aaron Keel of Pikesville, adding that he has "no compunction"
about breaking the law to allow his pointer, Dixie, to run off-leash in Robert E. Lee. He
compares it to speeding, saying, "If I get a ticket for that, it's on me."
If tickets were a threat, Keel might reconsider. "If the city would enforce their own codes,"
he says, "this problem would go away."
Jogger Michael Johnson, bitten by a Doberman pinscher while running in Robert E. Lee, has
threatened to sue the city "if I am even nicked by a dog" again. The adjunct history professor
from North Baltimore says city authorities are so preoccupied fighting violent crime that
they have forgotten quality-of-life issues such as making sure joggers aren't chased by loose
dogs.
Park rangers have no authority to issue citations. They can only patrol parks, hoping that
their presence and occasional scoldings will deter lawbreakers. Police and the city's tiny
animal control staff can ticket, but they typically don't monitor parks.
The city's rangers, who generally patrol from Memorial Day through Labor Day, are limited
to Patterson Park, Druid Hill Park, Herring Run Park and Carroll Park.
Head ranger Michael Strawbridge says that when Patterson Park patrols began in the
summer of last year, off-leash dog owners met them with "loud resistance," verbally abusing
the officers.
Homeowners who live near Robert E. Lee, a city-run park in Baltimore County, say they
might hire a private ranger to crack down on those lax with leashes.
Jeffrey Budnitz, a Ruxton-Riderwood-Lake Roland Improvement Association board
member, says dog people have "hijacked" the park and that his group will do what it takes to
reclaim it. "They want a small fenced-in area for people," Budnitz says of the dog owners.
"It's a little bit of a departure from reality."
Clashes in parks
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Leash-law clashes have flared at many of Baltimore's parks, notably Patterson in the
southeast, Riverside and Henry Street in Federal Hill, and Wyman near Hampden.
Last year, the city stepped in when Henry Street homeowners complained that they could no
longer open their windows without catching a whiff of the animal waste odor emanating
from the park. Dog owners had commandeered the spot, Brown says, going so far as to erect
a baby-gate fence around it.
City officials bolted the gate, but someone cut the lock the next night. Brown ordered the
gate removed, he said, thinking, "Fine, if you're going to exercise civil disobedience, pick
them up in North Baltimore somewhere."
At a fiery meeting on dog issues soon after at Mother's Federal Hill Grille, Brown stared
down nearly 100 irate dog owners. Lest anyone accuse him of hating dogs, Brown blew up
to poster-size a shot of himself grinning widely next to his son's 130-pound Rottweiler,
Malcolm.
Bonnie Crockett sympathizes. When she lived in Federal Hill, she tried to organize a
movement for a legal Henry Street dog park. After hateful neighborhood bickering, she
gave up.
Similar emotions surfaced when the city temporarily shut down Robert E. Lee's peninsula,
the park's prime off-leash zone. Dog people doubted the official reason, which was to fix the
bridge to the peninsula and the soil there, where officials had discovered high levels of fecal
coliform, bacteria found in feces.
It motivated the off-leash contingent to fight for an official dog park.
Chris Coleman, a Lake Walker resident who frequents the peninsula with his Swiss
mountain dog, Abbey, became the group's vice chairman.
Though the city's dog park model is Canton, Coleman sniffs at that. "It's unnatural," he
says. "It's this little tiny barren patch of land. It's not a park."
Other dog owners say parks like Canton's are what the city needs. Kim Stallwood, a Canton
animal activist, says dogs need boundaries.
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"People think they have control over dogs at all times, but the reality is they don't," he says.
"The only safe way is a fenced-in area like Canton Dog Park."
On a recent Sunday afternoon, about 15 dogs chased balls and one another around the
Canton park, on Clinton Street just off Boston Street.
As Chris Weir led his yellow Lab, Haley, out of its gates, he joked that the park is worth
paying highway tolls for, coming from Federal Hill.
"She's a dog; she needs to run." he says. "Short of moving out of the city and out to the
county, it's all I can do." 1. James Kiley of Butchers Hill lets his dog, Jack (right), and a
neighbor's dog, Zabo, run without leashes in Patterson Park.
2. Kari Titus, who lives near the Canton Dog Park, takes her dog, Raleigh, to the park every
day. "She's a real hyper dog," she said.
3. Park usage
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Board of Estimates approves park for west shore of
Inner Harbor
Project is part of plan passed by voters more than 25 years ago
Metro: News from around the Baltimore region
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When Baltimore voters approved plans more than 25 years ago that eventually transformed
the Inner Harbor from an industrial backwater into a top tourist site, they also wanted to
ensure that a waterside park remained a priority.
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It didn't. While Harborplace spurred development, plans for a public park on the Inner
Harbor's western shore were relegated to the shadows of buildings rising all around.

FAQs

Until yesterday.
The city's Board of Estimates unanimously approved a $5 million deal to finally build the
park. The spending board hired Allied Contractors Inc. yesterday to erect -- in nine months,
no less -- a 3.2 acre open space between the new Baltimore Visitor Center and the Maryland
Science Center.
For years, the spot has been used as a temporary parking lot and space for temporarily
parked trailers, including one that sells tickets for Harbor Cruises.
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"This is our attempt to finally, once and for all, to finish the west shore" of the Inner Harbor,
said Paul Dombrowski, director of planning and design for the Baltimore Development
Corp. "The Visitors Center is in place, the Science Center has expanded. Now we're going to
finish this as a final park space."
Improving the west shore was one of the recommendations made in 2003 by designers hired
to update the city's master plan to guide harbor redevelopment.
The park is scheduled to be ready for the public by April, offering a space for both festivals
and recreation. The city has set the ambitious deadline because the Volvo Ocean Race, an
around-the-world sailing competition, is returning to Baltimore and Annapolis in the spring.
"We have a very tight time schedule," Dombrowski said. "Brutally tight."
The city is confident that Allied Contractors of Baltimore, which is also rebuilding War
Memorial Plaza, can get the job done on a site that provides stunning views of downtown.
"It's probably the most prominent part of the harbor," said M.J. "Jay" Brodie, president of
the BDC, the city's economic development agency.
The park is planned to be about 2 feet higher than the promenade that borders the harbor.
The elevation will allow for the creation of terrace-step walls to provide perches for peoplewatching and skyline viewing, Dombrowski said.
A large central lawn, surrounded by trees and islands of Free State flora, will stretch the
length of a football field and connect to tree-shaded paths lined with benches and wall
seating.
The park will be built to accommodate a water fountain and a performance pavilion, but
those amenities are not expected to be completed by April, Dombrowski said.
"It's a truly multipurpose park," Dombrowski said.
Officials said that the police substation and the city dockmaster's office on the site would be
placed in the first floor of the Rusty Scupper restaurant and that a place would be found for
the ticket booth of Harbor Cruises, which generates about $400,000 in annual taxes to the
city.
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Fort Smallwood deal called near
A councilman is `optimistic' about lease negotiations between the county,
Baltimore.
SUN STAFF
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Anne Arundel County may be on the verge of reaching a 99-year lease agreement with
Baltimore to take control of city-owned Fort Smallwood Park.
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Most details of the lease agreement are unclear, but according to County Council President
Ronald C. Dillon, a Pasadena Republican, the lease would give the county control of the
100-acre park in northern Anne Arundel at the price of $1 a year. "I'm hundreds of times
more optimistic than I was five months ago," Dillon said Wednesday night after being
briefed by County Executive Janet S. Owens' office, which is involved in the negotiations.

FAQs

The County Council president said his understanding is that a deal is within weeks of being
struck. City and county officials have been negotiating for months and had been expected to
reach an accord by May.
The county has failed for more than a decade to persuade the city to give up Fort
Smallwood, but in the months since Owens announced in January that she again wanted
Anne Arundel to assume control of the park, county leaders have quietly expressed
increasing optimism that a deal would be struck.
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Such hope was fueled by comments Baltimore Mayor Martin O'Malley made on WBAL
Radio in March supporting a lease agreement with the county.
Officials for Owens and O'Malley would not confirm details of the potential lease.
Park funds
The County Council's passage Tuesday of the $1.3 billion budget for 2006 has helped
generate more momentum. Owens designated $1 million in spending for Fort Smallwood
Park.
Dillon said that $100,000 is earmarked for an extensive environmental study of the 78-yearold park, which has decaying buildings and grounds contaminated with lead paint.
He said the county would spend the remaining $900,000 on cleanup and infrastructure
improvements, which would include repairing a crumbled seawall and demolishing several
collapsed buildings.
Cost estimates
County officials estimated the cost of cleanup months ago at up to $10 million. That figure
was largely based on potential environmental damage because of lead paint.
But a report commissioned in 1998 by the city Recreation and Parks Department put the
price of such cleanup at $181,000.
The city last year finished a $900,000 replacement of the park's water treatment plant, and
officials were expected to begin construction this summer to replace a fishing pier that was
destroyed by Tropical Storm Isabel in September 2003.
Dillon said that the environmental study would be done before any lease is signed.
Crime concerns
Area residents say that Baltimore has neglected to secure or maintain the park for years.
They said that city police officers rarely drive the nine miles from the Baltimore line to
patrol the park, and that crime has festered there.
Although the city and county police share jurisdiction of the park, a county police
spokesman said in January that Anne Arundel County officers don't routinely patrol it. A
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lease could clarify this issue.
Dillon said that his constituents were pleased with the progress that has been made. He said
that many people who have asked about the park "saw what it was in its heyday."
"When I tell them the news, I see a lot of excitement in their eyes," he said. 1. A rusting roof
has partially collapsed on a building in Fort Smallwood Park in northern Anne Arundel
County.
2. Fences intended to prevent access to these brick structures are in disrepair at Fort
Smallwood Park. The county and Baltimore are said to be working on a 99-year lease deal
for the park.
3. Fort Smallwood Park
1. - 2. KARL MERTON FERRON : SUN STAFF
3. SUN STAFF
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County to assume control but pay no rent to city
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Baltimore will turn over control of a scenic, 100-acre waterfront park it owns to Anne
Arundel County, ending a decades-old regional dispute that focused recently on complaints
that the city failed to adequately police or maintain the property nine miles outside the city
limits.
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Under the deal, the county will assume daily control of Fort Smallwood Park and take
responsibility for security. The county will pay no rent, but it will pay for cleanup of lead
paint and asbestos at several structures on the property, a project the county estimates could
cost $10 million. The agreement signals an end to decades of tensions between the city and
the county over the park, the site of a fort built in 1896 to protect Baltimore's harbor. For
years, neighbors have complained that the city hasn't kept up the park or prevented rowdy
behavior, gunshots and drug dealing there.
County overtures to acquire the park and its beaches date back as far as 1966.
"I'm thrilled that they will do something ... hopefully," Kathy Fordyce, who lives near the
park and regularly walks her dogs there, said when told about the deal.
The licensing agreement is for 45 years, with an option to renew for 30 more years. The city
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Board of Estimates, which must approve the agreement, is expected to give its support next
week. The deal must also be approved by the National Park Service because the land was
once owned by the federal government.
Baltimore Mayor Martin O'Malley and Anne Arundel County Executive Janet S. Owens,
both Democrats, announced the agreement yesterday. It allows O'Malley, who is running for
governor, to cite progress on an issue that potentially could have damaged him in a
battleground county.
"We are pleased to enter this regional partnership that will enhance the park and its facilities,
and will preserve and maintain our green spaces for the enjoyment of everyone," O'Malley
said in a statement.
Named for former governor and Continental Army Gen. William Smallwood, the park is
known for its panoramic views along the mouth of the Patapsco River, stretching from the
industrial heart of Baltimore to the open waters of the Chesapeake Bay.
The U.S. Army sold the land to Baltimore for $50,000 in 1927 on the condition that the
wooded point on the mouth of the Patapsco River would remain parkland, or revert back to
the federal government. Another condition of the sale stipulated that the property could not
be sold or leased to another party. That's why Baltimore and Anne Arundel officials settled
on a licensing agreement, which costs the county nothing.
A 1927 article in The Sun quoted officials as saying that Fort Smallwood "has a bathing
beach that is superior to any along the upper stretches of the bay." The park, according to a
1968 Sun article, was a popular spot for Baltimoreans to travel to by boat in the 1930s and
1940s. In 1968, then-City Council President William Donald Schaefer visited the park in an
effort to keep it from being turned into an industrial site.
Over the years, the city considered abandoning the park and pursued various other uses as
attendance dwindled, maintenance was cut back and structures fell into disrepair.
In 1976, then-city Sheriff George W. Freeburger proposed turning the property into a ranch
for underprivileged boys. Five years later, the operators of Hersheypark in Pennsylvania
studied the idea of building a recreational complex with entertainment pavilions, restaurants
and overnight lodging, but the company concluded that the $12 million project was not
feasible.
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City officials nearly closed the park in 1999.
In recent years, Anne Arundel officials and neighbors from the Pasadena area have revived
complaints about park conditions.
Many of the crumbling buildings are covered with lead-based paint and were cordoned off
with chain-link fences after a 1998 city report revealed lead contamination. They were
scheduled to be leveled and the grounds cleaned, but the buildings remain standing,
although some of the fences have fallen over or disappeared.
The Sun reported early this year that fences were not placed around two rusted playground
sites that were laden with cracked lead paint. City officials said in February that they had
begun to replace the playgrounds, but a recent visit revealed that they had been ripped up.
Residents have also become irate about what they say is a lack of police presence from
Baltimore, which has had primary jurisdiction over the park.
Neighbors have complained about the crackle of rifle fire - mostly from hunters of
waterfowl - the squealing of drag racers and dirt bikes, and noise from late-night parties
after the park is supposed to be closed. The park has long had a problem with fights and
vandalism. Baltimore police officials have said that they respond to calls but that they
usually place a priority on more urgent matters within the city limits.
The State Highway Administration installed a traffic-calming system in recent years to stop
the drag racing to and from the park gates, and the park has remained a popular picnic spot
for families during the summertime.
Neighbors have long pushed for having Anne Arundel police and fire personnel take over
response duties to the park. They have contended that only the county had the resources and
the motivation to turn around the park. But city officials resisted the idea.
Earlier this year, Owens renewed her push for the county to assume control of the park.
County leaders quietly began expressing optimism that a deal would be struck, especially
after O'Malley said in a radio interview in March that he supported a lease agreement with
the county.
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In fact, Owens said yesterday, she and O'Malley had reached an understanding months ago
on the park but needed time to negotiate the terms. The county had wanted to set the terms
of the agreement for 99 years; the city had wanted 20 years.
Both O'Malley and Owens, who is weighing a bid in 2006 for Congress, could benefit from
the agreement, a local political analyst said.
"To the extent that you get any publicity, it's a drop in the bucket," said Dan Nataf, director
of the Center for the Study of Local Issues at Anne Arundel Community College. "In a
campaign, though, you hope that the little drops add up."
Owens had set aside $1 million in the county's fiscal 2006 budget to perform an
environmental assessment of Fort Smallwood and begin renovations.
"This is an enormous win for Baltimore City and Anne Arundel County," Owens said
yesterday.
Anne Arundel will take control of the park 90 days from the signing of the agreement, and
county recreation and parks officials hope to replace the playgrounds that were ripped out
this year. By the spring, they also plan to remove dead trees and stabilize the shoreline.
John T. Keene, the county Recreation and Parks Department's planning and construction
chief, said city and county officials will coordinate improvements.
County officials anticipate that the acquisition, for all intentions and purposes, of Fort
Smallwood Park will further enhance the revitalization of the Marley Neck peninsula. The
county paid $26 million to take over and complete construction of the nearby 36-hole
Compass Pointe Golf Course, which opened this summer. Upscale housing developments
surround the courses.
Also down the street from Fort Smallwood Park is 232 acres of wooded, waterfront
parkland recently donated by the Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation. The county will
establish a master plan next year for both Fort Smallwood and the Weinberg park, Keene
said.
"It's a major investment in North County," said Owens, who has heard complaints for years
from northern Anne Arundel County about the lack of parkland there. "They say, `We don't
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get nice things.' I think that's been put to rest."
phill.mcgowan@baltsun.com
Sun news researchers Jean Packard and Paul McCardell contributed to this article. 1. Anne
Arundel County will assume control of city-owned Fort Smallwood Park.
2. A decades-old regional dispute focused recently on complaints that Baltimore failed to
adequately police or maintain the 100-acre park it owns in Anne Arundel County.
3. END OF TENSIONS
1 & 2. KIM HAIRSTON : SUN PHOTOGRAPHER
3. SUN NEWS GRAPHIC
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The Baltimore Board of Estimates unanimously approved a licensing agreement yesterday
that will allow Anne Arundel County to take over daily control of a city-owned park on the
shores of the Patapsco River.
Also yesterday, the city signed the 45-year licensing agreement on Fort Smallwood Park,
clearing the way for the county to assume control of the 100-acre parcel in 90 days. The two
sides announced the agreement last week, ending nearly 40 years of county overtures to take
over a park that is known not only for its views of the Chesapeake Bay but also for its
environmental contamination and decay, and for the rowdiness of its visitors.
The National Park Service must sign off on the agreement because the 78-year-old park was
once owned by the federal government. That approval is expected.
Under the deal, the county will assume responsibility for maintaining and securing the park.
It will also spearhead the cleanup of lead paint and asbestos there, a project the county
estimates could cost $10 million. The county will pay no rent to the city, but Baltimore will
maintain ownership of the park, the site of a fort built in 1896 to protect the city's harbor.
Baltimore bought Fort Smallwood from the Army for $50,000 in 1927 on the condition that
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it remain parkland, or revert back to the federal government.
The county will close the park once the deal goes into effect, about Feb. 1. By the spring,
Anne Arundel officials said, they will replace two playgrounds that were ripped out this
year, remove dead trees and stabilize the shoreline. The park will reopen when those
improvements are completed, they said.
phill.mcgowan@baltsun.com
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Capt. Alex Wheatley of the Forest Park High School Junior ROTC program salutes during
the national anthem at the rededication ceremony for the plaza, which was refurbished at a
cost of $1.5 million. [Article, Veterans Day events, Page 4B]
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Six fallen soldiers are honored at memorial plaza
rededication
Families of Marylanders are presented with ceremonial city flags
SUN REPORTER
DOUG DONOVAN
PUBLISHED ON NOVEMBER 11, 2005
© 2005- THE BALTIMORE SUN

The newly refurbished War Memorial Plaza in downtown Baltimore provided all the
solemn trappings yesterday of a Veterans Day ceremony honoring fallen soldiers: A solitary
bell tolled. Bagpipes wailed. A trumpet sounded taps.
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Families and friends cried. Elected and military officials spoke. And a cold, steady breeze
provided a chilling thread throughout the hourlong proceedings. Yet through it all - the tears,
the pageantry, the wind - Donna Gilmore's thoughts took her back to happier days three
decades ago when she and her husband playfully courted each other on the same plaza
where yesterday she mourned him.
"We used to come down here to the plaza when we didn't have any money and just walk
around," Gilmore said. "We'd talk about the future and how he wanted to travel."
Her husband's 22-year career in the Army gave the Baltimore couple the chance to see the
world, she said. But it also took the 45-year-old father of two to Iraq. And on Nov. 7, 2003,
Sgt. Maj. Cornell W. Gilmore, 45, died after the Black Hawk helicopter he was flying in
crashed in Tikrit.
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Gilmore was one of six fallen soldiers from Maryland honored by the hundreds in
attendance yesterday and their families presented with ceremonial city flags.
The others were Army Spc. Toccara R. Green, 23, of Rosedale, who died Aug. 14; Army
Staff Sgt. Damion G. Campbell, 23, of Baltimore, who died Aug. 26; Army Spc. Bernard L.
Ceo, 23, of Baltimore, who died Oct. 14; Army National Guard Sgt. Brian R. Conner, 36, of
Gwynn Oak, who died Oct. 14; and Army Reserve Spc. Kendell Frederick, 21, of
Randallstown, who died Oct. 19.
"I know this is a painful time for you," said Mayor Martin O'Malley, who took the stage to
the regal strains of "Fanfare for the Common Man" performed by a brass quintet. "And I
know that there's a pain in your heart that will never ever heal given that sacrifice that you
have laid on the altar of liberty."
O'Malley was joined on stage by several dignitaries and soldiers, including his father, a
World War II veteran who flew 33 missions over Japan.
The mayor's speech was followed by comments from Del. Anthony G. Brown, a Prince
George's County Democrat and a lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army Reserve who recently
returned from Iraq, and Gen. Guy M. Walsh of the Maryland Air National Guard. Both men
addressed the families sitting in the front row with words of comfort.
"They promised and prayed to come home, just as you longed for their return," Brown said.
"But God had other plans. And they are with him in a better place."
Garry Green Sr., a Baltimore police detective, and his wife, Yvonne, said the ceremony was
an apt reminder of the sacrifice of their daughter, Toccara, who was the first female soldier
from Maryland to die in the Iraq war.
"They're recognizing her as a hero," Green said. "Honoring her keeps her memory alive."
Toccara Green and Damion G. Campbell attended Forest Park High School and participated
in the school's junior ROTC program. Nearly 40 Forest Park students enrolled in the
program attended the ceremony and served as ushers, representing the youngest of those in
uniform at the event.
The older end, including those who have retired, was represented by men and women such
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as Peter D. Molan, a former Army intelligence officer. Molan stood alone holding a large
white flag emblazoned with the name of his group, Veterans For Peace, and its symbol of a
helmet containing a dove.
"I'm here to honor the warriors, not the war," Molan said. "It's politicians who start wars and
soldiers who bring them to an end."
The ceremony also honored the more than 200 city government employees who are active or
retired members of the military. One by one, each was called to the stage to receive
honorary medals for their service.
Included was Connie A. Brown, acting director of the Department of Recreation and Parks.
A retired Army colonel who served "31 years, two months and four days," Brown said he
was honored the ceremony coincided with the rededication of War Memorial Plaza.
The city spent $1.5 million over the past year to rejuvenate the plaza built in 1927 as a
memorial to the 1,769 Marylanders who died in World War I.
Gone is the dark concrete pit wedged between City Hall and the War Memorial Building
that attracted more vagrants than lunchtime professionals. In its place is a rectangular 1 1/3
acres of inviting grass surrounded by soft decorative stone, plantings of red-and-white
mums, new trees, lights and a fountain.
Brown said the ceremony and the new park were a "fitting memorial." He was reminded of a
saying that he hoped no one would forget on Veterans Day.
"To those who have fought for it, freedom has a taste the protected will never know," he
said.
For Hortense Conner, the mother of Brian Conner, that taste is pain. Such ceremonies, she
said, "helps take away some of the anger - but just a small bit of it."
doug.donovan@baltsun.com Jim Dunn of Hampstead played bagpipes during the
rededication of War Memorial Plaza, which now includes grass surrounded by decorative
stone, plantings of mums, new trees, lights and a fountain.
BARBARA HADDOCK TAYLOR : SUN PHOTOGRAPHER
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Lax Leash Law Has
Some San Franciscans
At End of Their Rope
Dog Lovers Clash With Others
Over Pooches in Parks;
Corky's Unwanted Suitors
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Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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SAN FRANCISCO -- An hour into a public meeting this summer in Golden Gate Park, a group of
about 40 residents grew restless. When the moderator asked for comments, the room erupted, with
some people heatedly calling each other "militants" and "zealots." One woman declared
compromise impossible.
The meeting wasn't about gay marriage or the Iraq war. It was a topic far more divisive in this
proudly political city: dogs, and how freely they should be able to roam without leashes in the
city's 209 parks.
The city's leash law is clear: Dogs aren't allowed to be off the leash except in designated areas.
The reality is equally stark: The law is rarely enforced.
That has created a standoff, pitting dog-loving activists against equally adamant proponents of
enforcing the leash law. A recent spate of pit-bull attacks has heightened the debate.
At the meeting in Golden Gate Park, the city's Dog Advisory Committee was planning to discuss a
potential compromise. It would limit the hours that pooches are allowed off-leash. But the
proposal proved so divisive that it was never brought up.
In January, the city's Recreation and Park Commission will consider a different proposal the Dog
Advisory Committee recently completed, calling for beefed up enforcement of the leash law. "San
Francisco is one of the densest cities in the country," says Amber Evans, the department's interim
liaison to the Dog Advisory Committee. "The challenge is how to balance intense demands for
these limited resources."
Dogs are a hotly defended constituency here. The most recent city census puts the number of dogs
nearly even with the number of children at 120,000, out of a total human population of about
801,000.
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Mayor Gavin Newsom says the only political group in the city as powerful as the pro-dog lobby is
the pro-children's lobby. With these two groups at odds, he says in an interview, "We'll probably
solve the issue of homelessness before we're able to solve the dog issue."
One afternoon at the city's Dolores Park, owners of French bulldogs gathered for their weekly offleash social event, dubbed "Frenchie Friday." John Silowsky, 37 years old, brought his Boston
Terrier, Dewey, out to play with the other small dogs. "Dogs are a part of our family," he says.
"It's the same as taking a kid to the playground. And it's good for us because we get outside."
In another nearby park, Belinda Moss, 34, had just pulled nearly a dozen dogs without leashes off
her 8-pound Maltese, Corky. A New York transplant, Ms. Moss says she is "shocked" at the lack
of enforcement of the leash laws. She worries what her 6-year-old son, Drew, will get into when
she takes him to the park. "It seems like people bring their dogs here to evacuate," she says. "It's
kind of gross."
Some folks have tried to take the law into their own hands. Several antipooch locals have posted
"No Dogs" signs in city parks and chained park gates shut. They claim dog advocates struck back
by tearing down the signs and opening chained gates with bolt cutters.
City officials have done little to resolve the fracas. When police in the city's
southern Ingleside District issued citations to some San Franciscans for
letting their pets roam leashless earlier this year, dog owners howled with
protest. So the police backed off, sending an email to residents declaring
"the last thing the Police department desires is to get in the middle of an
issue that has divided the community." The email's author, Capt. Paul
Chignell, declined to comment.
The pet-roaming issue has been handled peacefully elsewhere. In
Minneapolis, officials in 2001 created dog play areas, where owners pay an
annual fee to run their mutts off-leash in designated locations. In New York
City, dogs are supposed to be on a leash at all times, but some parks relax
enforcement between 9 p.m. and 9 a.m. There are also 35 fenced-off dog
runs. Signs advertising "Dog free grass" let park users know where it's safe to sit.
San Francisco's dog fight started in 1997 when the National Park Service, citing conservation
issues, limited off-leash use in recreation areas on the city fringes where dog owners had
historically let their pups run free. In search of new play areas, many pet owners headed to parks
within the city. The influx prompted authorities to propose banning most off-leash dog recreation
in 2001. The proposal was enacted in 2002. The fine for breaking the leash law is $32. Failure to
pick up after a dog is $320.
The curtailment riled up dog advocates, who banded together to create groups with names like
Free Dog! In 2001, more than 1,500 dog owners staged a mass protest against the National Park
Service for handing out tickets for off-leash incidents. That same year, canine owners held a
"Critical Mutt" rally and converged on City Hall under the banner "Bark now, or forever hold
your leash." The pro-dog faction also has its own political action committee: DogPAC, which says
it has a 75% success rate in getting dog-friendly candidates into local offices.
"We love our dogs and we love having fun with our dogs," says Sally Stephens, head of the San
Francisco Dog Owners Group, or SFDOG, the largest of more than 20 dog-advocacy groups in the
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area. Ms. Stephens says running without a leash is the only way city dogs like her 12-year-old
Border Collie Skates can stay healthy, since many live in cramped apartments.
The dog lovers fought ticketing so aggressively that the National Park Service has since backed
off enforcing leash laws on some federal land along the San Francisco waterfront. It has also put
together a group representing all interests that is studying the matter. For now, the citywide offleash ban is largely not enforced.
All of this upsets some advocates of enforcing the leash law. One is Andrea
O'Leary, an independent lighting designer. In the mid-1990s, she decided to
improve a park in the city's Sunnyside neighborhood. With other volunteers,
she spruced up the park with drinking fountains and plants.
Then, Ms. O'Leary says, the dog people came and used the park as a
"community dog toilet," scaring children and trashing landscaping. In
response, Ms. O'Leary and others have turned up at public meetings to
protest the lack of leashes and have lobbied officials to enforce leash laws.
Some dog activists are now trying to reduce the tensions. Since becoming
an educational nonprofit in 2002, SFDOG has asked dog owners to exercise
"park petiquette," such as cleaning up after them and keeping dogs under
voice command at all times. Ms. Stephens says she and other volunteers often post brochures at
park entrances that list proper pet behavior. "Not everybody likes a big, wet lick on the face," she
says.
Write to Chelsea DeWeese at chelsea.deweese@dowjones.com1
URL for this article:
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Canine also means teeth
Traditionally man's best friends, dogs can be a threat to old, young and
postal carriers
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Cathi Webster sometimes sees it when she walks the streets of Canton, the raw fear in
their eyes. Mothers clutch their children a little tighter. Grandmothers sidle off the
sidewalk, and grown men scuttle across the street.
At first, she didn't get it.
"I mean, it's not like it's a bomb on the
end of the leash," she said.
Actually, it's a Chihuahua mix with bright friendly eyes, her diminutive pet, Scout.
But "the size doesn't matter," said Webster, president of the Friends of Canton Dog Park.
"If you're afraid of dogs, you're afraid of dogs. That's it."
When a toy poodle named Jacquelyn nipped at the heels of a jogger in Anne Arundel
County last week, and the man responded by booting the 4-pound animal into the road,
the news spread in dog parks and running clubs across Maryland.
Most people from both camps agree that it's extreme to kick a dog that could pass for a
celebrity accessory; Jacquelyn suffered serious injuries and can barely move. Charges
are being considered, as is a change in laws governing animal cruelty.
But the canine-wary also say they have to walk the streets armed to the teeth with
whistles and walking sticks and water bottles, which they might use to squirt an unruly
pooch in the eye, no matter its size.
"Oh, heck, yeah," said Dan Warnick, the co-owner of Hunt Valley Bicycles in
Timonium, whose wife was once bitten in the calf by a Labrador retriever, and who
sometimes has cycled through the countryside with hounds in hot pursuit. "You have to
defend yourself. Do you want a dog to maul you up? The blood starts pumping, and it's
fight or flight."
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Warnick - who is 6 feet 5 and weighs 200 pounds - can't see himself punting a poodle.
"But if I was a guy in my 60s, or a woman in my 40s," he said, maybe. He once watched
a fellow cyclist kick a "rough-looking" collie in the shoulder in mid-pedal and thought:
More power to him.
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The man vs. dog fight has claimed victims on both sides.
Each year, Baltimore's Bureau of Animal Control collects the bodies of dogs that were
stabbed or beaten with boards by the people they allegedly attacked. The Police
Department alone shoots about a dozen a year, usually in the course of search-andseizure activities, said the bureau's director, Bob Anderson. He noted that most of these
are Rottweilers and the like, with the occasional German shepherd or great Dane. Never
toy poodles.
But dogs - particularly unleashed dogs such as Jacquelyn - are a legitimate safety
concern. Somewhere between 600 and 800 Baltimoreans a year report being bitten,
Anderson said.
"Most of the time a child is pulling a pork chop bone away from a dog and he gets
nipped," he said. "But I've also seen a boy get 200 stitches in his leg."
Annually, about 800,000 Americans seek medical attention for dog bites, and an average
of 12 of these victims die, according to the National Center for Injury Prevention and
Control.
The most vulnerable are small children, the elderly and U.S. Postal Service workers - in
that order, according to USPS statistics.
Joggers are tempting targets, too - their speed can activate an animal's hunting instincts,
according to Aileen Gabbey, executive director of the Maryland SPCA.
Brett Harvey wasn't thinking like prey while running on the trails of Robert E. Lee Park
in North Baltimore two years ago. He was footloose and fancy-free.
So was the poodle.
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Baltimore County is working on a long-term lease agreement for city-owned Robert E.
Lee Park that would accelerate the pace of necessary repairs if state funding is
approved.

Baltimoresun.com's school closings database
is designed to provide up-to-date, easy-toaccess information in the event of inclement
weather.

Find out if your school is participating and sign up
for e-mail alerts here.

The footbridge that serves as the most popular entrance to the park, just north of the
county line, has been closed since the summer after Baltimore County inspectors declared
the bridge unsafe.
County Executive James T. Smith Jr. said Monday that the county is seeking $3 million in
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state money - its only bond bill request - to repair the bridge and address environmental
concerns. The county would match the state money.
If approved, the lease would be modeled on a similar agreement with Anne Arundel
County for city-owned Fort Smallwood Park.
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Details need to be completed and
approved by the city's Board of
Estimates as well as the Baltimore
County Council, but essentially
Baltimore County would assume
responsibility for costs of
maintenance and capital
improvements, Frank said.
However, no capital improvements
could begin without city approval, he
said.
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"We thought it could be a pretty
good match for us," said Baltimore
County Parks Director Robert J.
Barrett.
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Without such an agreement, it's not
clear when the necessary repairs
could be made, because the bridge closure was unexpected, Frank said.
"This was not at the top of the city's capital improvement priorities," he said.
The county has worked with the city to improve the park in the past, Barrett said. The
proposed agreement is contingent on approval of the state money.
"We need to make sure if it's brought into our inventory, it's up to our standards," he said.
The first phase of improvements could include a dog park and maintenance of paths and
trails, as well as the bridge replacement and the addressing of erosion problems, costing
between $6 million and $7 million.
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Later phases would maximize use of the water and create parking, he said; that could
take five years or more.
Buying the park outright would be too expensive - $10 million or more, he said.
But if money is allocated, the first phase could be completed within 12 to 18 months,
Barrett said.
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City shuts span after inspector finds structural flaws
By Brent Jones | Sun Reporter
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Alex Shchetinkin and his dog, Jack, cross the pedestrian bridge in Robert E. Lee
Park that has been closed because of structural damage. (Sun photo by Lloyd Fox /
July 22, 2008)

Baltimore officials closed a footbridge at Robert E. Lee Park yesterday, shutting a
passageway to one of the city's most popular dog-walking areas.
An independent contractor recently completed a structural assessment of the bridge and
identified several areas of concern. Although the park is in Baltimore County, it is owned by
the city. It sits north of Mount Washington, adjacent to Lake Roland near Falls Road and
Lakeside Drive.
Word of the bridge's closure spread throughout the park by late evening, as dozens of dog
walkers were forced to brainstorm future plans. On weekends, hundreds of people walk
across the bridge, those who frequent the park say.
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Atman Smith walked his dog across the bridge for what he said would be the last time in a
while. The West Baltimore resident comes out a couple of times a week and will now have
to adjust his schedule, which might include finding a different park.
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Smith said he will miss the
relationships he has developed with
the other dog owners.
"It's a very beautiful place in
Baltimore. Not too many places like
this," said Smith, who is the director
of Holistic Life Foundation, a
nonprofit organization that teaches
children yoga. "The waterfall, the
lake. And you meet diverse people
up here. Everybody knows
everybody, and it's cool. I've made
really good friends up here."

A Baltimore County spokesman, Donald I. Mohler, said that the county hired a company
called URS Corp. that studied the bridge and prepared the report. The city closed the
bridge after receiving the county's report, Mohler said.
The report "was done as part of the ongoing discussions between the city and the county in
terms of the future. Now where the discussions will move to is how we get that bridge
rebuilt as quickly as possible," he said.
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Mohler later added, "I think everybody realizes that we need to get that bridge working."
The report said the structure received a recent rating of 3 out of a possible 9 according to
National Bridge Inspection Standards, which translated into deterioration that has seriously
affected primary structural components. The report highlights worn concrete on the
underside of the deck slabs.
There is no estimate on how much it will cost to fix the bridge, and it is not clear which
government - city or county - will pay, according to Mohler.
Kia McCleod, a spokeswoman for the city Department of Recreation and Parks, said there
is no timetable for when the bridge will reopen. She also said that all other areas of the
park will remain accessible. The park can be entered from Falls Road, though that's miles
from the main dog-walking area.
In early 2004, the bridge was closed for $1.2 million worth of repairs, although many of the
dog owners ignored the closure. The city welded steel bars onto the fence so that people
couldn't get through, but one woman tried to get in and got stuck, while other owners
climbed around the ends of the fence clutching their dogs, risking a fall.
That year, the southeastern corner of the park was also closed to remove soil
contaminated by dogs.
It's easy to see why dog owners would go to such extremes to gain access to the park, its
fans say.
Dean Davili, with his dog and family by his side, called Robert E. Lee Park the best in the
area. Davili brought his mother and two other relatives to the park yesterday, hours after
they had landed from out of town.
"It's a Baltimore tradition," the Johns Hopkins physician said.
Devorah Werdesheim, while walking her dog Bella, said she will consider entering the park
through Falls Road. She acknowledged that might add at least two miles to her normal hike
- something that might dissuade other dog owners.
And without the fellowship of other dogs, Bella stands to be the one most affected,
Werdesheim said.
"It puts a crimp in her social life," she said. "She's very well socialized because of the park.
She doesn't attack other dogs or people."
The bridge, meanwhile, held up just fine as one of the city's trucks passed over it.
"I've seen police officers drive over that bridge, although I couldn't imagine taking a car
over that thing," said Bill Cress of Towson, as he walked his two dogs, Tegan and Hank. "I
know I've never thought twice about crossing it."
The park boasts 450 acres of wilderness, with dozens of hiking and jogging trails. An
Internet site devoted to dog owners recently rated it the best park in the Baltimore area.
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Lake Roland, a former city reservoir, is a popular spot for dogs to swim. And trees shade
the park.
Those are reasons Alex Shchetinkin has come to the park for years with his dog Jack,
especially when temperatures reach the 90s, as was the case yesterday.

View all Top Jobs

"He just gets in the water and is on his own," Shchetinkin said. "And it's shaded. Cool for
the dog, and cool for me."
brent.jones@baltsun.com
Sun reporter John Fritze contributed to this article.
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Dan Griffin, Perry Hall

Leash law ignored
in Robert E. Lee Park
As an 85-year-old senior citizen who has
been a frequent visitor to Robert E Lee Park
for more than 20 years, I feel compelled to
respond to Maris Baker's commentary about
dog walkers in the park ("Off the leash and
out of luck," Nov. 12).
I have walked in many parks and trails in
Maryland and have never seen dogs off leash
except in Robert E. Lee Park. To the best of
my knowledge, it is state law that dogs must
be on a leash in public areas, including parks
and trails.
Ms. Baker's feels she is somehow exempt
from this law. Before the county took over
the trail it was not unusual to see dog waste
in plastic bags hung from trees as if they
were holiday ornaments, or deposited in
piles along Falls Road.
The fact that for 30 years she has been
walking her dogs off-leash indicates the
failure of the city to maintain the park
properly. I have personally experienced
being surrounded by barking dogs, practically knocked off the trail by a large running
dog and was recently jumped on by a dog
that almost caused me to fall.
The usual response from owners when I
call for help is that their dog doesn't bite. I
am really not interested in finding out
whether they do or not. But since the county
took over the park, the vast improvement in
the trails and the rest of the park has been a
pleasure. The only complaint I have is that
dogs still run off leash in violation of the law.
Paul Freiman
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Off the leash, out of luck
Robert L. Lee Park dog walkers feel left out of the process
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I am part of a group of citizens of many different backgrounds, all sharing a common interest. Dog Walkers of
Robert E. Lee Park have enjoyed off-leash walking and jogging with our beloved dogs for more than 30 years.
Sadly, this activity has been unceremoniously forbidden since the renovation of Robert E. Lee Park. Otherwise
law-abiding citizens have been recently hounded (pardon the pun) by a newly hired team of park rangers, police
and animal control officers, issuing fines for our actions.
The park has been newly restored with $6 million in taxpayer money. The major players in getting the park
renovated are members of the Robert E. Lee Park Nature Council, many of whom own land near the park.
We fully approve of leashed walking in the newly restored pavilion areas. But we contest our inability to off leash
walk or jog in the back and grossly underutilized trails. The council has turned a deaf ear to our compromise offers;
its answer is a newly constructed 1-acre fenced area called Paw Point. While this may serve the needs of some
dog owners, it does not serve the needs of others.
The problems with the Paw Point "solution" are many. When an owner goes to Paw Point it becomes a
non-energetic "dog stand" vs "dog walk" for the human — unless one fancies walking in endless circles around the

Latest news videos

fenced circumference. Larger, more energetic dogs frighten smaller dogs within its relatively small confines. Some
dogs are more solitary and do not enjoy others dogs "in their face." Baltimore County allows three dogs per
owner, but Paw Point permits only two. Moreover, the facility is located up a steep hill, flouting Maryland disability
rights law.
Our group was formed shortly before the reopening of the park to ensure our continued use of the northern section
of the park for morning hikes with our off-leash dogs. Proposals were submitted to the council, taking care to
acknowledge the law and all competing interests for use of the park. The council's answer? Simply, "No." It was not
open to any negotiations. No public debate, no discussions of any sort.
The council's main argument is that a Baltimore County law requires dogs be leashed on public lands. But
obviously, there are exceptions — such as Paw Point. And other areas of the law, such as the requirement for
handicap access, have been overlooked. And while we're at it, how did Hollins Avenue, until recently, an always
public through street, suddenly become blocked off with barricades that dead-end it, blocking a park entrance?
Several members of the Council Board just happen to live on this street.
Dead-ending with the Nature Council, our group then met with Councilwoman Vicki Almond, who insisted that she
cannot ask the Nature Council to work out any agreement. Seems odd. The Nature Council reports to the
Department of Recreation and Parks, which reports to the County Council — so who is in charge?
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There is no valid reason for not having a real off-leash dog walking program in the park. Off-leash dog walking has
become a national issue, with countless articles and many books published about this subject. It is here in

Mitt Romney has no future in the GOP

Maryland. It will not go away simply because we have been told to go away. Many other areas have reached a fair
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compromise on this issue, so why can't we?
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When the desires of a group of citizens through a public vetting process and are denied, one may be
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understandably disappointed. But when those desires are flatly rejected without the appropriate public forum,
where does one go?
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Maris Baker lives in Baltimore County with her three Cavalier King Charles Spaniels. Her email is
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marisb@comcast.net.
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